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KEYNOTE TALK

ThE DYWAIC CENMhMY

D. Zonars
Air Force nlight Dynamics Laboratory

Vlrigt-Pstterson Air Force Base, Ohio

Webster refers to the word dynamic, factors and uncover the shroud of uncertainty.
derived from the Greek word dynamikos, as an The engineer and scientist have always been an
adjective characterizing a number of environ- Inquisitive, searching and progressive type of
mantel asPoets whiich affect our lives. IIn Individual. His goals are to solve problems,
physics, ir portails to power or physical generate a technical base for new developments
forced producing motion. Similarly. It CAn and to create. Creativity is Itself very
Pertain to than"e of process as a manifestation Illusive and difficult to develop. Creativity
of energy. In economics, It has to de with sometimes results from an interdisciplinary
the disturbance of economic equilibrium force, approach such as experienced from the inter-
and Is Independent of whether such change has section of two different technical plaras.
-accurred by the sudden Introduction of excep- Such an interdisciplinary approach requires a
tional cooditions or through prng'sssive change communication network which Is unfailing in
in the standards and habits of people. it: the providing the proper assumptions, facts and
fine art, *dymice Involves the effect of understanding. The germination of such
motion or progression. In medicine, It per- creativity results In continual exchange of
taims to cell changes, physical mako-up, the Information, development of ideas and, finally.
mind and associated thinking. In music. it the emergence of a "spike" in the -dynamic
inevolvee sound variatio nsld contrast& In loud- spectrum which exemplifies the created.
ama or power is tones.

ike technical stature of this country is
2h afmenationed disciplines or areas of a tribute to the scientist and engineer in his

persmma Involvement, to mention a few, are loyal and aggressiv' desire to create a better
Indeed umdaftnng dynAmic change. As lumens civilization. We are but 702 of tho way

muare deeply Immermed In thin dynomic envirot" through this dynamic century and, already,
ist. Tks early imarning alas* Is perhaps the many advances have taken place which from an
met funamenta]l of macoutic excitations, for equivalent standpoint have taken thousands of
mat only does It provide for a kind of awaken- years to achieve in the past. Who wouzld have
Ina, but ItsI alsoalrts uM to an enviroenment thought In the year 1990 -that flight wouli
:bat Is continually changing. Environmental hae" occurred In 1903? Isn't It Ironic :bat

chaeme Is certainly, sad for the moot part, a Wilbur Wright, in conjunction with his brother
Memlfastatlea of people Attempting to achieve and after ver.y successful glider flights at

saegoal. Sy necessity, this Involves the Kitty UaVk in 1901. declared his belief that
espendItuire of power or energy to achieve wam would not fly within a thousand years. And
such an ead. yet, In a sh*rt 66 years, or the equivalent of

less than the average man's lifetime, we have
The mstionide unrest on our capuses Is leanded on the moon. -Magnificent achievements

certainly a dyisoic situation. The meare such as these can only result from a commit-
mention of youth sand campas unrest brings to sent to achieve a certain goal thro;4gh the
"mid education, lerningS and the ultimate unique resourcefulness contained within man.
ntIl~satuan of such knowlsdge. Knowledge MOrs specifically. this success must be
trausicem the unbAma Into the uncertain. characterized by ama's Intellectual tezurces
Nowever, fewr dwells within the uncertain and, And his highly geared motivation to succeed.
hence, we are driven to Identify recognizable Searly all of our technology gains and forward
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i.teps have been tile result of scientific Here again, shu.; 'nar"y ityer in!teractiona
brainpower and tie always needed financial and flow separation are considered to be the
support. Hlaving made nman knowledgeable and driving potential for excitation of the flight
properly outfitted him with material resources, structure. Present day aircraft can experience
he sets out to accomplish the seemingly buffeting in this speed regime while flying in
impossible. ,any times he reverts to increased the cruise attitude. Increasing the angle-of-
power and energy techniques. This power attack normally increases the buffet intensity.
expenditure is, by thermodynamic laws, not With further icreases in angle-of-attack, we
100t efficient, and coupled witi population normally experience flight controk instabilitim

increase, it results in a nunbei of talked such aa wing rock, pitch up or pitch down. The
about phenomena such as air, noise, anj water combinations of buffet excitation and loss of
pollution. Looking at the manifestations of stability and control can result in very severe
energy, one can certainly think of it as a vibration bordering on aircraft destruction.
forcing function. latediately. the scientist Such conditions require an intetdisciplinary
and engineer cannot help but relate to response treatment of the problem with due consideration
characteristics. As a result, we are experi- for vehicle dynamics, structures, aerodynamics,
encing many dynamic phenomena during this stability ind control, and propele've influ-
century which are of primary importance. eaces. One can go on and on enumerating aero-
Increasing requirements of our military and nautical phenomena involvimg a dynamic environ-
commerical aviation over the past 20 years ment, however, time is of an essence.
has necessitated tlhe development of larger air-
craft. hence, greater and more powerful Vibration and shock engineers and
engines have 'cen required to propel such air- scientists have always recognized that most
craft to transonic and even supersonic speeds. phenomena in nature are dynamic, and that a
Co,,equently, noise pollution is becoming a dynamic approach, while difficult and some-
thorn in th:' world's side. This problem has times burdensoue, is the best way to unravel
been evolving for many years with only a very the complexity of the environment which affects
limited amount of research to complement the all vehicles. A recent Air Force program,
technical develcpments. referred to as Project LANS (L•oad leviation

and Modal Suppression), has brought into focus
Over and above being an annoyance to our the possibility of controlling the flight

senses, intense noise has degraded the vehicle structure such that it automatically
structural-material properties of our flight reactg to disturbances or gusts In th.e envitiln-
vehicles with nmerous and extensive failures. iert. This prograr makes use of accelerometers
In the area of structural dynamics, we find locaed at strategic points on the airplane
fracture mechanics looming as a spectrum wing to sense gust disturbances which in turn
' spike" for investigation. This area takes on activate a circuit that causes a control
addes complexity when one considers the vibra- surface to Immediately deflect in the direction
tory and shock aspects imposed -apon an uf strongly damping the notion. In a practical
arbitrary structure. In another area, the sense, this eliminates the dynamic stresses in
dynamics of airflow systems as experienced in Ehe structure due to suddep aiceleratlons. Tha
inlet-engine compatibility has reflected effect of such a system in improvin# the
aeversely upon the fl...ht characteristics of fatigue life, ride quality, and ccntrolling the
some of our aircraft. In the past, inlet flutler mode3 of the ircraeft is-imdiately
steady-state distortion resulting from both apparent. by necessIty %sUh a system is
external and internal flow condl.'ions has been cmnposed of enl.rc, eitrenic circuits.
one of the primary causes of propulsion .-ontrol surfaces -And actuators and must be
instability. However, with the advent of super- perfectly reliabl. Io pu•th thu reliability
sonic flight., the unsteady nature of inlet of this overall kyltct to the lotiy peak that
flows has had a profound effect in reducing is requirtd, rmduoIency lh inveed i'i design.
the engine operational stability margin and This redundancy 1% &fftctive only if mal-
consequently caust.ng compressor stalls. The functions in tle rellfduint armf of tl-. system
primary source of the.e inlet flow pulsations are un, orieletvd,1 but v•rat ion ahd sh~ck can
or fluctuations has been identified as shock- affect tlhe whole alri:•rft and nay provi.e
boundarv layer interactions ant airflow- highly correlated vxcitatlons that tend tc
separations. These fluctuations are generally degrade simultaneously all the redunds t a5ms.
ra•dc•m in both time .'n6 space and are often Otlher environnunts that rnay do this are ionizing
referred to as "turbulence". "Turbulence" rad'ation and 1ightning but vihration and noise
exhibits a large range of amplitude-frequency are perhapis the -,,it pervasive and continuous,
content. Future couplings between inlet and and hrnct, most- important to guard against.
en.ines must account fcr the dynamic or the Thus, the problen; of operational reliability
time dependent characteristics of the ducted becomes as extensive as toe degree of design
flcw. Another problem area in;'oi'es the redundancy.

- flight of aircraft and missiles in the tran-
sonic flight regime. Today we are at the Thirty percent o; zhis dynamic century
de--elop.ent threshold of new air superiority still remains and it As my petsonal conviction
fighters., new commercial aircraft which will that we will continue to make technologicai
cruise at slightly above the speed of uound. progress by leaps and bounds even with
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constrained resources and support. A number problem solution.
oi new chaiienges iace us which wiii spur
scientists and engineers on to greater heights.
The arec of composites as a new structural
material will provide a new dimension for our
future flight vehicles. As much as 50%
vehicle structuril weight savings will be
possible and still have a greater fatigue
tolerant article. In additicn, the anisotropic
properties will afford new approaches to
increased vehicle performance through aero-
elasticity. Lifting reentry will someday
become a way of life w-ith its attendant cross-
range capability. Boost glide transportation
with partial centrifugal lift could possibly
become a mode of international travel. Hyver-
sonic cru!se vehicles could also play an
important role in transportation and at the

same time contribute to a very low sonic boom.
Film cooling techniques of our turbine blades
in advanced propulsion engines will play an
important role in providing added thrust and
Increased thermal efficiency. Pre-cooled inlet
airflow systems could become an advanced
nropulsive concept which would increase the
mass flow due to increased density and also
afford the opportunity for increased after-
burne" operation. Air cushion landing systems
are a strong possibility. While the blowing
characteristics of the on-board -ompressor
system for this device is used for landing and
take-off requirements, the suction capability
of the same compressor system could be
utilized for laminar flow control of the air-
craft turbulent boundary layer during cruise
flight. In addition, supersonic compre kr
and supersonic turbine developments are
definitely on the horizon. Although many of
these devices may not come to full ftuition
during this century, V'm qui.tz %rrain that
adequate research and development will be
accomplished to enable system development.

Designs for the development of ocean,
ground, continuum flight and space vehicle
of unprecedented size, _Light, -ophistication
and performance are being conceived for vehicle

7 development in the remaining portion of this
century. The rapid INASA. Army, Navy, and Air
Force advances made over the past 30 years has
brought into clear focus the need for eztensi-'e
component and integral experimental treatment
of-the fundamentals involving shock and vibra-
tion. The purpose of this symposium is to
survey a number of the more important aspects

Z• relating to these phenomena and thereby prz-
vide the underlying basic sciences involved.
This research and development must rencin a
viable program within our country in order
to maintain our technical superiority in all
felds. As in the past, dynamic probl(ns will
arise and require your diligent and uncompro-
mising attention through existing and new
testing and simulation techniques. The
importance of effective vibration and shock
engineering is thus very apparent. I have a
strong conviction that you ladies and gentlezen
tn the future may well control even more than
now• the pacing Jlement in design progress and
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[PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

MMZMWS PO)1E TO I11PACT

Joseph Gezsc.-.n and 1%a-0 Corrao, M.D.
Naval Ship Pesearob and Developm~ent CenLer

Washington, D.C.

Volunteers were dropped from heignts of two to nine
inches to land stif:7-legged onto a rigid force gag7e.
A linear relationship was f~ound to e)ýdst between the
logarithms of the peak foarce developed and the kinetic

- eriergy at impact. A mathaw-tical mczel was thien davel-
oped to reproduce this relationship and to adhere to
the general shape of subl ,ct~s force-time response.

- lIROIA=Io!; iru3 subiects frrm a known he1l ght onto a force
gajge. Byý -o doig each subject would experi-

Ship shock caused by underwater explosions en,,e the same impact conditions, that is, in-
results in viojent de.-; notions which lead to a pant at a given veloA1ity with a rig Id surface,
force buildup in the body of arirone- on the decks. and ustld, develop a force so-)lely as a result of
Injury to standing men will occir whea the force internal work developed in Aiissinatiný -,he kin-
exceeds the fracture streng~h of lee bones. .ust etic~ energy acquired durlng; the drop.
how lthia forte develcos in the body in resýponse
to impact seems to have beea neglected and yet ;xýoo Tezter
kwnrledge of bod~y response -iz equal2.y as irmport-
ant to protection design aw is a corresponding It sene oraT.t ht-onai~o
knowledge of input deck motions and the propeer- results fron different zibjct hatl they aý. be
ties of Drotective materials. All -thiree imits dropped --n an- denticzl =r:ner. o-o this4 . a
constitute a system in which each component aut test device was built by whic;', a mar zouli be
be understood before overall1 response :,~ bece rnagvnh~ht ,)r~c~ - no
effectively precicted. force gaze. T2he device, schv,:n Figure I. con-

sisted off twom basýic parts: a pia-tforn- to, zrjporf
This opi~er covers the ~esrmn-of force the itest subject and -a oxidingy r .enn to

graIrth .then three volunteers were dropped frusi assure a controlled dron.
!3. ~variouis heelfghts to land stiff-legged onto a fcrc-e

gage. A mathemtical model wsthen developez. The guidAe csnsisteý of two csncenitr= n-7Dez
ticih mould reflect the force response oZ the which differed in dian=eter by about 1A ich
Volunteers and yet be resuonsive to =*re czentral The 1inner -pipewa sumported vertica--- at both
acceleration tye.ical of shiip decks. As -a esult ernds wnlle the outer was free to zclide c.n it.
cf-this investigation, injury prediction can now Trictioii w.as =-n- r1eca-.ie -f týe loose fit.
be made based Apon a direct comparIson between
fOrce de-elqned in the hi-an boly and force re- The Didtfor-s, .4-.hic-h -.mz ssermbled -from
cuired t.o czause bone fracture. hea*vy, bar atoc -an ele o the i~uter Pipe,

'-" a ryooA cov.er to -rov * d a ',evel floor for
M ST D a cubject' -o st;and- -uoon. 7he two) :nlwocd zec-31

ic"ns wh;i*h su=oort.ed the sub~ject's heelss were
it *,a-- plan-ned ntal te, bave t-ezt sub - free floati~nE. Diring a lzro-p, only thne w.eight

z otn n aforte ga-ge =cunted to arac-hine of the suYbjett and these twýo sms--'' uiezes
sho2k-ikhe deck accelera- plyt*ood acted on. tne force ga.Ze posit-lonei be-

ticnz. Ithe ~ehd~saban-dcnel after some lot., the tester; the rest of the tester Adrrope-d
teztinr-. bcauzse -t. ret" ree =-easturement of a an addi-tional hall! inch before it -,sc: he
variable incout -~clr~o. wtich c-omplic-ated for
qxnalysis. en!. in, addition.- zata-pulted suibec-ts
into the air. an u-ndesire-A event. -rsThe heighnt positionin-g- anj release =eiiha-

nimconsisted of a bar -ith a mcoveable flaný,e.
These bur-en: er av.oided by simpnly drop- At- -.he sta.rt of a tect the fl-ange =is Inserted



uider ti~w platflor r.o hold it at a certUan dis- nade from 1/4 inch thick aluminum, rested on the
inoe -'dove the gage. Accarate drop dlstances ball bearings. During the upward acceleration

were Measured after a subject •as positioned on tests, a subject's foot restedo a the cover plate.
the tester, A quick pull on the bar disengaged
the flange releasing the tester.

Fig. 2i Force Gage

In the drop tests, however, the gage was
modified by adding a pair of 1 inch square bars
placed on the cover plate directly over the
posts. A top plate of 1/2 inch steel rested on
these bars. This arrangement "'ensated for
slightly inaccurate drops amc jrther aided -a
transmitting axial loading through the posts.

The forc gage itself -a led on the
Rita concrete floor beneath the dron tester and

positiored so that each of the ibject's heels
rig. I Irop Tester would strike and load two pail :f strain sensi-

tive rods axiulsy. Only the force resulting from
Subjects impact of the heels was measured. Inearlytest-

Three volunteers participated throughout ing the force generated by impact of the balls of
the impact response prog-am. All three were the feet was also measured, but when this force
young men in their early twenties. Two men tuned out to be of small magnitude and was
were. 69 inches tall, the third 72 inches; Their later interpreted as a balancing force, the
individual weights were close t_ those-for the measurement was discontinved. Instead, subjects
5, 50 and 95th percentile man. Each man a were instructed to lean back an their heels Just
tested while wearing street slices with hard before the platform was dropped to reduce the
rubber heels. magnitude of this force. In this wWy the dLffi-

culties involved in making double measurements
Force Gage were avoided without ccmpromising accurancy,

The gage which eventually evolved for use since musaular force is not multiplied at im-
in the drp test e ient is shon in Figure pact, the time interval being too short to per-
2. It measured force in terms of strain induced nit body reaction on.
in four cylindrical posts, eacih 1/2 inch in dia- In addition to measuring force, an aoelie-mee an •k inhe longt.o Fou foi forean tin
meter and • inches ior•g. Four foi2 strai~n rscoeter was also strapped to the subject's head
gages were mounted circmiferentially on each to indicate the time of arrival of the deceler-
post. All gages were connected in two opposite ating stress wave. Stress propagation veloci-
arms of a whieatstcne bridge circuit to reasure ties could then be calculated using this time
total force exerted on the gage. inter-l.

The four posts were fastened in the center Tests were begun at an Initial drop height
of a 1/2 inch thick steel base plate, geometri- of 2 inches and increased at l1 irch interv-als
ally at the corners of a 2 inch ty 7 inch rec- with the understanding ihat testinG -ould stop

tangle. initially, two gages were made, nrie for at the subject's req:,est whenever the impact
each foot. The 7 inch post spacing allowed the rees caused discomfort or pain. This request
heel and ball of one foot to bear down on a pair .ds never made. Instead, they urconsciously2
of posts. The top of each post -wa hollowed bent their knees at the higher dropslInstincti-
slightly to hold a i/ nch on ' berting in pure vely trying to protect themselves. Eight inch
center and so to aid in tr-usnittlng a :rcre drpa were obtained "Ath difficulty, and only
axial load through each post. A ccover plate, one I inch drop "•'s succe'sfully co leted an it
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was obvious that the subjeots were bendine their TEST RESULTS
knees to cushion the Impact, an urexpected lirmi-

lockirui a subject's hiiees, an Mdea with little one volunteer for a 2, 5 r-nd 8 inch drop. The
appeal to the tea, subjects, drop testing was time scale is applicable to all records with an
ended.- tccuracy of 2 or 3 percent. Each record, how-

ever, iz labeled with the value of the oaximum
force since a commnon signal azpl)ification was
not used for each test.

I t133 WEC-

Fig. 3. Forze-time Curve. for One Volunteer
2, ' ani !in h Drops

Figure 4 shows a curve whizh illustrates pact towmrds its normr•l weight. Thit time
the general r-esults obtained in all tests. There varied be.:-een 30 and -6,3 =sec. It seems sig.i-
occurs first a cspression phase in -4.ch drop ficant tnat in all the test6 e-cnducted only
energy results In a force Increase to a maximum. t-i~ce did the rebound force ever -eaxc zero.
The time to peal, force decreased from about 13 App-rently, the body defends against !mpact
msec for a 2 inch drop to about 7 msec for a 9 larjely by energy -" ssipation ratter than by
i.ch drop- Then the body recovers from the kin- ene r•, storage. This result influenced the

design of a lunped paxn.eter mode] for =an.

7-13
&SEC

UNDERWEIGHT PHASE0

- 30-40 SEC

TIME

Fig. I. Typical Features of Force-Ciue Curves
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0 I

WAC"r ENERGY IN W" -PO-r

SFig. 5 Peak Force Developed Above Body

,eight Versus Enc, ergy

S~The test result judged m"ost significant to
i ~ tolerance studies is shown in. Figure 5. Here,

the two h ighest valies-of peak force developed The time Interval between foot force and
a•bove bodyweight are plotted agalnsý. the kine- head acceleration against the kinetic energy

Stic energy of each volunteer at impact. The of impact is p~lotted in Figire 6. As best as

• strai:_.t line rpresents the leat•t squares fit can be determined by-u-eftigthtrst

S to the data "wbich hid the highest 11nde of time does not seem to be greatly influenced b

•determination (.85) of several cur•ves types height of drop. Apparently str~ss transmission

S tried. Equ--tion 1 i-a the fitting equation occura a~t a rather constant velocity, somewhat
S~less than I000 ft/sec. This speed is rather

F = LIE"* W! iot considering that bone transmts sound at a

where E is Impact energy int in-lbs and F is velocity nesr 10,000 ft/sec and the soft body,
% Deak- force in ibs-above body w#eight. materials (mostly ccuposed of water) at a speed

• - near 5000 ft/sec. It would seem that the body's

Sresponse to im at. c annot be rea dil explainel3
by assuming longitualnal stress wave props,-

~~~ .. .E.. ... ••3 :ation az in awn elastic medium. Apparentay,
.. ........ j oint dis•tortion with its aecompeulvin genera-

,.- • tion of transverse %hear waves slows elastic
. • propagation times considoerably.

, " ." . ,Figure 7 shows how the time to the peak

•. • • "force varies with the magnitude of the force
itself. There is obviously much scatter in'

• •• 'this dat ti. In fact, if" it ,,v-e no t. for the

S .... results -f thi. model studies, the trend would

be diffiel-U-t to discern. Tne solid line
S' l_ .• epresents the best least squares fit to the

-," ......... data*, the dashed Uritrepresents maodel response.

< ~ ~Fiý. Stress W-ve Transit .i-

Versuý -,qna-, -ýnerg



ression measurements on a human spinal section
from the 10th dorsal through the 5,h lumbar

I --------... vertebrae, it would aww~Ar that, O-tWA Rog?4nn

g •I - L tsw FIT has a spring consteant of about 3,100 lb/in. An

PH -- POME -~entire spine of 24 vertebra would accordingly

follows that the series combinations of legs
and spine would imply a spring constant of about•.520 bb/n.I ending occurs, as itsurely

- must in the body, the overall spring constant
could be much lower and perhaps not too far

S- from the value of 200 lbs/in used herein.

Damping was included to take energy from
the system and to skew the force time curve
towards a shape like that observed in drop
tests. The form of the velocity damping term

PEAKPO IANVE NoZrAT was conditioned by the shape of the force curve.
In drop tests, force was zero at impact, the

Fig. 7 Peak Force Versus Time to time of maximau velocity, then it increased. It
Peak Force, One Volu.Ateer would not be possible, obviously, to represent

damping as a product of a constant and a velo-
DEVELPMENT OF MODEL city because then the force would be a maximum

at the t-ime of maxdmum velocity. To br-ing about
The test date concerns forces arising from agreement with test results, damping was made

the Impact of stiff-legged man falling onto a dependent on both velocity and displacement. In
rigid surface. On shipbosrd, forces will arise this way force could not develop without some
from stationary men being accelerated from up- displacement occurring, and yet it would be de-
ward moving decks. To 1o from one case to the pendent upon velocity as well.
other, a model is needed which will be in agree-
ment with the test data and yet be responsive Bdcause of the inclusion of the damping
to deck accelerations. term. the force produced by the model, beth for

impact and for initial eccelerations, is stronL-
It seemed thac such a model should reflect ly uependent upon velocity itself. This result

two ba•ic human response properties, (1) the wee somewhat unexpected considering that static
general shape of the force-time curve resulting testing indicates that large forces can be de-
from impact should be preservwd as far as possi- veloped in the legs independently of velocity.
ble, and (2) the peak forces uevelopeO by the Model deflections are only on the order of one
v-dle over the range of drop test should close- inch at the time that fracture would be indicat-
ly match those developed by the volunteere. ed; consequently, the for. e caused by deflection
Confidence in preCictl•so could then be taken alone is not significant in coeparison with that
in proportion to the agreement between model -caused by velocity. The model response suggests
and volunteer response. that an increased force develops when the body

is cmpressed rapidly above that developed in
As a result of these considerationa, a static compression. This pattern follows that

lumped pameter model was eventually evolved reported by MIZlhaney and Byers (3) in their
tc% represent what is basically a complex stress dynwAc studies or biologic materials. They
transmission problem. The model, given as found that an increased stress, as much as two
equ!ton 2, represents a mass supported by a to one, occurred for the same strain when bone
parallel spring and damper cebination. In and muscle tissue were compressed dynamically
this case, however, rather than bein., constant, rather than statically.
damping is considered to be proportional to
displacement. How well does the model response to impact

( - ') :cx + k (2) represent the response of volunteers? The model
response curve shown in Figure 5, while slightly

Here, j is the applied acceleration and b, i higher, nevertheless agrees with the l3ast square
and x are the acceleration, velocity and dis- square fit to similar values of force produced
placement of the spring damper combination, by voluntee for th same impact energr. Of
The spring constant is k, the damping constant equal Importance is the observation that both
c and the mass m. For the 50th percentile man, curves have about the same slope, a fact which
the best agreemnt of peak forces between man implies that test data extrapolated to the
and model occurred when k had a val-¶ of 200 fracture limit wili not depart seriously from
lbs/in and c a value of 65 lb seo/in, model predictions. The reasonably good fit in-

dicates- that the model's response will be in
The value of k was somewhat lower than agreement with the response of men at least as

might be expected, Judging from the results of for as predicting peak force is concerned.
static compression tests. Hirsch and White (I)
found that the spring constant for a men's Legs When calculatad and measured values of peak
was about 1,500 lbs/in. From Ruff's (2) cm- force are compared for agreement in time of
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S... -.. .... " .. -. l. *"',,-, v - t,.'.V .ti "arnees ,t ,a".pi'.z.ge inr prop ri,,rn

, : " -• ** ',." >,.: ", ' ,- "- " -: ztiffnesz ana datmping tre ,ade to
."" dirt!'2y witl siss the Nodel will then

•'%'.'er~~~~ ... ' ",''.'. ,"' q "" ..: \-xpe:'- re,;p,:.d " h-pa•e ",it. e,,-l a'-ýelera•tioii re-
*u,*ta .tt ltx f - 1v;'. jardess o"ac'. m, werve ne•ak force will then

t:i,..P ?,.. I % -:.. " tree uli oe proportionail to E.-cs. Eperimental data in-
n.*' *: , e" ,., . t e o be -.on- .Ll:-.tes ph•.t neak for.•e should be propc-tionnl

hu I Ii. tbt r :.biOe - ie.n tI. * c;.e power o!' mass f--r t eiven impact
* na I l :,te e, .er,.. " vel :-Ly. Consequen~ly, it would seen that,

?W'h].e :Deepg.n i,,j .at• t',m r'c -enc "¢ih -i:'f:'.ecs '•nd danmping, r-4'.cs shou.d vary with
a-Jt o~t,! cl s:or'"ei it .O'a :"".ti''n-± power cV' mass.

Lloiut the L;-.ne 'i, e .. Ui _ ".'
d'at.a. S.ince vclume scaling,; turned up def:licinciej

e .icali'•;, in which Atiftness and dampirni
, * xr !-I, lelo " eevc _Oned vit; n .7 5Ot•i lat*.os vt-ied with, the 2/3 power of iass, was

n.Žreientilc 1;an jp, r-_1. '!ew well mode-, reionze tried next. This attempt turned out to be a
applies to eno o:" othte we!ýht must now be c. happy chcice for tne peak torce developed fr,-m
.1dered, i.m-ipat of the 5, 5) and 95th percentile man, no

Longer varied considerably with mass, but fal-
Wh-n weight is varied, m.odel response also lowed closely t.he empirica! relaticnship oZ"- qua

varies with some favorable and some unfavorable tion 1 reflecting the average test data. In
reSu.lt3. Peak force, :'or exam-ole. is greater aciition, acceleration differences from the

r heay men than :'or lIght ren, as ex-pected mean to the outer percentiles was now raducei
for the sane impact velocity. Accelerations, to a modest 6 percent. I-- fact, as a tense-
hawever, a'e -antrat' to e~xectations. beig qluence of area scaling,equation 1 causes accel-

less for large men than for small men. In erations of different weight m frrirn impact to
addition, for the s.me impact energy light men, be inversely proportional to h that is,
contrary to test data, develop a greater force acceleration is directly proportional to the
than do heavy men. Obvlot~sly, som ndifica- time it would take a constant velocity stress
tlons are needed to rm.a.e the tesponse of all wave to traverse their height.
men conform with reason ais well as test data.

The equation whichi best represents our

Consider the matte ac-eleration for the efforts to model nan's response to imnact is
moment. As far as we stress waves move written as equation 3.
through the body wit.h .. tstant velozlty. Thus .!3 - 23 m 2/3
when two different size nea are dropped to a m(x - y' + c( +) " ÷ k( m- .=3 (3"
dek from a common height. stress ,-ave shouUl
trwael upwards causin.g portions of their body where the varlous terms have the meaning pre-
equally distant from the deck to be brought to viously assigned. The term ml65 refers to thi,
rest at the same time. Over this interval de- mass of 50th percentile man, whos-j weight is
celer-ition would be the s.:me in both men. Ue- taken to be 165 lbs.
celeration in the taller man, however, would
persist som-what longer. But since most sex- SUMUARY
vice men differ from a mean height only by about
5 percent, we should expect that a lumped para- Test results indicate that human response
meter model which developed a fairly constant to impact involves stress trar.smission through
deceleration :culd be used to represeLt. fairly the body at a velocity near 1000 ft/sec.
adequately, Yhat is basically a wave transmiss--
ion phenomenon. A mathemstical model was worked m-t; which

developed a forze-time response similar to that
Modifi•ations to equation 1 must not only recorded during impact testing of volunteers.

tend to bring abou-v a more uniform acceleration Yodel results show good agreement with human
among men but also cause a scemor force to de- response in respect to peak force and impact
velop in proportion to their impact enery'. enernr but poorer agreement with respect to

the time at which peak force occurs.
In seeking th modifications, the idea

thtt spring and damping terms could be represen- Use of the model will permit injury pra-
ted as constant for all men was reexavined."tIs 'ictions for shcck excited deck motions by %
consideration led to the belief that differen direct coparison of force growth in the body
zes in size are not likely to occur without to fracture force.
other aecompaWring changes to the physical pro-
perties of the body: tendons, Iigaiments, muscles
etc. are %ll present in greater quazlities in
big men than in small men. While damping and
stlffness properties of these components would
be the same on a unit basis, when size increas-
es more material is present, witn the result

10
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DISCUSSION

Mr. G odIIo (GD/Elect-ic Boat): Would you at the same ti,.e as the heel but at some time later
please tell me where you get the original constants spreading the pui.. •ut a considerable amount.
you tart& with for mn, c and k?

MIr. Gesswein: That certainly Is a pertinentMr. Gesswein: c and k were simply adjustedMrGesenThtctanysapriet
point you have raised there. A lot of the scatter

d-ring the trial and error process of finding an
equation that would model according to the data that th we observed was dur e do (volunteers beading

we hd. t tunedout or he verae mn tht chad their knees during the drop. (Laughter) I think thatwe had. It turned out for the average man that c had is nderstandable. We tried to eliminate it as much
a value of 62 pound-seconds per Inch squared, and k Isudrtnal.Wtietolmntetasucas possible by cautioning them to keep their knees
had a value of 200 lbs per nh stiff, but there is a lot of scatter in this kind of data

and it may be as you say due to many factors but we
id youtr. Hn (equat answhih the dvuapi- Faciity): could not investigate their in that kind of detail.

Fidyou try an equation in which the damping term
was raised to a power of x? It would appear that

in progressing from the small man to the 166 pound Mr. Shaffer (Aerospace Medical Research
man and then to the 203 poun? man, your fit was pro- Laboratory): How did you determine the 3000 lb
greasing to one side or the c her. I think you would fracture limit?
get a better fit if you raised it to a certain power of
x. Have you tried that? Mr. Gesswein: I quote a reference in the paper

by Hirseh and White, they had 15,000 lbs per leg and
Mr. Gesswein We thouight of that. We tried I looked over the references they had used and 1

squaring it, and halving it, but these did not work as thought 3000lbs was a nice round numter for that
well as simple first degree power so we left the sort of thivg. It is not too well established.
model as It is. The difficulty in changing exponents
is that we do adt have really good data to work Mr. Shaffer: How do you know th at this is the
with. We only tested three men and I have shown ftz-st mode of failure?
you the scatter in the data. So any effort at sophis-
ticated modelling I think would be wanted. 34. Gesswein- The model Is simply designed to

predict when fracture will occur. That Is all we de-

Mr. Poete (Naval Undersea R and D Center): signed the model for. Not bruises, contusions and
Had coiee phwseal been given to the test so forth.
specimenm, In other words, their age factor, any
spinal or leg type injuries, prior to the testing Mr. Clevenson OCASA Ltgler Research Center):
perlod? Would you explain a little bit as to why a heavy man

accelerates differently than a standard man?
Mr "Geswein. Yes, that was Dr. Caring's

part. Al of the subjects were thoroughly examined Mr. Gesswein: If I left the impression that the
at the Naval MedicPl Research Institute before the man decakrates differently, it was erroneous. I
tests mad after the ;ests. meant the model Itself. You see when you divide by

"the mass, then the heavier mm will of course have
Mr. Stein 1 = State University): Was the acceleration for the heavier man smaller than

there [ay correlation in your tests between the that for the lighter man. I believe that all man,
Ume of day of the dz". and the apparent quite large since they are about the same height, decelerate
scatter for the same Individual sqbjected to the equally.
amse drop? From on& of your allies there is the
pparenty considerable scatter in the data for the Mr. Smith (Bell Aeroe : Your last slide
same tndividual being dropped by the same height. seemed to show a partil attempt at least at me-
Was there my correlation in the eata with time of dimensionalizing your responses, and of courseday or the relation to meal time ? Because it would that is a very good way to reduce scatter of which

seem to me that the soft parts of the body would rot you do not seem to have taken advantage. Most
aecelerate as a rigid mass with the body, and per- previous information La this area has been, I think,
hops some of the time factors could be explained on frequency response of man and I think this in-
that way, lake a flabby belly might not come down cludes a certain amount in the vertical direction.
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liave you tried correlating existing data on frequency the g ratings, or accelerometer readings, and the
response with the impact response? platform reactions?

Mr. Geswt-im: No I have not. That is probably Ar,_Gesswein: We did not make a measurement
because I am not aware of the existing data on the of the acceleration on the head. %We used the accel-
frequency respons. erometer to indicate when the shock wave arrived.

We did not use the accelerometer for the purpose
you mention because we could not fit it to the head

Mr. Eaton (Menasco Manufacturing C : You very well. We strapped it down but there was still
mentioned that you had an accelerometer on the top the problem of hair. and we could not keep the man
of the man's head and you showed a slide showing to keep his head vertical, we always seemed to have
the time for the transient response to get up to the some horizontal component which would obscure the
top of his head. What was the correlation between meaning of the reading.

12



EQUAL ANNOYANCE CONIOURS FOR THE EFFECT OF SINUSOIDAL

VIBRATION ON1 MAN

C. Ashley, Ph.D.
Mechanical Enigineering Department
University of Birmingham.

England.

L

Existing experimental techniques have not given satisfactory answers to problems
of subjective re* vbe to vibration. The author has suggested a new -nethod in
which a randoin vibration spectrum is used as dc turn and a cross nletching proce-
dure with sinusoidal vibration employed to find constant a~lnoyance contours.
This method has been applied experimeaiotat. to the standing position and shows
a minimum s~ensitivity at 1I.7Hz with increased sensitiv'-ty towards 0.7 Hz.
Maximutm sensitivity occurred between 6 and 15Hz. The stanJord deviations
of the re-sults were small compated to pm'viou3 investigations. The conbovrs

INTRODUCTION

One f th fudametalrequirements in assessing

ledge of the effectof vibration onmnon. The
International Standards Organisation (ISO) has been
working on this problem far same consideroble time*u XEM"S0WA

and a working grou proposal ())* is fairly close to
becoming an ISO recommendation. For vertical
sinusoidal excitation the proposed standard is given in
F;9 . 1, and it will be noted that only the frequency
rangs l4OWz is included. 'he mast sensitive region
in acogiesargon team Is aurween 4nz and 9Hz, which

reoacsof the human body occur. Measnurements of
teklvl or the Uprabdmneohest, ilowejr

admnand pliinthis frequency range. Other
investigatous mewigtasmissibility directly have

The I #Wts of eoqasure are given in ter m.sof three -- *----N--

limiting criteria which are self explanatory, safe OMMa
expawnp, fatigue decreased performance, and reduced %M1Ia
comfort. In this pape we are concerned only with the
lost Criterion.

*Alist of references is given at the end of the paper !So proposed Recormienidtions for the effects of
vertical vibration on miin.

Fig. 1
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The straightforward data iven by IS0 is token once, s0 that one *nviroment can bat cwm~reC, with
from a 'back~nju,,d of ;-ork '-: n another. The method wsed and presenited in this paper
at all straightforward. This is demooskrated'by the tye was to accept the ISO proposed levels as correct at one
of data shown il Fig. 2 frequency (6hz), and then to obtain contours by asking

subjects to compare the effects of vibration at different
frequencies with a standard vibration which was random

*~~i ~in nature. This is a similar technique to that used fcr
the equal loudness contours in sulund (6).

For this initial work to prove the cross notching
technique, vertical vibration in the standing position

PAO.$ was chosen as the subject. This choice elirn.inated
k JC" problemas of seat transfer characteristic which affect

0 -! experiments conducted in the seated position.

/ EXPERIKINITAL TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS
00! CHOICE OF STANDARD

006 The first decis~in necessmy In a cross matching
00 experiment Is se leetion of the standard. The standard

.. ,wa Pillselected was a random vibration excitation with a
power spectrumn which deceasued at 12 .*,/octave when
Measured in displacem ent terme Or was substantially
flaewhnmisawed nlvlocty et aa  Tet mtho o
generation Is detailed In Appendix 1. Choice of such

Is 1 4 * s 15 20i a spectrum was dictated by the experimenters Interest

far vertical 'vibration tolerance (after Bryce 0) average the power spectrum of appliltude against wave-
Fig. 2. length shows a slape of two. This bn~ers that bumps are

in which the results of different experimentevs'ate geometrically slailar and large bun"s are of long -
compared. Each o-e used different criteria, wcone wavelength and small bumps of proportlomtely smtaller
can expect differences in overall level but the shape wovelenigth. When rislated to a vehicle tiovelling at
of the contour also differ in a significant mannr, candont speed, a constant mesan velocity Input spectrumn
omn showing a rime in sensibility of low frequency can be Inherred, "h level being a function of the
and others a fall. A wide critical surivey of the roughsness of the susflac and the -" of the vehicle.
literature and a comprehensive bibliography has been The vAbwtln -- I d used c, ,eI ooI to that which
prepare by Gulggnard (4) and many fuihe eto"hs would be experienced en a vehicle with hWte rate
Mray be found, springing, 6Wd Is r, museu generalised Ito Id.

The reaon for this disagreement between Iywest- k wis felt masch better to use a random signal a
gotars is proabl~y due to thes experimental mealds a comparison do d-r lather than.a simmalidal signal,
used. All the subjective wads reviewed by Ilwyce because.at tefliod ?quencyriosn for the siisaid,
asked the subjects to classify the vibratian In semanlic subjects would be excited In dliffering manner due to
tens i.e. acceptable, tolerabsle, irdldly annoying, pyuialogicol differences.
severe etc. All thes erm han e different mesaninp
to different people enid this "aes coard.l of thet eXP- EXPERIMEN'TAL METHOD
eriment difficult. During the coume of the test the
attittde of a single subject to a particular fating can The radom sigul was elated toll, IS
change. proposal far FDP at MHz by cross matchlng far vert Ia

vilintlon In the stoning pasition. This w=s achieved
A possible alternative techniqu used by Woods by ue of two lcr-yrui vibioaios mounted

(5) aiked four subjects to cluainfy vibration level In close together, rig. 3, the object movig from am
ter. of riundienbetween I and 10, ',ut a linear to. the other until atisfmed by the eqivpalence. The
scale did not realS from this techinique. actual printied Indmrctlr' given to each object are

given in Appesib 2, The type of objects wed were
For particular types of work such as vehicle rie fit fades In the age 0 a1ge oiete to fifty five. The

asseument it is necesarmy to hove satidacktoy knew- sinwsAlda level was flixd of the ISO skndmd and the
ledge of the shope of the conlowa of equal aNnor random levell varied. The accelefation levels avre

14
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Fig. 3 Fig. 4
lew subjected being vibrated at large amplitude and The relationship between the otbitary random vimivtion

low frequency by one vibrator. and the principal ISO levels at 6Hz. The standard
devisation is shown by the bar.

foundl by calculation from measured displacement of present. It was also gratifying that the si subjects
the vibrator. gave an average at 6 Hz -which was remarltably close

toathe equivalence average of the 77 subjects used in
The average re~uts far 106 tests using 2V subjects t0e first part of the experiment. The only major

we given in Fij. 4 and a satisfactory linear relation- divergence was at the one hour level, L-Ct the error
ship is shown. wa in the direction so giving a better linear

relationship than the original experiment. The stand-
The equal armayanoe contours for hurnarexcited ard deviation ane shown in Fig. 5 and ame

In the vertical standng position were then found reasonable though six subjects is much smaller sample
wsing the averag rondom levels found from the first than Is statisticlly desirable. Wh~en carnpariuon is
experimentt to correspond to the IS0 FOP time limits made, Fig. 6, berween the standard deviation;
for one hour, two and ofe half hours, four houm and occurring with the semantic method as used, for
eight hours as standatds. For this experiment the ermople, by Pod*c and the cosrs matching method the
random! levels were keapt constgant as comparison reduction in the standard deviation is quite rean=able.
levelso and the sinusoidal vibration leve varied In DICSINO RESULTS
the a Vltude at each fixed frequency. Six subjects DSUSO
only woWerusd for this ftp of the investigation. Comparison between the results and the ISO
Aew technique ased was to start at 7HMz and then Ida IPce sA n;V adhngo gi
eqivlec 0.7ing at. Then thece frequenci a lceass ment *xcept that at higher frequencies moes sensii-to 07 M. Yeri*ishequncywasInc- -- avity is shown. The range of frequency for uniformIn steps soteing from? 7i: Mr.I this tehi any Womnc to aceeation ssppears to extendi to aboaut
element of learning, or aiirplo progressive change In 15 Ha. The indicated minimum sensitivity at 1.7 Hz
amplitude sensitivity would be detected by a step in is ofreat interst in that It is close to the natural
the contours at 6 hz to 7 Hz, but no~ such step s

- 15
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Fig. 5 Fig. 7
The annoyance contours for vertical vibration in the A comiparibon between the results of this experiment

standing position and the ISO proposals

AM0 *CCEL(AATON It is 7terestine to note that the excitation
06 .-- /frequency mniniruum sensitivity at 1.7 Hz corresponds

014 . . . .. . . . . to anatural walking pace of 102 paces per minuote, at~ .-. / ~which cim would expect natural selection to lead to
good isolation.-.2 V 1-

.1e MOOiwrCther recent investigators such as Dupuis (IC) andi
02 - Louda, Dupuis and Hartung (11) show similar annoyance

RA~av m PIPcurves to that given in this paper, though the cross
: s :: ±matching technique was not used. A recent experi-

mentr Wo (2) sedthecrass matching technique
- with a sinusoidal at 2D Hz as standard but did not show

the i cigsm I sensitivity at very low frequencies.
- - - This resalt may be a function of th high frequency

~ ------ -datum concenraitiong the a~tention of the subject on
______the harmonics ineviiably present in the low frequency

vibration. Another factor was the short exposure time1 ; wed by M~wa, 6 seconds below 10 Ha and 3 seconds
- bcve 10 Hz. It wca found in the curret experilment

20 b hO i periods of up to thirty seconds or mnore were necessaryMaug"V, k;for the maijority of sub~jects to get a comoplete feeling
Fig. 6 for a particular vibration.

A comparision between sftndard deviations found for THE RESULTS IN RELATION TO PHYSIOLOGICAL
a semantic based experiment coinpard with the FACTORS
cross-matching method.

bounce 'requency of many road vehicles. The The methods used show excellent agreemet with
inremooe in sensitivity at lower frequencies is almost the averaged results by Bryce (3) of several previous
certainly associated with motion sickneiss, for which experiments, Fig. 18, despoite the smell smaple size.
0.3 Hz has been suggested as the frequency of The actual shape is closest to thet of Godman who
particular sensitivity. The frequency range 5-15Hz himself considered the results of sevirl investigators.
includes most of the major resonances of the thora The only othe quantitative umethod for obtaining
abdominal system already mentioned. equal comfort curves is the method of 14*serbed power'

16
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.. as a rigid mass with little energy absorbed through
, 7 - > -__ , . internai damping. The energy absorbed by the

• - • - I� Initiation of motan sicknee Is negligible, though the

end effectecar 'e severe . Despite the. fact that people
04- - ----------- . are known to acclimatise to low frequency motion, the

/ ... author feels that the effect of motion sickness should be
included. Tlus It may be prctposed thai comfort is a

S...... ... ... function of vascular disturbance at low frequencies and
,absored power at higher frequencies.

S._ .".Safe exposure limits may well be based on different
criteria such as acceptable relative motion of the internal
organs of the body. For this case light dairpingj could

0 . .,lead to low absorbed power, but lirge amplitudes
particularly ;f a minor sub-system is envolved such as
the eyeball.

CONCLUSION

0 so le -The cruss-matching technique using a constait
velocity power spectrum as vibration datum is presented
as o valuable new technique which it is hoped other

Fig 8 experimenters will use to clarify the vatious problems
A comparison of the results of this experiment with the of comfort. The outstanding problem is the relation-
averages of Bryce and Goldman and the USAF (WADC) ship between sinusoidal ard random motion, but other

criterion areas could include the effect of differential motion
input ao head and seat, two dimensional disturbances

proposed by Prodko asi Lee (14). A comparison Is. and the effect of mixing noise nd vibration. Fatigue
shown in Fig. 9 effects are a differe.. problem, and meaningful results

con only be obtained from experiments using sensible
tasks as criteria.

RU5~d •*CCE[LJA1/CU 'q

: IS -Comparison of the results in this paper with the ISO04 proposals z•,ows excellent agreement within the common

frequency range of ! Hz to 20 Hz. The ISO proposals
are designed to cover safe exposure and fatigue decremed

this work shows that the ISO proposals con be used in
os3 this third application with sotisfaction.
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APPENDIX 3 WAVEFORM DISTORTION

In any vibration experiment some degree of
waveform distortion is inevitable. The vib•alor units
used for this experiment were electro-il'droulic units
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designed by the author (14) and shown in OIg. 12.
Those had minimum distortion as a design objective,
and this wus to 6a 9ac ni l 'o 1
design of the actuator and low noise design of the
electronic system. The actual distortion at 10 Hz

and - 0.100 01 Is given In Table 1 below .._I_____ nte _____nt
___________________Pec-entage Content

Harmonic Acceleration DipelKcement

1 100 100
2 4 1
3 6.6 0.7
4 2 0.1
5 13 0.5
6 2 0.05
7 13 0.26
8 2 0.03
9 11 0.11

tonic Dlsturbance 1.39%

Table I Harmonic Content of Sinusoidal Reqon at 10 Hz.

0 s 0 a 30 25 30

,- o -

Fig 11

The actual intt waveforms and their reproduction

Fl. 12 ge 5M Vibator



DISCUSSION

Mr. Stein _jAriooaa State University: I was Mr. Parks (Army Tank-Automotive Command):
most impressed by your committee averaging pro- lhave any data been collected on the response of
cedure Ix-tween zero and six db per octave. Six db children ? Most of thit; work seems to be in the adult
per octave represent0 a single lumped-parameter category.
energy-storing-element type of response which has
a good phy-ical representation to the mathematics.
Three db per octave is a committee averaged de- Mr. Ashley: It would In fact be interesting to
cision. Is that i'eally a good way to go? Also six do it for chII n. One of the difficulties wLth '.oing
would have corresponded with some of your expert- this type ol work is the ethics of doing the experi-
menta; results a I.ttle better I believe. mentatior, in that one has a certain responsibility

as far as the likelihood toward physical damage is
.Mr. Ashley: First of all I must stress that the concerned. I think this is one of the reasons why

story I told is in fact apocryphal. I was not there there has teien very little work done in expertmen-
at !he time that this particular decision was made tation with children to discover their tolerance to
and I agree with you that it would be vwry much nicer vibration. I personally know of no experimental
if the slope had in fact been six db per octave, be- data whotsoever.
cause it would have meant that the design of filters
for using w-eighting networks would have been very
much easier. And egain it would have corresponded Mr. Parks: Could several of these sinusoldal
to the concept of jerk at very low frequency. Apart levels exist at one time at several frequencies?
from that, I think that when you actually hatudy the Would that still fall under one of the curves?
shape af the curves in relationship to the published
form of my paper I think that the agreement with
this bast.rd slope, if you lik2, is very goodr. Ashley: Vhis now betawes to how one con -

sidrs the relanionsmeip between random and pure
Mr. Foley (Sandia Laboratories): On your corn- sinasisdal environments. You are taking a sort of

fort curves and so forth were all of the subjects in intermedfae stage where oe has a mixsur ofthe
your experiments males? Is there a difference with sinsole~ls. An extre-me example of the physical
females? situation where this happens is in helicopters where

you get sinusoidal vibration as a function of the rotor
Mr. Ashley: For the work whiclh we did all the frequency. In this case the best technique is to nie

subjects were fit itales In the age range t 55, i the tolerance curve as I have shown you and to turn
fact, most of them were students around about the it upside down and then to use it as a weighting. If
age range around about IS to 22. It would be inter- oneiie th sxdbless sensiti en st 10 Hz the one ctr-
esting in fact to do a comparison with females. We tiplies the sisoidal component at 10 Hz by a factor
have one or two ti&olated items experimentally and of one-half and then sums the effect.
there does not seem to be very much significant
difference.
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ISOLATION

ISOLATION FROM MECH1UICAL SHOCK WITB A MOUINING

SYSTE•M HAVING NIONLI MEAR DUAL-PHASE DAMPING

C. a.,oxvon
Ordnance FPsea ch laboratory

Tha Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania

This investigation demonstrates that, when the foundation of R simple
monnting system is t--ns'ently displaced, the use of a shock _nunt hav-
ing nonlinear dual-phase damping can simultaneously reduce or minimize
the resultin6 scceleration and displacement of the mounted item. Nor-
mally, sueh reaactions pose conflicting requirements that cannot be sat-
isfied at the scanz time by a conventional viscously damped linear shock
mount. The dashpot of the ncnlineer system considered here exerts a
dual-phase damping force that is relatively small when the system under-
goes abrupt transients, but is significantly larger (1) during the rel-
at!vely slow decaCi of motion that follows this abrupt loading, and (2)
when, the system is subjected ýo less abrupt transients. The response of
the mounted item has been either calculated from closed-form= expressions
derived for the linear mounting system considered, or obtained by nu-
zeerical integration of a differential equation of motioa that incorpor-
ates the dual-phase damping characttristic of the nonli iear mounting
system conzittered. The steplike and pultelike input transients examined
are realistic in that they describe now the fotndation of each mounting
.system is displaced through a finite distance in a finite time writh
finite acceleration and deceleration. The rise times and durations of
the transients are chosen to be much larger than, of the same order as,
and much shorter than the balf-p--riod of nacural vibration of the mount-
ing systems.

INltRO1KETIQI maximum acceleration of M will then be increased
for all but gradual transients.

This paper considers the response of 
4

he
simple mounting systems of Figs. I(a) and (b) The invertigation described here was
• to a transient time-varyg foundation dis- prompted by the belief that the conetents of M
placement xl(t); the resultant displaeement of could be afforded greater protection from
the mounted item of mass N is x2(t), ubhre t is damage if the viscous dumping force was small
time. A linear spring of stiffhess K ii ecion when the system experienced abrupt transients,
to both systems and the litnear dashpot of Fig. but was considerably larger (1) during the rel-
l(a) obes Nevwtmn's law of viscositv; however, atively slow decay of mot? on induced by this
the daping force exerted by the asshpot of abrupt loading, and (2) wheu the system was
Fig. l(b) is a no•liner function of the rela- suojected to less abrupt transients. Such
tive velocity (il - i2 .changes in resistance 'o motion (viscous damp-

ing force decreasing as rate of shbr in-
DI generu, the contents of the item of creases) are characteristic of so-called

equipment X will receive the greatest protec- thixotropic substances, which include many
tion from shock El] when the acceleration, polymer solutions [2-9], "non-drip" paints,
dlsplacement, and relative displacement of M and even blood [10]. Although thixotropic be-
are small simultaneously. For the simple havior is well known and many experimental re-
system of Fig. I(a), these are enflicting re- sults are documented in the literature, it
quiraments; for example, although the maximum appears that significant changes in viscous-
viaues and decsy tLes of x2 atd ("2 - X1) will damping force are obta5.ned only when shear
be reduced if the syst is damped heavily, the rate changes in value by several orders of
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ragn!tulde. 'onsequlentiy, the .proncunced thixo- A XMt) . XK()

trop>c Žharao terlIztie zouwht a-fter in this in-vest!gation to corzsider--l to :'-sait from the M
:norctnýear r_-echanical actiDn ot a lashpot that

otans a Iiae a r fluI -.

For the linear zystem, of Figý. 1(a), it isxs)i1X. 2

wel knlwn trat the dar.pln. ratio S - the X1t.
ratio oD" the coefficlent ', to the valne ". 2
that o rpeq.lretd to damp the system critically--
i.s •iv,,. 1: by the simple relation (0) (bI

, iu= __(I) Fig. 1 - (a) U~near shock mount and (b) non-
R %c 2K 'lintear shock mount with dual-phase damping.

where-

-0

is the .n~iural frequency of the system. Equiv-alently, the nonlinear dashpot Af Fig. l(b) hs

considered to have a damping ratio that takes a
one of two constant valueq if the relative
velocity across the dashpot termials Is either ;
r.all or large. For intermediate velocities,

there is a linear transition from one level of
the dam-ping ratio to the other. This char-
acteristic is sketched ir Fig. 2, utere t- -

danping ratio FR changes in value from $ to
as the magnitude of the relative velocity

X. - 0 It". ( ) -------------- j
a 9a

increases from cxOtxM.x to &(c.t x). Here, a,
5, and 0 are arbitrary constants to be speci- RELATIVE VLOCITY/%x,
fied, A.d x..x is the maximum val-ue of the in-
put displacement xl(t'. With this notation,
the duel-ohase damping characteristic of Fig. 2 Fig. 2 - Sketch of the dual-phase damping char-
ccn be described Ln specific terms as follows: acteristic of the nonlinear mcint of Fig. l(b).

-Ae ':! < ,/j14

,;hen < ', <o (5)

and'

%3! when > . (6)

c.. .in" the darýt -nz•; characteristic
f-n Ie generated mechanically are

echez -•of Fig. 3, "here
e ,s r' i- .al orifices open in the

-h;.n;- b a -eturn 'ralve orerates
-. c,! -he1_,-'--ec acos-;-s th. dash-

•,_--£.,. •nref r• .. visccz5 a n-pin'
Spc-e:~e•••ro[ :÷eer.-ined leve.. (a) (b)

.....- ri'.'.ce .. .. .c -f r;;. a tl-at adazt tc
.. ha- ~in: c--;i;. force co'i-, for example,

- -l :"earinzc 'or small plates. Fig. Z - w'shpots with nonlinear mechanical
r -•...... -- of .'e I-rrinr r.tio from action designed to duplicate the dual-phase

:h -- '<-ae , n It e -versa, -40. damping characteristic of Fig. 2.
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depenI on the rate at which the valves open and The rise time T of the rounded displacement
elnxa. Tn the ealeulatlons to be deaeribed -ten i dpfined by Ea. 11 -in the time reauired
hece-0 = 2, a 5, and a = 1.0. For these for the displacement to reach 82- of its final
values, the damping ratiD changes in level by a value. The duration -r of the displacement
factor of 5 as the relative velocity varies by a pulse is defined as the length of an equiva-
factor of 2 above the value a-- a value lent reýtangular pulse that has the same area

that is actually the maximum (ebsolute) velocity (xrax ei/2 ) as that of the rounded pulse,
attained by M when the mounting system is un- but which isohlgher by 17.6ý than > I e
damped and is subjected to a aiscontinuous step rise time t of the oscillatcry dispToement
displacement x I = XPax . step is exactly the time required for the dis-

placement to reach its maximum value Xmx.

The three !nput tisplacements refered to may

in this study are defined in the following see. The method of selecting the input dis-
tiun. The inputs are chosen to be physice.ULy placement defined by Eq. 10 is of interest. An
realistic in that they deecribe the trans a ion input was sought that would represent the char-
of the foundation through a finite dista" !e in acter of an abrupt transient disturbance after
a finite time with finite a.celeration t - de- it had passed through and had been "filtered"
celeration. by the foundation structure that supports Lhe

mounting system under consideration. Now, when
the baze of a single-degree-of-freedom (mass-

STEPLUKE AND MLI" -.. INPJIT DISFjACEL•TS spring-dashpot) system is subjected to a right-
angled step displacement x(t) = x 0 , the recul-

The 5rJ.. trcn'•-..s considered here are twit displacement x1 of the system mass is
(a) a rouk, . ., .ent step, (b) a uni- given [1] by the equation
directi'"'-,, n... msplacement pulse, &sd
(c) an o.-illL.ory displacement, step. These - F t

inputs are defined by the following equations: xI + e W(F/AF) sin AF

x1(t) = 0 when tire t < 0, (7)

_L(t)7= t-8N ,(l+ 't)] where aý, is the natural frequency of theL =m x 0 e (system, ,F is its damping ratio, and

when t > 0 (rounded step' ,

-F •F "

x m(t) = x1 (ee/±)(?w~t)
2  - 0  (9' Althougb this would seem to be an appropriate

input displacement, it is not physicýLlly real-

when t > 0 (rounded tulse) istic [l] because its first time 1e.-ivative
(velocity) is discontinuous and its second

and derivative iacceleraticn) is infinite at the

time origin. Hv.wever, if the sine term- in
X(t) = x. [le" ' c t (cos Eq. 12 is reversed in sign, the -.wvefcrm is not

1 greatly changed, yet 4, is then zero end •,
mains finite at the time cririn. "arther,Lfor

+ O.2. sin ot)l (!0 all but large values cf t the eqczatin ray be
simpli-ied as follows:

when t > 0 (oscillatory step' .

The first two inputs have been considered in x, = x l - e F .. sin -- cos 7
previous investigations Fl], but they are re-
defined here for convenience. The input dis-
placements obtained for different values of the It is readilv seen et -2.takes
parameter !, and universal curves that describe a =a_%imu ;alue
the velocity and acceleraticn waveforn"s asro-
ciated with these displactments, are plotte! In
Figs. L.?.

The naraneter , describes the finite rise hen
tim; s of the steps and the duration of the 7lse
in terns of the half-period of natural vibra- "
"tion T/2 ef the runting systert; thus,

"hc-. is an cquation that directly s;ec:ies
"T -1z1) rise time. *onsequen,!.', f.. ,

=!is cssible to w-rite that
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y --" 0-3(t)x .510808 yo x
0 0(rounded Iralse) ;(20)

--5-, .rrr•

2 2

fle F t~i 7% os 7wýt] Li

U + tha (imax = 0.01 r cep. 2L

Fathsequation, by placing bp=02,teFj. -079oscillatory displacement step of Eq. 10 ws. '1xa

defined directly.

To comwlude, the maxinmo values attained TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF THE LINEAR 1OUNTING SYSTEM
by the velocity and acceleration waveforma of
the Inpat displacements of Eqs. 8-10 are The transient response of the mounting
listed here, because these values will be re- system of Fig. l(a) is described at this point
ferred to when the iffectiveness of different to provide a basis against utich the nonlinear
shock mounts In protecting the cwtents of M results of the following section can be compared.
from daage is compared. Thus, Closed-form expressions for the response :,(t)

0.5• 0-.6788 woX of the mounted item M to the three input d-
placements under consideration can be obtained

(rounded step) j (19) by the methods of the Laplace transformation
"" 2 E,(i•]. The velocity- and acceleration-time re-

:2m o Vax lations for M follow directly by differentiation.

Rounded Step Input

X- 2 . e'wot[A(Vot) + B1 + e'bR)t(C cos Agwot + D s.n Anwot) , (22)

= mx
*2 = (je'7u'ot CA(7mt - 1) + BI + Be-'I , t)

and

22 . _.Te'ot[A(7%o) + (B - 2A)) + Ee•%Wot) (Ali)

o emax

where

2%- (25)

A = (i- 7r) , (26)

B = (1+ C), (27)

e=- f( - cV) co Ant - (Db + C )sin &, ot] , (2)

mad

S(Z sin A + F cos & t(29)

2?



In thesv equations,

9 (30)

o = ,• --• + (31)R R" "R)

- C R P D (I- 2ý'1] (32)

F =-(C( - 2, ) + 2D ,)AR, (3)

Rounded Pulse Input

x 24t -)Tl ot A(r, t 2 + B(7yw t) -C3 + RwoINt (C aifldt D si t)) (5x0

:•: • •Xx- = (ez/&) (':.e'7ot[A(vu °t)a + (ZA - B)(,uot) + (B + C)) + 8 eX'•Joi' , (36)

0 0X

0 max

and

( /4)(y2e - ro A(yot)2 
- (4. A - B)(ywot) + (ZA . B C) + Ei ot (37)

B = 4(1-0. rt- ()0)

C =2(27B- 3 + 1)r3 (39)

and
22[y( 3 2 2 /AR)

2f[(1-tp+ 37 tt- 37 + yQrIAR

Oscillatory Step Input

__2 =O2~ 'o.686834 + e o n-.(A co, ryut+B sin 7. t)-e-V~ot(C cos Aejxot+D sin Awt],(

0maxc
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and

W ?k-t(-=( + 0.25)coa -Iot 4 -f'.-E ......... t] 43

where B. E, ana F are define%! as before; but now

A 0.34342 T f(l.65 7 . 2) + N),(2.l125 . 8.5 ERj + 2)) (' 4 )

2 2
B = 0.342 T [(i.46375 '- 0.5) -ER7(3.984I 8 Y + 2.125 6- - 0.5)) , (4r)

and

D an -0 729T oT/AR)(1.0625 7%~ - 0.5), + 5).(4~7)

In these equations

P= (B - 0.25A) , (48,

Q 7(O.25B + A), (149)

and

S(( 
.12891 -1.875 v + 1) -- 't (1.0625 7' - 4.25 + 1)1"' 

(so)

Representative calcvlations of the tran- with or less than r), the maximum reiative 4is-
alent responses that the foregoing e••ations placement between M and the foundation is of
predict for the linear amunting system are the sawe order of magnitude as 7"a once , is
platted In Figs. 10-1c. The first two figures, greater Un about i . Even m ie -mount dmpe ing
iAth were obtained for the rounded step input does noth signoficantly reduce the gx = rela-
and values of the dfund ratio displacement still wdsp. n ly then d is large.
0.a, show fow the oscillatory motion of the
mnd item is t ine ofte inmi stude and Figures 12 and Le shw that i responds to
dlagtion by lahie pean damcnat but, for the rounded pulse and oscillatory step input
abrupt displament ste bow this daping dlalea ts in like d anner tc thad predicted
introduces a prodav nt acceleration peas that by the hu ehes of Figs. 10 ond r for the
occurs mhen the foundation dssplaee -n is still roundel stet. Only the displaeement curves of

. In fact, when the a s ratio is l Fig. 2 wi er basically fre m those oe theand the rise tine of the s~.ltep is short acompeftng figures. Thir is because, after

(7 leawKe.), this peak accele•ration tcomeo the rouLded aulse has termina•ed, d oscillatesdirectly proportional to % and -t as follows: about its original undisturbed position rather-
than about a level displaced from it by the
final step height or x.,x or 0,668xnx In1 2tisiutothe dipaeetof 5

S73l' mam smallest "aben 7 is large becoise the excursion

of the foundation has then reached tlw value

(rounded step) (51) a•_ d and returned to zerc before M has moved

Although the maximum displacemet of the Beeause Figs. 12 and 13 were calculated
ounted item Is smallest whn either (a) the for a value of bR = 0.5, preiaminant accelera-

daupli ratio is lar•o, or (b) y is not large tion peaks are evident in both figuares; more-
(the bLf-period of vibration T/2 Is ceparable over, the peak accelerations of 3, to which
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~* cnn rrý- E,;arc the 'msylr'e valven of k,~ and M4.. Actually,
-. ...... , •ro the nonulinearity reduces the ma•imum iýIues of

•Vor all bu;t the smaller ';alues of 1 con-
siderea, althouh ll ,--e nf (x1 - X2)
are .ncrease•; in fact, when is large, these
...-mu. values reach a level xa.

Note that, when the nonlinear system is
subjected to the roundec step input, its dis-
plact-'t response exhibits remarkably little
!:er'hoot. Also note that the nonlinear damp-IL ig has only small influence on the period of

- '"'.vibration of tt.e mounting system as compared to
the large changes in period observed previously

w when the effect of nonlinear mount stiffness
on systen response -as determined. Here, the
-:ý,,nting system rfmains linear until ' iS
ti':ufficiently large to cause the value of the
relative velocity across the dashpot to exceed

, .' .'.. =- • • (Fig. Z'; previously, the influence of
nonlinear mount stiffness was apparent for even
S-all values of -/ < 1.0.

i~ Aic'''. •....•S'•hE F N•'- . FYS'ST-Y._ WITH
UAL- • •.•O COAidSCN OF ?'OJT P -FOBMAUCE

4eprescritat.ve '!aleulat kons cf the rt'- T1he response of shock mounts to input
•n'.. :!" "e nonlinear r-ounting system of transi-ents can conveniently be comp•cred by ref-

Fig. itbý to the roun4ed ztep a.i roLuidi •lze erence to curves such as those of Figs. 16-27,
Input Jiisplace-,nt- aie plotte-! in Fig,. Ii &-d which plot Shock Displacement Ratio, Relative
15. T" respontse of the syste• to the csrilla- Displacement Ratric, Shock Velocity Patio, and
tory step input Is not s•hcn because the acceler- Shock Acceleration Ratio, as functions of the
atlon waveforms, in particular, are irregular parameter ) (the ratio of the half-peri•od of
and cl-rtapp::• tnd are diffic" It to olot con- the mounting system to the rise time i of the
cisely. Here, "nI tubsequentl•, the amping inpt step displacements, or the duratijn T of
rat.o is assumed to switch to-and-fr., betwee- the input pulse). T1he performance of the non-
t as7he Nalues o "" a " l'inear shork rmount cons'dered in the foregoing
sof the relatie velocity across section, for which 0.1 < F < 0.5, is contrasted

the cashpot ter=in•ls varies. In 'at, the
curves of Fies. I". nnd I, and thc dashed-line in these figures with the performance ro linear
curves of the subsequent "ur-s, have been mo'.sts for which " = 0.0, 0.1, and 0.5. The
obtained by numeerical intt. ration of the figures represent design curves inal)gous to
following nontlnear differential equation of the familiar transmissibility-frequency curves
motion that embodies the dual-phase damping that describe the performance of antivibration
characteristic o* Fig. 2: rountings. The values of ý are such that the

rise :-imes and durations of the steplike az-d
2, tx. x • plselike transients -ire consecixtively =v::.

qi_.. 1 - . .- larger tha-n, of the same order as, axua much

shorter than the half-period of natural vibra-

This equat; on, in whic, is definel by Eqs. tion of the muntirg s.stems.

4.-6, ha. been integrated numeoileolly by digital The shock dspl-acement ratio (SDR) and
computer using the subroutine aescribed in the shock acceleration ratio (SARI) are simply
Ref 11. defined e•s the ratios of the maxlm=m displace-

As ccpared with the corresponding linear merits are accelerations above and below the
results of Figs. 13. an. 12, the greatest ,:fects shock miunt. T"he relative displacement ratio
c: sv-p'tem nonlinearity in Figs. 14 and i• are to (RD.) is the ratio of the maxiSmzm relative dis-
r- duce tha maxlrui velocity and, particularl., placement across the system to the maxi-mum-
thi =axinau acceleration of Y for all but the value x... of the steplike or pulselike Ais-
s.-aller values of i consideres. -Me samc_ placemenit of the fcundation, the maximum velo-
cc.ents apply when the t-ineaf and norline-r cities and acceerati-ns of which are specified
r.'src:lses of the mounti.-g -ystems to the oscillas- by Eqs. 19-21. To zinimize the risk of camage
tory step ;.nput dinplacem-ent are c:..arel. The to the ccntents of the mounted item, it is
"jerks" in the acceleration "sveforrs of Figs. desirable that the foregoing ratios should be
14 U.5. nark the onset or c-=pletlon of a =sml simultanvously, although these are con-
ehant~e in magnit ;Je of the da.min. ratio. flicting requirements 1i1 that cra cnly partially

be reconciled for the linear mounting system.
The o-=rim.w values .f the ;-srl.oeere:tt x. .ot,4thstar4Igr, the present use df atnal-#=e

and th• roiativ_- ±Ysrs 'aent 'x. - x2\ of M. a.e damping makes possible the joint reduction of
n,-t inMutened so greatty b-, sister. nonliaisaritv SDn and SAR, altt.1,gh a siimultaneous reduction
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Fig. 16 - Shock disz!aceren* ratios oi" Uln-ar 't. C :wh
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phase dam*png for which 0.1 -R i C.- . ":%-.ts !
the roundel step displacemeet of FI..
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Fig. 17 - Shock displacement ratios of lineaz mounts for which

0.05, .. 1, and D.5, and of the nonlinear msount with dual-
pease damping for which 0.1<Z7 < 0.•. Vmunts sub.lected to
the rounded pulre disp.acement of Fig. 7.
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Fig. 3 -bock disylacement ratios of linear mo!ts for which
-. 0,0.1, and 0.5, aund of tte nonlinear mount with dual-

prase damping for which 0.1 < p 0.5. Hounts subjected to the
oscillatory step displacement .? fig. 9.

in RDR is not possible. -the shock velocity of duml-pt-ase damping provides the lowest
rati,;o -hch is referred to here for values of SDR at all values of ,' greater than
Cctripleteness, is defined as the ratio of the about 2.5. (For small values of y', the dashed-
max,== -veb-cities ahove and below~ the shock line curves coincide with the fufl-ltne curves

n.Nt. ote_ that, In Figs. 16-?.?, the full-line for which F.- 0.5.)J
c'.:-:es that iescribe the transient response orf
the linear mounting systen, cf Fig. I(&) have For both steplike and pulselike input dis-
broade-rsignificance than described by the placements, the RDR curves of Figs. 11,-21 show
figure cscticns. For examiple, tht SAR curves a like deponderce on -/. The greatest difference
can be vis-ualized as SM curves for input dis.. in level betwee.n the curves occurs at inter-
placezents deflned by the same equations as mediate values of 'j' since, for either small, or
those that define the acceleration pulses of large values, each RDR curve monotonically

*is 4', 7, and -,. Alternatively, the SI¶R approach~es the limit of zero or unity. Only
cr:scar. ýe inerpreted as SAR .curven for in- in these figures in the performance of the non-

put accelerat_.ons Idefined by the same equations lir~- mount less satisfactory than that or the
as tho:se -.hat govern the input -steplike and linear mount for ulich 8R= 0.5. In fact, as
pulseliie iispiace-ments of Figs. 5, 7, and 3.the value of yv increases, the RDE of the nor-

linear mont changes in level from that of the
The S:R curves for the rounded step in- linear mount for which =0.5 to that of the

pvt, tercunied nalse input, and the os- mount for which 6R = 0.1; however, the actual
cillatory stem Input;, are plotted in Figs. 16- increase In nagni~wde is not large since all

en~ , s=ll h

n -- igures, - s , th rves are then approaching the some upper
SDR curvezs apcroach a value cf u-nity. When -1limit of unity (nmcidmm relative displacement
1z larg7e, •- S. crves ftr the input steps x May
attaiF. '-nskant levels that are generally
greater than ..nitý,; h.we.er, the SMn cur.e for Comparison of the shock velocity ratios
the -ulse iecrenses to Ea neglirible value since of Figs. 22-24n shows that the velocity of the
the dist ac-e-nt of the fcundiati oin has then pulselike input displacement can be isolattd
peaked an! n-eturnel to zero before the mounted more effectivdly, by both the linear and non-
item M has a.ppd a'rreciably. Fihures 16-15 linear mountings, then can the velocities of
illsetene *,he fact that only for input tran. the steplike inputs. For the input steps, the
sients that " re p!iseloke, or have other shapes ihoci velocity ratios are influenced only to a
with rela-tiel• small loh-fretrasenct Fourier con- small extent by changes in value of
ponents, -.%re•. . i splacement of M be reduced further, the nonlluear mount proviaes. the
by resilet rcL nts. g. in each figure, the lowkest -alues of .R at essentially all values
dashe.d-line crves clearly Indicate hio the use of u. For the Input pulse, the nonlinear mount
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Fig. 19 - Relative displacement ratios of linear mounts for
which 5R = 0.059, 0.1, and 0.5, and of the nonlinear mount with
dual-phase damping for which 0.1.ý ER : 0.5. Mounts subjected
to the rounded step displacement of Fig. 5.
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Fig. 20 - Relative displacement ratios cf linear mounts for
which N - 0.0,, C.1, and 0.5, and of the non2inear mcurt -with

dual-phase damping for which 0.1 < !R - Mounts subjected
to the rounled pulse displacement of Fig. 7.
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F;.g. 21 -Relative displacement ratios of linear mounts for
wh•ich I R •..?• 0.1,. and 0.5,• and of the nonlinear mount with
du.al-phase dampring :for which 0.1 < BR <ý 0.5. Mounts subjected
to the oscillatory pulse displacement of Fig. 9.
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Fiet. 22 - Shock velocity ratios of linear mounts for which BR=
0.05, 0.!, and 0.r5, and of the nolna mount with dual-phbaie

S~dampine for "which 0.1 < BR <5 0.5. Mounts subjecede to the
ro4nde4 step displacemen.t of Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 - Shock acceler't ta ratios of linear mounts for which
N - 0.05, 0.1, and 0.5, and of the nm"ainear mount with dual-
etiase damping for which 0.1 < ' <S 0.5. Mounts subjected to the
rourded step dIsplacement 3f Fig. 5.
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Fig. 26 - Shock acceleration ratios of linear mounta Vor which
50.05,.0.1, and 0.5, and of the nonlinear mount with dual-
p •se damping for which 0.1 < 50 < 0.5. Mounts subjected to
the rounded pulse displacement of Pig. 7.
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2=!g. -7 . Shock acceleration ratios sf linear mounts for which
.e= X., ,, and 0.5, and of the nonlinear -Aunt with dual-.

'zase i-tni. for which 0.1 < a < 0,5. !:muntr subjected to the
oscillatory step displacee..nt of Fig. 9.

Tr''e he l;•'est S".. ^hen •" and the next and each curve then fells off at the rate of
-- .• e •.?-,en. - in fact, for large 6 diB/octave; thus, the maxcimurn accelerati[ons of

*~~e -f, h. ' t •fhe norJainear -,roint :-' are proportional to y (Eqs. 51-53}, wherea's
fan 3 15 dB below th9 the naxinun accelerations Or the fo.ndation are

i Sw curves ±f Figs. 22 and 2L•. All SV.R proportional to y2 (Eqs. 19-21). Because the
,%rv-:5 Iecrease s- ýte rate of n !B/octave when accelerattons of M are also proportional to ý-R

. .- when v, is large (Eqs. 51-53), the SAR curves
S hock c- c-leration ratios for the step- for the three values of FR considered here take

ike an-, r7I -eike in;ut transients are plotted the same relative levels in each of -igs. 25-27.
.n F . 7•-•-, " how that :he levels of hese figures show that the nonlinear mount with

33 - s.re difke a:. of the cr-er 1n:ny dual-phase damping effectively provides both
h z ll. i'•e-er, the levels _f the the lowest SAR -when - is small (A curve is

- e - ffecti . e. reduce! by roth coincident with that of the linear mount for
'he-'•-- 2: nznUenr -'•nts when ,is lar;e, which ^R 0.ý' and a very low SAl when 7 iS
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.lar:e (SAR cunre 12 coin ""' "t -it that !'pu +'A-'n! i,ý th",,n i ,r.c.r~t
linear woupt for which 0= .1 and, therefore, is cluarly more effective than any of the linear
is 14 dB below the SAR curve for which R= 0.•5. shock rounts considered, its performance remains

sim•imr •te xhnirb kand Lo all utehr shuck muu:,),a

in that (W Its SAR and SVR are of the order
SUIM*ARY unity when / is small, and k2) its RDR hpproaches

the value unity when ý 's large.
Mhe advantages of shock mounting lie pri-

marily in the reduction of the acceleration o"
the mouar.ed item M that results. Resilient AC.MGOWL2DCMEM-0
mountir, must introduce relative displacement
between t0 and its foundation--and, commoniy, the The assistance of Aaah A. Wolfu and
absolute a.spl.:emea~t of M is increased %ts -ell. Kathryn K. Lynott in c1,mnuting the graphical re-
The curves of Figs. 16-27 demonstrate how a non- s,,its presented here is acknowledged with grati-
line. " shock mount with dual-phase damping can tude. That a study such as this be made was
be extremely effective in simdltaneously reducinf suggested to the author several years ago by
or minimizing the displacement and acceleration Alan T. Fry, then a member of the Imperial
of 14, and its velocity, for all but small values College of Science, London. The investigation
of yý a parameter that is proportional to the was sponsored by the Ccean Technoloey Division,
reciprocal of the rise time or duration of the iiaval Research Laboratory.
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INTERACTIVE OPTIMAL DESIGN OF SHOCK ISOLATION SYSTEMS

W. i. Pilkey

University of Virginia
Charlottesville. Virginia

A computational scheme is described whereby an optimail shock isolation

system can be interactively designm'$. Primary design criteria and con-
straints are assumed to be physical variables, e.g., rkittlespace require-
ments and peak acceleration of a fragile package, while, .ther factors,
c. g., cost, are acceptable as secondary criteria. No restrictions
regarding linearity or passivity are placed on the isolator. Character-
ist s of the theoretically optimal design are automatically generated and
dirplayed for a prescribed shock environment. The designer then con-
versationally selects isolation elements and parametors which lead to a
system that behaves similarly to the theoretical optimum. The computer
program, which can be implemented on remote desk-top terminals, then
permits the user to study the sensitivity of his design to changes in design
parameters and shock environment.

INTRODUCTION characteristics of the theoretically optimal
design are automatically computed as the

Optimal design of shock isolation systems solution to a mathe iatical programming
has been the subject of many papers I l). In optimization protle;n. Up to this point nci
addition to the trial and error procedures, restrictions with respect to the isolator con-
including automated computational search figuration, including linearity or passivity.
techniques, to determine near-optimal isolator are imposed. The designer then selects a
configurations, and parameters, a design ap- trial isolator configuration with a set of pa-
proach involving the theoretically optimal rameters. The program computes the re-
isolator has been proposed. With this method sponse of the proposed design and compares
"various properties of the optimal isolation graphically the resulting design criteria with
system are computed without regard to specif- the theoretically optimal criteria. A graphical
ic isolator configurations. Design configura- comparison is also made of the time histories
tions and accompanying parameters can then for the trial isolator responses with the theo-
be selected so that the response will approach retically optimal -lime responses. These two
these theoretically optimal characteristics, comparisons provide the designer with a quan-

titative and qualitative, respect ively, measure
It is usually desirable to introduce numer- of the optimality jf his design. The designer

ous considerations, often wholly different from may then interac" wi.th the design process to
the primary design criteria, into a rational choose better design parameters or other
design. However, automated design frequent- isolator configurations. He may also impose
ly precludes the consideration of all but those other design criteria, e.g., cost, availability,
criteria that can be expressed in functional reliability, maintainability. and intangible
form. The designer is effectively excluded factor* rived from past design experiences,
from the design loop. In contrast, the optimal by intru .ucing appropriate considerations into
design procedure proposed here permits the his selection of parameters and configurations.
designer to introduce any number of secondary Furthermore, the procedure set forth here
design criteria. This is an interactive compu- permits the designer to automatically examine
tational scheme wherein the designer remains the sensitivity of his design to changes in pa-
on-line with the computer as the design rameter values and to environments other than
proceeds. the one fo- which the design was based.

Primary design criteria are assumed to INTERACTIVE OPTIMAL DESIGN
be physical variables such as peak acceler-
ations and rattlespace requirements. Once the The problem is to select suitable shock
designer provides these design criteria and the isolators for a mechanical system (Fig. 1).
time history of the shock disturbance, the The multitude of considerations which must be
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fdibpiacement. Thus, iola is 51vWqs M ,W
'ator is to be chosen so that

max I I
7 t

is minimized and

where X is the prescribed bound on displace-
ment.

Fig. I - Multiple Isolator System

A computer program is then used to corn-
factored into an acceptable desigr- appear pute. on the basis of '.his problem statement.overwhelming at -he outset. We suppose that the characteristics shcwn in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5
the most important design criteria are phys- for the theoretically optimal isolator. Tue
ical responses. For example, the designer curve in Fig. 4 provides the limiting perform-
may wish to choose isolators such that the ance index for a tange ot constraint values.
peak acceleration experienced by passengers
in a vehicle is minimized while the displace-
Ment cf the passenger relative to the vehicle
or surroundings is bounded. On the basis of I Pi escribed Constraint
these types of response criteria, it is possi- Level (X)ble I IlI to compute characteristics of the then- 9

retically optimal isolators for complex, mul- C -
tiple isolator systems. The interactive ___

scheme proposed here takes advantage of ...

these characteristics in designing shock , I
isolators and permits other design criteria to a
be introduced. We choose to discuss the ap- T I Theoretically Optimal
proach by considering the design of a single Isolator Performance
isolator system. Although the single isolator -
is selected for illustrative purposes because S.•..I
of its simplicity, the importance of this model
is underscored by an indication I II that it is 0
possible to design a multiple isolator system Z Ione isolator at a time. .. .
on sltra ie Normalized .Constraint (m_,, Ixllmwta, lfl)

The interactive scheme is diagrammed in
Fig. 2. To consider the approach in detail, Fig. 4 - Theoretically Optimal Performance
we begin with t..e single isolator system of
Fig. 3. Suppose the primary design objective
is to choose, for a specified shock disturbance%
an isolator that minimize* the peak acceler-
ation of the mass while bounding the relative

m _

? timfe

Fig. 5 - Theoretically Optimal Time Response

For a given constraint value X, it is not pos-
sible for an isolator to be designed for the

V - disturbance f(t) that would exhibit a peak accel-
fIeration less than the value indicated by the

intersection of constraint X with the theoreti-
cally optimal isolator performance curve. Fir,
5 shows a time response history for a theoret-

Fig. 3 - Single Isolator ically cptimal isolator at a designat•d
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constraint level X. fl.i.,.. ,

The designer next chooses a candidate Lv

olator configurat~on with candidate values of
design parameters. The selection could be Performance Index
passive. active. linear or nonlinear. Thus. in ar.d Constraint for
Fig. t, a linear spring dashpot combination is | Candidate Isolator

a •Theoretically
o • Performance

Constraint

Fig. 6 - Candidate Isolator Configuration and
Design Parame~ers

chosen with particular values of k and c. Thepeak acceleration .peak relative displacement,_ Candidate so lao

and responses in time are computeRp for thisof
isoli.tor by integrating the equations of motion Cd ts o
of the sjoztem and are superimposed on the
displayed th.oretically optimal characteristics Theoretically Optimal
of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The designer then sees
curves of his own choosing similar to those of , Time Response
Fig. 7. The performance curve provides a
quantitative indication of the desirability of
his candidate design while the response curves I
give a qualitative rmeasure.

The designer can then recycle the design I
by selecting i-ew parameters and. if necessary.
a new configt.ration to obtain an impreved
isolator. In so doing he can introduce any
number of secondary criteria into his salection
of candidate hardware. Such criteria include
"availability. cost. maintainability, reliability.
and even human factors. The successive can-
didate designs are automatically plotted on the
theoretically optimal isolator displays. Typi-
cal performance points are shown in Fig. 8.
The trends observed graphically of successive Fig. 7 - The Untial Trial Design
trial designs assist the user in selecting the
candidate design for each cycle. Naturally the
theoretically optimal characteristics are ) Performance of ith
stored and need not be rccompuned for each Candidate Isolator
iteration in the design.

Desired Constraint
After an acceptable, near-optimal iso- Level

lator design is chosen, the designer may wish
to perform a sensitivity analysis. This is I
accompli shed automatically by programming I
the design scheme to compute parformances
for variations in design parameters and input
disturbances. The results of such perturba- i
tiois are then superimposed on the already 1I
available performance information (e. g., as E
in Fig. 9) and displayed. If the sensitivity Theoreti-
characteristics of the caudidate design are cally optimal
satisfactory, the design is considered com- Performan
pleted. If not, the iterative design mode is
reentered and new candidate ieaigns I
considered. I

Constraint

Fig. 8 - Successive Trial Designs
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Desired Constraint computer graphics capability. It catn also be
fully implemented on standard time-sharing

I Performance of computers with remote p, rtabl.- terminals.-
Candidate Design This v-as accomplished for single isolatorS• I 'Dueto aVarition systems. The theoretically optimitml isolator

Sin Design Param - characteristics for design criteria chosen by
Seters or Input the designer are automatically generated usingS• Dsubnethe graphical method. These characteristics

-'Candidate Design are then stored and retrig ved ,'s needed duringCniPerformance the comparisons with candidate isolator
designs and the sensitivity responses. Numer-
ical integration of the equations of motion for a

T Theorit~cally Optimal design concept permits the determination of
SPerfos.ance the responses of a generic isolator configura-

tion with arbitrary disturbances. The user can
compare the performance of candidate designs
with the theoretically optimum performance-

Fig. 9 - Sensitivity Analysis constraint tradeoff diagritrn or with the theo-
retically optimum time retponses or with both.

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION The complete design scheme is controlled us;ng
a problem- oriented laiguage.

The technology for characterizing theoret-
ically optimum shock isolation systems is well Various near-optimal isola.ors were
documenteC in Ref. I. Those portiGns of a designed with the program. From the stand-
mechanical system that are to be designee, point of primary design criteria, the results,
e. g., the isolators, are represented by time as expected, were comparable to the non-
varying forces. The optimization problem of interactive procedures described in Rel. I.
finding these forces for which system con- However, with the interactive approach,
straints are satisfied and the performance numerous secondary ci iteria can be easily
index minimized is one of mathematical factored into the design.
programming. Performance index-constraint
tradeoff curves are found by solving the mathe- SUMMARY
matical programming problem for a range of
constraint values. A versatile computational scheme for the

interactive optimal design of shock isolation
In general the optimizatinn problem falls systems has been outlined. Near-optimal

into the category of nonlinear p:ogramming. designs are selected such that isolator re-

which is difficult to treat, even camputationally. sponse characteristics approach those of the
for large systems. Some systems of limited theore'ically optimal design. The designer is
degrees-of-freedomn can be handled w;th dy- per.nittedI to introduce his experiernce into the
namic programming. However, if t:iose des.gn a i well as multiple design criteria and
portions of the system that are not doing constraints. A port design sensitivity analysis
designed are linear and the overall system option is also provided the user.
kinematics is linear, the problem is one of
linear programming for which effective, large- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
scale, efficient computer programs are avail-
able. No restrictions with regard to linearity The aothor wishes ne o ex.-oress his appre-
are placed on the isolators. ciation• to Dr. Lu•gene Sevin of the University

of Negev, Israel. for suggesting the problem

k problem-oriented computer program for and J. T. Bailey. University of Virginia. for
determining the theoretically optimum per- implementing the computer program.
formance for multi-degree-of-freedom dy-
namic systems under arbitrary transient REFERENCE
disturbances is now being prepared for NASA/
Langley by the University of Virginia. This I. E. Sevin and W. Pilkey, Optimal Shock and
program viil provide both the theoretically Vibration Isolation, Shock and Vibration

optimum response time trajectories and the Information Center9 Washington. D. C.,
performance index-constraint tradeoff dia- 1970.
gvarns employed in the interactive design
scheme.

The theoretically optimum isolator can be
achieved with simple graphical techniques [1l
for single-degree-of-freedom isolators.

IMPLEMENTATION

The optimum design scheme is ideally
suited for implementation on an on-line
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DESIGN OF HIUM-PERFORMANCE
[ SHOCK I SOLATION SYSTEMS

Ronald L. Eshleman
lIT Research Institute

Chicago, Mlinois

Sho':k isolation of fragile systems from high frequency ef-
fects generated by high loading rates and/or random multi-
frequency input displaciment signatures requires the use of
new design techniques and procedures. A fundamental phy-
sical understanding of the shock isolator's dynamic behavior
provides the basis for tbese techniques. These design pro-
cedures and techniques were developed and utilized in a

-recent study for the Space ond Missile SystemF Organization
(SANSO) to evaluate classes of mechanical shocK isolators
with respect to their function in a specified shock environ-
mint. This paper describes these techniques and procedures1 as they apply t%, che design of high-performance shook iso-
lation systems. The specification of shock enviro.-aentsis discussed in general terms, and the environment is apec-
ified by a pulse. Isolation system performance criteria
are prescribed in terms of equipment fragility levels and
rattlespace. Isolator concepts w.-th long stroke capability
useful in shock epplications are described. The procedures
in modeling isolators and shock-4solation systems for anal-
ysis and experimentation utilize distributed parameter des-
criptions. Analytical and experimental techniques for use
on the seL, eted models are described. The experimental
and analyti.!al results of this paper show conclusively that
single degree-of-freedom models cannot adequately simulate
isolator behavior. The isolator must be modeled as a
multidegrei-of-freedom system having distributed mass,
dawping and elasticity.

INTRODUCTION degree-of-freedom models cannot be used
to simulate an isolator's dvnamic be-

Shock isolation of fragile systems havior. The isolator .must be modeled
from high frequency effects generated as a multidegree-of-freadom system
by high loading rates and/or random having distributed mass, damping and
multi-requency input displacement signa- elasticit,. The mathematical models oi
tures requires special design techalques pertinent shock isolators, used for ex-
and procedures. A fundamental physical periment and ana!isis, are included in
understanding of the shock isolator's Appendix A. An ex.r.)1e design of andynamic behavior provides the basis for in-silo shock isolation system is given
these techniques. The subject design in Appendix B.
procedure utilizes a judicious combi-
nation of analyses and expzriments to The subject design procedure is corn-
develop and/or select the isolator and p.-sed of the following related steps.:• •he system.
the s Environment and performance

The design philosophy of this paper specification.
was ,Jeveloped from a recent study r13for S.SO. Classes of mechanical shock • Conceptual design.
isolators were evaluated with respect • Isola!,or and system modeling.
to their performance in a specified en-
vironment. This study verified analyt- e Dynamic response analysis.
ically and experimentally that single
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* SVstk'm parameter optimization. environments, which are categorized for
transpurLntl uai, waiat~ura-curing dni-

a v.perifienal characteritation tary applications. Characterization (2]
and verification. of these environments is available in

The initial step in any design pro- the form of shock spectra (response of
Tehre isithel stp-if tin any d hesg p- the system is a measure of its environ-cedurevisothe an speficathoe af the sys- ment) acceleration-frequency envelopes,

tem envsronme and the statement of and force and motion-time curves. Up to
the system pernormance requirementsn this time designers have found it mostThe system environmentiecifie ps convenient to use the shock spectrum
the form of a displacement-s me pulse; approach [31 which is simple and logical;
inetermof rn~atn esreq andequipmentsar vehowever, much detail is lost due to itsIn terms of rattlespare and equipment lna,•dlfudtos

fragility levels. The conceptual de-
sign of the system configuration and The analytical and experimental
of the shock isolators provides the techniques described In this paper uti-
basis for the shocý ".larion system lize force or motion-time curvea. Spec-
development. The c.) ,ceptual design ification of the pulse shape in this
stage of this process is largely an manner has an advantage in that the res-
innovative pro(Bss, and, therefore, its ponse permits simple verification of
success derajs on the ingenuity of the compliance with specifications. The ex-
engineer. The isolator and system are ample problem of Appendix B has a typi-
modeled for mathematical and/or experi- cal displacement-time characterization
mental analysis. In addition, this (
model is utilized for P system parameter (Fig. I) of free field motion generated
optimizati,'n. Mathematical models of 4
the system simulate the configuration
kinematics, global response, and the
mass, elastic and damplig properties of
its isolators (local response).

Experimental models are designed to
characterize the isolator's behavior
(if it is not known) and to verify sys- .
tem performance. The dynamic response
analysis simulates the action of the
shock isolation system under its pre- o . 6
scribed environmental conditions. The TIM (wd
quality and detail of the simulation
will be dependent on the analytical Fig. I Typical environmental
technique employed. The modeling and shock pulse
analysis taski are related intimately
to determine the resulting simulation. by a weapon detonation. Mo.row [4] ar-
System -.v-meter optimization yields gues the greater value of force controlled
the best system under the constraints shock tests on the -basis that a better
Imposeu. These constraints may include environmental simulation is obtained for
r&ttlespact, isolacor type, isolated the degree of complexity of the cest.
item size, etc. Experiments described, Of course, such a method is dependent on
herein are on scaled versions of the the available data on the environmental
system. They are utilized to determine pulse and on the impedance of the con-
the physical characteristics of the taming structure. One distinct dis-
isolator including its force-motion advantage of this method is that only
description. The final step in this small tolerances on the pulse shapes are
procedure is the scale model expert- allowed because the .wystem response is
aental verification of the syste-'s p r- very sensitive to pulse shape variations.
formance. The ensuing sections of tim In the past, therefore, investigators
paper describe these procedures and have not been eager to use this method
techniques in detail. because of the uncertainty of the pulse

rise times, decays and magnitudes. It
E•IRODNMET AND PERFOIMItE must be noted, however, that increasing-
SPECIFICATION ly sophisticated instrumentation and

better simulation tests have made this
A shock environment is characterized method credible. In addition, sensi-

as a disturbance -- displacement, vel- tivity analysis techniques allow cal-
ocity, acceleration or force -- whose culation of the sensitivity of the sys-
dwration is short relative to the tern response to environmental pulse
characteristic period of the system. variations.
Equipment, personnel and systems are
subjected to many types of shock
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Every Isolator or its system has a More often than not, rattlespace re-
measure of performance and/or strength stricts the degree of isolation of a
of e 1thew or _-hor-e.-s A,-.r.-.., ,te_ V!neF4' noIA!.rtinn e _-

This measure commonly is called its portant and can be handled within the
fragility level. Fragility is used as original kinematic constraint3 of the
a quantitative index of the function and concept. The pendulum shock suspension
strength of equipment subjected to shock concept shown in Fig. 2 is an effective
and vibration environments. The quanti- system configuration because it allows
tative index for frafility is expressed Chain Lin*
in terms of a system s acceleration re- External Facility

fravitational acceleration. The fragil-
ty level is stp,.ed in either a plot of

acceleration response as a function of
time, an allowable response pulse, or a
plot of maximum acceleration as a func,
tion of frequency. A simple comparisin
of response envelopes to a stated per-
formance specification then shows the d
degree of systems conformity to design
specifications.

It is possible to use a performance
specification on the global motion of
the shock isolation system while having Shock Xotator
constraints on the system rattlespace,
isolator performance, and any number of Fig. 2 - Schematic of pendulum type shock
equipment responses. A satisfactory en- isolation system configuration
vironment provided to personnel and
equipment by the shock isolation system isolation in all directions. The pen-
is its principal function. dulus motion of the equipment mounting

platform provides isolation in the hori-
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN zoatal plane, and the shock isolators

provide isolation in the vertical direc-
The development of more 6ophisticated tion. This concept has many develop-

electrical, optical and mechanical equip- mental possibilities; damping and an-
ment sensitive to high frequency effects gular flexibility could be imposed at
and the subjugation of such equipment to the isolators, at the external attach-
more severe shock env ronments have ment points and at the platform isola-
dictated a need for high performance tor attachment point. A second system
shock isolation systems. Stringent de- configuration, shown in Fig. 3 (devel-
mands for shock mitigation, therefore, oped in Appendix B), suggests the use
are placed on shock isolation systems
that support ui Pmt in missile launch
fr.ilities, artillery weapons and trans-
portation devices.

In order to develop shock isolation
systvms that meet these demands, system
and isolator concepts that provide maxi-
'imn development possibilities must be
obtained. Cognizance of the fundamental
characteristics-of shock isolation sys-
team is essential to siccessful concep-
tual design. The function of any com-
ponent or system is conStrained by its
conceptual design because optimization -

techniques use the concept as a base.
(A variation of this theme is described
later in this paper). Since there is no
methodical *my to synthesize concepts, Fig. 3 - Isolator support systemS~ingenuity and experience are necessary.iof mechanical isolators for isolation

Experience has shown that selection and support. This system also has de-
of a shock isolatton system configura- velopmental possibilities but is re-

- Lion concept and a shock isolator con- stricted by successful isolator design.
cept should have kinematic emphasis be- The kinematic description (Appendix 3)
"cause the basis of shock isolacion is- of the spring-.equipment system is essen-
contro'led. constant force motion. tial in 1arge equipment motions. In
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m•,t cas-s the large motions of the shock This is a good long stroke isolator
isol.ti-: b-stdfl cause kinematic non- witt. minimrA! local damping. Its working
linearities and, if possible, the prob- mechanism is the torsion of the coii
levi ::nu.t be alleviated in th, conceptual 'Aire. In order to use successfully the
design. Otherwlse, these nonlinearities helical coil spring as a high-performance
cause difficulties in system analysis, .4hock isolator, its conceptual design
experimentation and oprintization. must be reworked to include local damping

other than material hysteresis.
The corceptual design of new shock

isolators (based on definite system re- Stranded Wire Spring (Fig. 5)
quirement) has been rare up to this
point, because the requirements gener-
ally are not understood. During devel-
opment of an isolator concept, four
fictors must be considered: function,
reliability, maintainance and cost,
Functional considerations should have
top priority. A high-performance shock
isolator has the following properties:
a long stroke capacity, a facility to
attenuate high-frequency environmental
disturbances and a composition that con-
trols the generation of internal "zaves.
The last requirement implies that the
elastic and mass properties of the shock Fig. 5 - Stranded wire spring
isolator are proportioned with damping
to control wave propagation and/or gen-
eration; therefore, loc- ' damping with- The stranded wire spring is an adap-
in the isolator is important. Most tatron of the helical coil spring and !
cormmercially available isolators, which a high-performance shock isolator. Th
are used for vibration isolation, are helix of the spring must be opposite I
short stroke inflexible devices. There direction to the helix of the strands,
is a need for development of long stroke so that the strands bind together whet

isolators. In order to achieve this the spring is compressed; this causes
goal, a balance between stroke and coulomb friction forces between wire
flexibility must be attained; this avoids strands and yields good local damping
bottoming of coils. Care must be exer- Its force-motion character'stics, how-
cized to size isolators so that induced ever, have not been determined accurately.
loading rates do not exceed the Isola-
tor's particle velocity; if this does Ring Spring (Fig. 6)
occur, a jump discontinuity similar to
a shock wave will result. Some of the
springs that show feasibility for de-
velopment into high-performance shock
isolators are discussed below with re-
apect to their vorking mechanisms and
their characteristL.cs.

Helical Coil spriSr (Lrz. 4)

Fig. 6 - Ring, spring

The ring spring, wbich depens on
circumferential tension and compression
of the rings for its working mechanism,
has excellent local damping properties
due to the friction bet:ften rings. The
friction force it a function of displace-
.ment, but the ring spring has sm-ll dis-
placement capabilities. This problem
can be alleviated by stacking or
splitting rings.

Fit. 4 - Le i l ott it
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Belleville Spring (Fig. 7) Pneumatic Spring (Fig. 9)

AAA

Fig. 7 - Belleville spring

The washers that compose the Belie-
ville spring are stressed radially and
circumferentially to resist motion.
Many washers must be stacked to obtain
large motions. A nonlinear spring, the
Belleville 3pring can be designed so
that a hard to soft spring constant de-
sirable for shock isolation is obtained. Fig. 9 Pneunatic- spring
Local damping can be i.troduced by par-
allel elements or contained fluids. The pnetz-atic spring has characteris-

tics and a wirking mechanism similar to
Liquid Spring (Fig. 8) those of the licuid spring except for

the lighter aedfum. It is an excellent
high-performance shock ftolator ai
comiaercially constructed, and its flex-
ibility can be adjusted by variation of
air pressure.

E1_stoomrs (Fig. 10)

LiT

Fig. L - iquid-spring _FIs. 10 -- Solid elastomer

This is probably-one of-the sast de- Ela tomeric elements work on the
sirable shock isolators stnce it works basis of matertals in compression oron compresisbility of the fluid. In _ shear. They have trmndu -osibil-
addition, its stroke is proportional to itles for deve* _t: into high-
the volume of consirained fluid, its perforsace shoib Isolators because
local dampisn to inherent and its move both sh terTals and geometry can be syn-propagati~on velocities are high. The thesized. Tha s7ntheris of a rater1•1.
Is8olator stroke can be long by desii-m1n to give optium local damping is feasi-
It with a large, flexibly structesl , - ble, and the generation of a long stroke
fluid reservoir. This adds to the Hlex- capability through geometrical design
Ibility of the device. is possible.
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MDDELING 0 Viscous ¢

Modeling of dynamic systems often re- 2ceives too little attention in design o Velocity C2•2• (sr

and analysis. Specific fundamental re- 2 at(a

search in this area has been rare; how- a Material- s-xeve-., data and procedures on modeling displacement C1I(9'-T
are scattered throughout many texts and
papers. Mdodels are used to simulate a

process or function of a machine numeri- 0 Material- ax
cally and experimentally and to verify viscoelastic C41 UPjE
the function of conceptual designs. In
this paper, experimental models are uti- C Coulomb C5
lized to determine the response or natu-
ral frequencies of a system and to de- where:
termine the force-motion characteristics
of isolation elements. Experimental x is relative displacement A is
models may range from full to subscale r ebt
sizes. Analytical simulation models relative velocity, and C1 are con-
provide full-scale numerical simulation stants.
of a shock isolation system's natural
frequencies and it response to environ- Viscous and velocity damping forces
mental disturbance:. Models for the pre- are cro- n in isolators; both are pro-
viously described shock isolation ele- portional to the relative velocity of
mests are Included in Appendix A. the isolator structure. Viscous damping

is common in fluid films and oints.
Digital simulation of shock Isolation High-rate phenomena typIcal ol this

systems is feasible provided the concep- application are described by velocity
tual design of the system is modeled so damping, which is proportional to the
that it properly simulates mass elasticity relative velocity of its internal
and damping. in the simulation process, structure to a power.
modeling error and numerical error are
important. Since good numerical techni- Linear elastic materials exhibit dis-
ques cannot overcome a bad model, model- placement damping properties such that
in error vast be controlled clotely. the damping force is proportional to the

stress history of the material. Dim-
In modeling the elasticity of shock placement damping, in which the force

isolation sytems, the relative flexi- is proportional to a coulomb friction
Obility of each compent must be derived., coefficient and the displacement can re-
Often this mans expressing the flexi- sult from such isolators as a rifn
bility of a component in terms of in spring, has been valuable in attenuating
equivalent length of beau, plate or other gh-f0h surge waves. Nonlinear
structural element. A force motion curve rubber-l[ke materials exhibit visco-
of a co=ponent is used to obtain basic elastic bebavior, in this case, the
data. Th gh comparison of component damping forte It proportional to the de-
flexibilit.es, those of higher order us&- formation and its time derivative. This
nitude can be modeled as rigid links, damping mechanism is found in elastomers,
while those of very low order magnitude elastomer coatings, adhesives and via-
provide means of uncoupling portions of coelastic structures. Coulomb friction
the models. During the process of model- energy dissipation, the final daping
ing flexibility, mass distribution must mechanism considered, usually occurs in
be recognized. mn ass modeling, com- conjunction with the other damping mach-
ponent masses are co red with the total anism.
system mass. In Zmodeing mess and elas-
ticity, the information expected from a If modal response techniques are
simulation must be known. Natural fre- utilized, damping data mist be described
quencies and mode shapea of linear sys- as a function of system mode shapes. All
tems are influenced by the relative dis- damping mechanisms then must be described
tribution of mass and elasticity, in the form of equivalent viscous damping.

When a propagation analysis is performed,
Damping modeling is difficult because a more exadt ;hysical description (in

the modeling method depends upon the way terms of mathematical functions pre-
in which a particular damping force is viously described) can be used. This
related to motion. The following cate- latter method has distinct advantagas
gories and their mathematical descrip- because it yields more fundamental in-
tion have been offered by. Reed t 51. formation and is not constrained to



linear analysis; therefore, it is re- integration steps. The size of the tlime
commended over modal methods. The design steps depends on proper description of

simulated distributed mass, damping and
elasticity be used. High frequency ef- Experimental simulation of shock iso-I
fects, are simulated and local response lation system response usually requires
is obtained. The local behevior of the scaled system models. The example prda-
isolator determines its value to the sys- lem of Appendix B shows the process of
tem. obtaining a scaled experimental model.

The shock isolation system's Isolators
For system global response simple are designed from kinematic considera-

lumped-parameter system models are ade- tions. The dynamic characteristics of
quate. Past experience with isoletors the shock isolator are retained as analyt-
and isolation systems has shown rhat a- ically derived scaling reiationships
combination continuous-element, lumped- (given in Appendix A). These relation-
mass systCem provides the best prediction ships are obtained by making the systems
of the response of complicated dynamic equations of motion nondimensional t 7].
syitems. The system is modeled into The resulting nondimensional parameters
stations, as shown in Fig. 1.1, in which are scaling relationships that retain
the station is composed of a continuous important system parameters, even though

small-scale models are used; for ex-
it ample, for a helical spring, the fol-

V (t) lowing relationships hold between the
C model, M and the prototype, P.

A.E.te 8ND ma. (MM I Nm
SGd4 I P

c .deIt c , - al4 where
L - Ilr~th k - Itealbility to ground
A -arve f N- WSW Ma N - number of springs in coil
1 modul~us of elasticity Fit) - u~o~t~ disturbance
C D -itiueddqe coil diameter

C - relative iinpe.
parlll imle - d - wire diameter

Fig. 11 - Model stationG shamolu

element and lumped mass. External springs, - p
dissipative elements mind forcing functions C-a natural frequency
are permitted at each mass stat ion, along M - isolated unss
with relative lumped damping and contin-
uous material damping. As many stations For best results, the scaled model
of this type as are needed, or wanted, sol o edsotdb aigdf

*to describe the isolation system proper- ferent system natu~ral frequencies. Note
ly are seltcted. This procedure for thttes w anaeters ensure only
handling complex imaltidegree-of-freedoim tcaledtmass and plas pretesfo

systms as eenutilzedby ITR toresponse scaling, damping and environ-
good advantage in ship shafting systemst 6]. mental parameters also must be con-
The full utilization of these techniques, sidered. The example problem of Appen-
including modeling of distributed mass in dix B was experimentally modeled to use
awkward situations, is described, full-scale environmental in-,- distur-

Envrosmenal istrbace odeingis bances. A word of caution .. in order,

dependent on the selected analytical hwvr eas ti o labps
technique. For modal analysis, the en- sible'to design scaled experimental
vironmental disturbance Is characterized models, i.e., sections may become too
by a Fourier series, and each harmonic small to fabricate, the scaling of

termis tilzed s a inut fncton.damping, (and thus response) arameters
The resulting response is obtained by mayuremnots be d the withe mother system
sumilng the term-by-term response. For reuemnsadtecleoelie
a propagation aLalysis, the input dis- may not be compatible with available
turbance is divided into finite time in- shock test machines or fixtures.
crements, which are sized to the numerical
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To analyze the response of shock iso- or finite-element models of the system
lators and shouk-isolation systems at are utilized to perform the analysis,
high 1,,tiding rates, the fundamental force- depending on the size of the model. Of
moLion characteristics of the isolator course, solution stability must be con-
often must be determined exnertmontaly.. siderjd in the seiection of a finite-
This involves determining stiffness and difference model. In highly nonlinear
damping parameters as a function of rate, systems, this is a problem and may be
frequency and space. The discussion of more difficult than the solution of the
damping showed how these forces may vary. problem. In linear systems, a simple
It is important that experimental models relationship exists between the space
to determine basic physical characteris- and time step size, depending on the
tics are designed so that individual wave constant of the isolator. The sec-
forces can be separate.i according to ond important consideration relates to
their working mechanism: For example, in the detail of the response -- a suffi-
a liquid spring, the fluid damping force ciently small time and space interval
should be found independent of the fluid must be used to predict high-frequency
stiffness, or some method of analyzing response effects. Finite-difference
the data to achieve this goal must be analysis works well if the system analyt-
achieved. Data of this type are needed ical model can be simplified to include
if analysis that predicts system dynamic a detailed description of the isolator
response is to be obtained, and a gross description of the shock iso-

lation system (Appendix B). Note that
In conclusion, the design of experi- there is no way to analyze a high-

mental models depends on the distributed performance shock isolation system with
properties of the isolator, the kinematic a single degree-of-freedom model because
properties of the shock -isolation system, the high frequency response is-not sLou-
the input environmental disturbance and lated.
the available test machine or fixture.

In cases where the shock isolation
ANALYSIS system's global claracteristics cannot

be modeled as an ibolator and rigid mass,
The successful prediction of shock- a finite-element technique should be

isolation system and component response used. Care must be exercized in model-
depends oa the analytical technique used. iLg because very stiff isolators may re-
After the problem has been modeled, and quire a large number of finite elements
both the physical properties of the sys- to simulate lcal motion qnd my, there-
tern and the input loading determined, an fore, exceed the storage capability of
analytical technique must be chosen, de- the digital computer. For linear sys-
pending on several aspects of the problem. tems, the first mode corresponds to the

global response of the shock isolation"* lnearity system; the second and higher vibration
"• form of damping information modes correspond to the local respones.

The propagation methods of analysls re-
* mathematical form of loading fleet this result. The finite-difference
* detail of response f 8] and finite-element (91 techniques ha

have been well documented in the litera-
Insight into this problem has been gained ture. Previous experience has shown that
from a SAMSO study and the resulting there is little utility in exact analyt-
point of view was formed. ical mertods or linear analysis in de-

signing high-performance shock isolation
First, good shock isolators are long- systems because of the nonlinear trans-

stroke elements in which constant force ient nature of the shock phenomenon.
is sought. This fact more or less implies O
nonlinearity of isolator damping and Over the past several years, IITRI
stiffness properties. The important fact has been engaged in extensive studies
is that linear analytical me•ohor are involving the optima design of shock-
seriously hampered by this restriction, isolation systems. Available optimiza-
which quickly rules out the use of modal tion techniquestlO], [1_iare based on
response analytical techniques (since linear, nonlinear and dynamic programming,
they are tied to the linear combination which optimize a system of interconnected
of weighted modal functione to derive the mechanical elements nubjected to a time-
system a response). A propagation method dependent input disturbance. During the
of solution from Initial value definition course of these investigations, a tech-
and system constraints provides a good nology has been developed that is capable
response prediction because it is in- of synthesizing shock-isolation elements,
plicltty a transient analysis used to so that some measure of syrtem performance
analyze a transient phenomenon; i.e., (peak resoonse acceleration of sow cri-
shock. In this case, finite-difference tical component) is optimized subject to
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prescribed response constraints on the loading rates, the basic physical be-
arruii ,,aotio (rtlap =ntait jhav*n nf f1:iui0 and gohidft that form
across the terminals of the isolator the isolator must be characterized at
attachment points), high rates if meaningful results are to

be obtained. Characterization of the
The scalar quantity Q is defined as fundamental behavior of shock isolators

the performance index, a number that is performed by high-s:rain-rate testing
measures the level of system performance in order to obtain isoýator damping and
(the peak mab acceleration). Optimiza- stiffness properties •eeirable in pre-
tion of the system then refers to the dicting the dynamic behavior of a sys-
process of minimizing Q. tem.

The capability of carrying out per- The secone important function of ex-
formance optimization from two differ- perimentation is verification and experi-
ert points of view is available: (1) by mental evaluation of the shock isolation
determining the forte-time characteris- system model and/or prototype global and
tics of the perfcct isolation device, local response. In performing a study
which results in a system with the best of this type, external disturbance is
(lowest) possible Q, say Q ; (2) by simulated in a test machine or specially
determining the isolator parameters designed fixture. The experirdntal pro-
(spring rates, damping coefficients) of cedure for testing and/or evalaating
a selected candidate isolator that leads high-performance shock isolation systems
to a system, which performs in near op- involves the following tasks.
tl'- fashion. The results of tie first
optimization problem provide the "op- * specifications
timuam performance limit", which is the
lowest possible performance Index Q*
theoretically possible among all possi- 9 equipment selection
ble isolator devices for the system
being considered. The results of the instrumetaton and calibration
second optimization probleT provide the * specimen design
near optimum performance Q% of the can-
didate isolator for the same system con- * data reduction and analysis
sidered in (I). The term "near-optimum"Tis ued ecaue te cadidte'speror-The environmental shock disturbance
Is used because the candidate's perfor- is specified in terms of a force or
mance can never be better than the op- motion-ti curve (t-g. 1). If aStimam value oi the perfect isolator(i.e., Qv alu . The difference scaled experiment is conducted, the- . - Q*. rodes the margin of ic - scaled version of -he shock pulse isprove-it - roft e dthe margion of La- specified. The rattlespace and mountingprovenmint of he candidate isolation constraints are specifi.ed in conjunction
device compared to that of the perfect wosth the test machine selectionu as are

X isolator. It mist be emphasized that Q w
for guging he the rates of loading and other parametersis used only as a guide for ble; he that affect the test machine. Finally,margin of Improvement availa le; however, thexeedlclrsoeisnedothe expected local respos is td so

there may not be a passive device for that appropriate instrumentation can be
Swhich •Q - selected.

In designing a high-performance
shock isolation system, we must optimize Test procedures depend on the nature
concepts investigpted during the study of the experiment. For force-motion
with respect to their own design pars- characterization of isolators, a series
• meters •o that the near-optiwm perfor- of experiments is set up to obtain ne-
mance Q% is obtained for each isolator. cessary design data. Damping and flexi-
Further, the values of Od should be such bility characteristics should be sepa-that the comparison of each candidate rated when possible. Usually severaltto the o mtimm performance limit of the parameter3 are held constant to determine"perfect i olator can be bain d Such these characteristics or a series ofe s otane. differenr models are used to obtain a
a comparison provides a means for
judging the relative merits of the can- family of experimental retults. The pro-
didates to each other and to the best cdrsue nvrfcto et radidates rom eah otheorecal pointh bf simple. The model or prototype is sub-candidate from a theoretical point of eedoaknnshcipudst-

jected to a known shoc input distur-Sview. bance, and the local and global response

EXPERIMTATION of the shock isolation system are ob-!I T served and recorded.

The success of any design technique• ~~depends on the quality of the available Teslclr fasokts ahn
~~~-'~~dped ooteofteaaialn the test objective and the

data. In the deaign of high-performance
shock isolation systems subject to high environment that is to be simulated.
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The damage potential of a shock puise For the expcrimental characteriza-
simulated by a shock test machine is de- tion of shock isolation elements, a
p.... - o.-' th nattire nf the eauioment high-rate open loop machine can be used

subjected to shock, as well as on the to determine the desired force-motion
shape and intensity of the shock pulse. characteristics. The closeui Loop type
A comparative measure of the damage po- machine is needed to provide an experi-
tential of shock pulses simulated by a mental simulation if l•ocaL etiects areshock testing machine can be obtained to be observed, because local effects
by comparfng the response of the testing depend on the shape of the input pulse.
machine to that of a test standard. The sempcontrolled machine that simulates
Shock spectra of the shock testing d- the da on potential of an environment

chine can be examined. Shock pulses is useful only to check the global res-
applied to the test machine must be re- ponse of the isolated item.
producible, and calibration of the shock
test machine for a given test must be Experimental instrumentation equip-
possible. ment is well developed and consists of

three stages. A t e first level, pri-
The electrohydraulic closed loop sys- mary measurement is carried out by a

tern shown in Fig. 12 provides a controlled transducer that converts mechanical
environmental t -. k pulse for the pre- motion into electrical signals. Trans-
scribed isolat shock isolation ducers consist of strain gages and capa-

citance pickups which measure displace-
ment, coils in a magnetic field which
measure velocity and piezoelectric trans-
ducers which measure acceleration. At
the second stage the signal from the
trarnsducer is prepared by secondary or
modifying instruments for the third
stage, display of the signal on a cath-
ode ray oscilloscope paper, a recorder
or magnetic tape. Hodifying instruments
attenuate, integrate, modify and con-
dition the signal.

When possible, an actual isolator in
its system environment siould be tested.
If tha test is a destructive one, a
replica of the actual device should be
tested. If the available test machine
is too small to allow a full-scale test,
then a subscale model of the type pre-
viously mentioned of the prototype should
be tested. Although it need not have the
same appearance as the prototype, a scale
model miust behave in a manner similar to
that of the prototype.

In scaling fnr shock respo ise, the dy-
.Fig. 12 f clog" I*steml• .... namic characteristics of the prototype

-1 must be preserved. Two types of scaling

system structure and the isolated item are possible, i.e., the use of either
yse structure d b he si slated withinthe dimensional analysis or nondimensional

structure can be simulated within tmthetical system formulation, Di-
machine to provide a complete experi- mensional analysis allows selection of
sental aimulation. The input pulse is pertinent system variables and, through
described digitally as a velocity-time algebraic procedures and fundamental
curve. This type of machine is re- unts (time, mass, length, temperature),
caended for test because isolator nondimensional scaling relationships can
local response can be observed. The be determined. In the second scaling

machine also yields an experimental technique the dynamic behavior of a shock

simulation of the total shock isolation isolation system is described by differ-

system model and has the ability to ential equations of motion which are

monitor the dynamic behavior of the converted to a form that is independent
isolator, the structure of the isolated of time, size, mass and temperature
item or the structure of the shock iso- (nondimensional) by using defined ton-
lation system. dimensional variables. The equations of

motion are arranged algebraically so
that the nondimensional scaling para-
meters can be selected from them. These
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techniques are documented by Kurphy ( 12] levels are given as accelera-
and Harris and Crede [7]. tion response-time curves or

?e!k acceieration response-
forms, depending on'4e display or re-r

co:ding instrument tised. Rhe oscillo- a Conceptual innovation of shock
scope provides a visual display, and isolation systems requires in-
data can be recorded immediately and genuity end a fundamental
rejected (with a camera). Oscilloscopes knowledge of dynamic systems.
are best for cases chat involve scanning
a large number of test parameters. Data e Shock isolation system concept
can be recorded directly on a strip re- innovation should have kine-
corder or on magnetic tape. Regardless matic emphasis. Isolators must
of the method used, shock response data possess a long stroke capability,
usually must he reduced and analyzed, a facility to attenuate h1gh-
either by sight, mechanical means or fr.-qiency environmental dis-
electronic filtering. turbaaces and a composition

that controls the generation of
The objectives sought in data reduc- internal stress waves.

tion are the removal of all nonessential
information, the retention of essential o While simpl.e models suffice for
data and the abstraction of the history kinematic considerations, flex-
of •.o•e parjintei (usually acceleration) ible, massless spring models
in a concise and ubeful form. The are inadequate to kineticall
characteristics of the function that model highi-performance shock
best describes the data should be de- isolators.
termined, and the reduced data should
be manipulated so that it can be corre- e Propagation methods that begin
lated with other significant parameters. with initial conditions and
The form of the reduced data can be dis- use finite-differences or
played either in a frequency domain finite-elements are recommended
figure or the response domain figure. to analytically simulate res-

Data reduction in the frequency
domain is one ef many sophisticated * Scaled experimental models are
methods for harmonic analysis of data acceptable; however, they should
waveforms. Harmonic analysis is carried be dynamically scaled, using
out by frequency separation mechanically, system equations of motiun.
by computer, or electronically; such
data reduction in the frequency domain * Isolator force-motion charac-
yields a shock spectrum. Data reduction teristics should be obtained
in the response domain is confined to experimentally.
identification of response peak epinl-
tudes and response wave shapes for given & Shock isolation system designs
environmental shocks. Specific effects should be verified experiment-
resulting from an input pulse can be ally under simulated condi-
found by varying the system's properties tions and envirunments.
systematically. In linear systems, res-rpnse domain data can be converted to ACKNOWLEDGEMEN
frequency domain data, and vice versa
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APPENDIX A -- ISOLATYR MODELS
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Fig. A.l1 - Isolation system with helical spring
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Fig. A.2 - Isolation system with htrended wire spring
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Fig. A.2 Is lolation system with srone ire spring
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Fig. A.5- Isolation system with liquid spring
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Fig. A.. - Isolation system with preimatic spring -_3
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Fig, A.7 - Isolation system with solid elastomer
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APPENDIX B e MaterialC Coonstratnti

SYý.FM DFS1*:N PROCEDUPF: A •.\VLE PROLEM The shock isolation element is de-signed such that the stresses induced
The followingT design tasks were com- during stroking of the elemenf do ra t

pleted to eVOlve Lest elements. local exceed the elastic limit of the material.
respoAse predicting atd a shock isola- A"! the elements must exhabin total re-
tlon dsyste dc. covery to insure that the sysptem is

ele*en (Fullicale pring)ototidesviable for susceedrnep sock pulses.

b Srcaling relationship development l Destgn Criteritn and Constraint

e Subscale test model design The element motion is constrained to
y Local analysis meet facility ratolespace requirements.

charateristiand tThe design criterion is the fragility• .•!de tstingle-vel of equipment specified in gravi-

ties of acreleratoon. This means that
A fulo-scale prototype was concep- the element muit have a spring and

tually designed for a shock isolator damping rate such that the applied pulse
element (helical spring) to provide a will caT se a missile response motion of
basis for scaling test elements. This mens are significn aroblemst ingdesign was evolved through the use oflestathspcfdaclrtin

typical facrlito data, shock isolathor The problems associated with kine-
characteristics and the ISOLATOR con- matc nonlinear.ties were analyzed.
puoer program (a single degree-of- These arise from the large deformation
freedom model that accepts nonlinear, of the helical spring and the fact that
damped isolation devices). Dynamic the motions are not always axial with it.
scaling relationships were evolved for
the hestcal spring from the mathemati- The indeterminate input motion ditcal models of thft pertinent shock iso- rection and influence of large displace-
lathon system. The scaling relation- ments are significant problems to spring
ships, the prototype designs, the test selection. The first problem is illus-
machine characteristics and the ele- trated in Fig. B.I where the input mo-
ment stroke-to-length capability were tion (Fig. I) ca; have any arbitrary
considered in the sub-dscile test model. A method for local "'

analysis of the tested heloits spring • ,.

meitsn subasstesbl fculings wand mall

evolved. Natural frequency calculation
of an actu nalysis were cosducted on Ik$,

phsied that prometot. lmns r .

The schematic design of a represen-
tative full-scale element which uouldf
be used in a typical missile shock iso-
lation system is achie.sied. This example , j-0-Troblem is not concerned with detaildesigns of isolators, joints, attach- ()z. fz..A,.•z ,, ,,
ments, subassembly couplings and all

the details required in the construction .f -aii- 3. k.t.
of an actual system. It must be ema- Z• •N
phasized that prototype elements are
evolved to provide a realistic basis
for model design. The schematic gross i••

design is obtained through the use of
a typical shock pulse, gross missile -- _4silo geometry and missile fragility •• Tt.1•r

9 Physical Constraints

The missile and silo diameters are im.eyV.

specified. The available rattlespace f W&.• .e fl wtký
in either direction is obtained.Fi . B 1 C m nt ef c s wh h ca e

system stiffness variation



direction with respect to a given iso- The stiffness nonlinearity which
lator. Since mechanic4l isolators can- remains due to the presence of input

. - ,si..ll .* . . ... m-lnotl nhana Aln l• t. tnlavahle .•en

space, some variation of effective for the relatively
stiffness is naturally expected for of springs shown in Fig. B.3. As more
different directions of input. Ini- springs are introduced, the amplitude
tially, the number of springs per array and period of the effective stiffness
or layer was set at three because "ripple" decrease.

e The least practicable number Figures B.2 and B.3 give a constant
of isolators are desirable, limiting value of effective system

stiffness or the effective number of
* Closer analogy is thereby springs for isolators radially arranged.

retained between the full-
scale and model isolators k 1.89 (Fig. B.2)

0 Calculation of effective ave per 3 total springs
spring stiffness is sim-
plified 3.84

* Such an arrangement gives kave per 6 total springs -

the least exýursion of ef-
fective spring stiffness 1.92
for smll displacements. per 3 total springs (Fig. 1.3)

It was found that small displace-
ments cannot be assumed; therefore, k 7.68
large displacements became the second ave per .Z total springs
problem, as shown in Fig. B.1(b). Ac-
taly, the two effects are not sepa-
rate gut act together to cause varla- 1.92 (Fig. B.3)
tion of effective spring stiffness. per 3 total springs ..
Note that Fig. B.1(b) implies that both
ends of the springs will need a pivot The effective number of aprings p.r

arrangement. The large displacement syseetrical spring array is approximate-
effect proc aces stiffness variations as ly two.
a function of displacement as well as
input pulse phase angle. The severity The prototype shock isolation ele-
of the situation isillustrated Inment is analytically designed using a
Fig. B.2 for a symetrical array of single degree-of-freedom model. in
three spring isolators; this figure takes More complex systems, multidegree-of-
into account the previously sentioned freedom models are used_ The effective
combined effects which cause system allowable spring rate k is obtained by
stiffness variation. The significance determining what spring will yield a
of the two curves in-Fig. u.2iS that global response less than the allowable
they represent effective stiffness at rattlespace and fragility levels for the
the two extremes of input displacement specified input pulte. Material damping
(points I and 2 of the pulse respec- was used to obtain the maximm accelera-
tivel•). tion respose results of Fig. B.4. The

actual spring rate of the prototype ele-
For design, the situation can be mest is equal to 3k*/2mn where m is the

Ssigificantly improved from that of nmber of layers in the silo and n is
Fig. 1.2, which shows the equivalent the pumber of springs in each layer.
stiffness of a three spring array. Figure 1.5 shows the design chart used
Actually many such sprin arrays or to select the spring sizes.
layers will comprise the full isolation
system where adjacent layers of isola- SCALING RElATIONSHIP DEVELOPENT AND
tor* (or additional ones) will smooth BSCALE TEST MI)DEL DESIGN
out effective stiffness variation. The
improvement resulting from this type of The development of scaling relation-
procedure is given in Fig. B.3 where ships by using nondimensmonaized equs-
both amplitude and period of effective tions of motion for the shock isolation
stiffness variation-are seen to decrease system was explained in the experiments-
as the total number of springs is in- tion section of this paper. The result-
creased. A very slight nonlinearity of ing scaling parameters for typical shock
stiffness with displace met still exists, isolator* is given in ix A. For
as is evidenced by the two sets of the helical spring in this design ex-
curves kI and k2 ; this variation is ample, the followi ng relationships were

caused by the somewhat unequal relative
mition extremes of the missile silo sys-
tem about its neutral position.
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Fig. B.2 - Effective number of springs veriadlon resulting
from input phaae angle and large displacements
for an array of three springs
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Fig. B.3 - Effective number of springs, variation
resulting from large 4isplacements and
input phase angle for two spring arrmys
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Fig. B,4 - Maximi mass acceleration as a function
of isolator system stiffness
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Fig. B.6 -Helical coil spring desigu chart
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utilized because they characterize the Figure B.6 shows the dvgign chart

important isolator dynamic properties. for the model helical coil spring of
Table B.1, which was designed to be
used in an existing test failaLy. A

. --- mass single degree-of- freedom model global
R # ode! analysis was run on this spring to find

prototype that it has response characteristics

whiere similar to those of the prototype.

LOCAL ANALYSIS AND MODEL TESTING 7

M is the isolated mass (missile)
The local analysis and model testing

"- d N I 412 o of a shock isolation system are diffi-
ms - 1 + N-7 spring =mss cult subjects. These topics were cov-S N D ered in detail for the subject helical

coil spring in Ref. [13] . The global
8ND3"sn 2 }p 8ND 3"2 m 2)response to the input pulse (Fig. 1)

-.-, I --- frequency obtained by analysis of a single degree-
G44d !M of-freedom system is shown in Fig. B.7

p M and its comparison to the model experi-
ment is shown in Fig. B.8. The local
analytical response using a continuous

d D - 1 0.615d parameter model of the isolator using
d1 +-0.----+ ) = a finite-difference technique is shown
D7 43j7  4 in Fig. B.9 and its comparison to ex-S• )JM periment is shown in Fig. B.10. These

experiments wert made on the HTS ma-
chine shown in Fig. 12. The results of

r 4D -tthese analyses show (1) that the con-
d7- J - g tinwous. parameter model is needed to
7 D + -) -- spring s late high frequency affects, andstress and (2) thtt the h.ldical coil spring needs

p local damp- additional damping to qualify as a
ing high performance isolator with low local

response.

Table B.1

Model Helical Spring Data

D - 10.3

d - 0.420 in.

N - 6

K' 6

S 94,200 psi

C - 1.14

S8' CSs - 107,300 psi

OD - 4.74 in.

- 10.5

- 2.45

SH - 2.52 in.

Total Weight - 4.24 lb

Clearance when most compressed = 0.180 in. /cil
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2,-ANALYSIS-
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Fig. B.7 - Analytical response of a helical spring-
mass system subject to high-rate input
loading (lumped parameter spring model)

TiME (ISEC

Fig. B.8 - Comparison of analytical and experimental
response results for a helical spring-SAss
system subject to high-rate input loading
a(lumped parameter analytical mOdel).

A, v |

TIME toot)

Fig.. B..9 -Analytical resp 0s of a helical spring-
mass system subject to high-rate input
loading (continuous parameter spring model)

---

04 o e Is1 24 N a M

TME ISEC)
rig. s.10 - Comparison of analyt,.cal and experimental

response results for a helical spring-mass
system subject to high-rate input loading
(continuous parameter analytical model)
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Mr. Grant (The Boeoln Company): You talked Mr. Grant: Then you would depart there from
shout hM h frequencies ithe systems and the cap- wave theory as you have used it?ablilty to analyze them. I presune that what you are

saying is that you can is yze accurtely at least the Mr. Eshleman: Yes.
first surg e mode sf the spring, is that correctd?

Mr. Eckblad (The BoeinA Compaly): In yoti
Mr, Eshlemi: Yes. poosentation you stated that at high frequencies the

Sfinite difference method did not work so well and that
you applied the finite, element technique which seemed

Mr. G nts W d you care to predict the to work better for your high frequency analysis.
ere y of your asalytis for th e rpehe sr.modes Would you elaborate on that?

since ff that o ping is s moeleratd fast enough
the other amp modes will also participate? nMr. Eshleman: I did not mean that it did not

wo•eo hteil. It is impractical because it takes too
Mr. Eshleman: One thing that f did not mention much computer space. A simple problem like this

t importsnt is that there is a balance between took up the storage of a 7094 computer. I do not know
tf flexibility m o the spring and the wave propagation how many bits it was but it Is impracticwah from a
problem, because if you lcad the spring at too high a point of view of computer storage.
rate there is y discontinuity lfke a shock wave, and
you do rt want that at all. This analysis technique Mer. Eckblad: How did you get around this withhss the adwmfte that one obtains all of the fre- the finite elem-ent technique ?
quency components. This Is not a modal analysis.

Here n see basically two modes in the response, the wr. Eshleman: I did not actually work this
fr mode the syst econd mode. You do not see much problem with the finite element teclnque but it
of the higher modes. Perhaps my model was not seems to me if obe were to use the finite element
reasitive enough to pick up anmd of the higher mode. technique o mn woud be able to do a better job ef
or maybe they were not induced from that rather modelling for analysis than is possible with the finitesimple step tanction or pule- shap. But this type difference technique.

twf ansiysis has the cspahility to take soft accosn a
pi the modes, een though It is not a modal aniysas. M t. Ecklaiad: Whoat happens when you analyze a

complex strucoture, when you get away from the sim-

Mre Grante The next question Is about the lda ss paenrko where s omuned into plates and prbe tour
icao . Obviously It has an Influence on the second be ter diclt structures? Does this method
mode of the system. You wansy applied your scaling also work conveniently for that?
relationship to the flay pamental kinemat foth problem becr a Eshlemani Yes.rsater than to the higmsr modes of the system. te

Air. Forkois. 7NL: What happens when you haveS~two spring siystems such as a soft spring and a stiff
Mr. Eableuu=m The mass scaling, in "bis elm- spring in series? There are many isolation sys•tems

pie example, only referred to the isolator itself. which act as vibration isolators and also act as shock
In a more complex system one shol- Jescribe the Isolators.
whole system mabeameat~tly In 4*rms of a lumped

par met r s ste , m th re ou oul ng l n ske]d.. E shlem an : I do not think that problem would
Into account the other masses in the system. ft be very difficult to lum~e. I think you could model it
tutned out tha this one was so simple that the fairly easily. I really do not thick that would he a
isolator was the only important mass except for the problem because It Is small enough. The problem is
Iisated masw. the size of the computer.
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ELASTIC IIAV FPOPAGAT!0M IN A HELICAL COIL WITH VARYING CURVATURE
AND ITS APPLICATION AS AN IMPACT LOAD DISPERSERL

No P. Suh
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Massachusetts unstitute of Technology

Canbrid,,e, Massachusetts 02139

jiitic stroes pulse propagation In * h'elical coil with varying radius
of curvature is experimentally investigated my loading the coil tengen-
tially as a maow of effectively dispersing Impact loads to lower their
amlitudes. It is ahown tbse the stress, pulse decomposes into many
comnponents. with the high frequency components propagating fester than
the Law frequefty components. The pulse disperses fester when thei
helical coil Is loaded- at the smaller end than when it- is loaded at the
Larger end. The coil with the imellest radius of curvtture acts as an
acoustic filter In that the ang-itodes of the waves passing through this
coil do not change afterwards. The experimnetal results are discussed
qualitatively In tonas of a theoretical analysis of dispersion
characteristics. The radius of the cresa-skc~ion influences :be phase
and gromp velocities In the range considered In this paper.

Is a previous paper the writer discussed Impact load disperser.
-thi appllaiblity of helical coils as- Impact Vibration and wave propagation In curved
lead dijperseis by considering the elastic stes rods were Investigated at the turn of this
pumes propgasgtions in a Xtasup ially laudod hell- cfttuqy2 -4 fir Inextensible rods. hlpo

cloi of conatant 4-zetsre. Is tugs paper extended the work by including the extension of
the Ofelit -of vAry~m 14Aratu*16 ii vistitated. the locus of cantroids. Recently, stress pulse
7hin paper Is beasd on the tomatot obtained to. a lsjersos In curved roed was also Investigated
costiasslig effort to fled effecigie asee of by Britten, and Lancgley' for constant curvatr
dispersing impact loa&e so that hgh amlitude and by WIttrick7 for hellces.
impact ieea. cam be dseanerted Into low m*U- The use of tangentially loaded helical colts
tude waves at shock dispersers and acoustic filters has not

Uslical eels are usually loaded aleeg the been considered before. The experimental results
axis of the hell: by compressing the cell. In prasented In this paper are new. The exact
this case, the meoerated distertiona Nwav theorstical analysis of the experiment Is
propagates almost Without say dispersion. On difficult. The theoretical analysis presented
the ocher head. If the hellca" coil to leaded In this paper Is for the case of propagation of
tmgosttIali. the stres P6lse coetimes&y eam Infinite train of sinusoidal waves In an
disperses becon" of the costimmoms reflection Infinite hells of a constant radius. Although
of the palse at the lateral surface of the coll, the theoretical, t-eatomt is not for the varying
This effect ts quite significant is soead since curvature case, the theoretical results are
an Incident, diatiosal or distortional wive mny presented here since some of the experimental
generate beth types of waves wpm reflectias, results can he explaind qualitatively by tba
except wben the Incident eangle of the dieter- teooretIcal results. The theesretial, results
times aev exceeds a ceitai cr~Iical Unit. vroeeea~di tis put ape differ from the previous
Theraefre, a helical cell, especially mee with a reis nthat the previous analysis anegected
varying radius of corvstuge, may he useful, as an the ef fat of torsion.

TVers0 refer to refertencets at mAd of paper
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LIST OF SY)WOLS

AA, etc. Parameters defined in text

A Cross sectional area
a Projected radius at any 9
ao The largest projected radius of

of curvature at 0 " o
Rotatio, function defined in
text

C Torsional rigidity
c Elevation constant " h/2i

C Group velocity

C Phase velocity 1
Bar velocity - (EIp) 1 /

C, Shear uave veo.l~ity " (G0/)

D1 ,D2 , etc. Parameter defined in text

£ Young' s modulusE Force acting on the cross-section
of the coil along xo and yoe
respectively

Constant related to the rate of
curvature change

etc. Parameter defined in text.

G Shear modulus
HI,H2, etc. Parameter defined in text

h Pitch
I ,I .iz foments of inertia of mas per

unit length about Zo, Yoe asd
Zo* respectively

ijk Unit vectors along XY,z6
respectively

jJy JMoments cf inertia of the cross-
Sy sectional area about X. and Yo,

respectively

k wave number
SN•asa per uMit lmeth of the coil

p Angula frequny
R Radius of principal curvature

r Radius vector in the (X.Y.Z)

coordinate system,
So Length measured along the lengthof the unstrained coil

t Time
UV,W. Digplacement function defined in

text
u,v,v Diaplacements along the xz, Y

and a directiof respectively
XYZ Axes oa a fixed coordinate System
xoyos, Axes of a mving coordinate *ystes

B Rotation of the cross-section
about a

Radiuo oI gyration about zo a*d
Yo

Y IRadius of gyration about so
; Angle measured counterclockwise

from the X-axLS to the position
vector projected on the X-Y
plame

SCharacteristic angle1 Wanelength

v POsson's ratio
o IRadius of torsion

Torsion
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Fa) Z-werimastl Arr L~amqPts

Figure 1 shows the helical coil with varying
radius of curvature, which was made from a coan-I, ~marcially pure cluminum rod of 1/2 inch diameter.I
The internal diameter of kie coil was 8 Inches
at the larger end and 2 Inches at the smaller JUKAM E 95UfMM7I14

end. The coil had about 71/2 turns and the , w - -o
pitch was about I Inch. The -,oil* had straight 4 ~ 3~ S

end-s, at one of which a hasmr was dropped from as 61CS 426 SUCA
a known height to generats the stress pulse. S. AMS6 75' 1934

The length of the straight portion of the coil 0 q&s 96 It, $ 14 4

was made such larger than the length of theI hmer in order to msk. certain that the wave
reflection from the curved section of the coil ~
vould not Interfere with the generation of the
wae" at the impact and. Plastic deformation of -
the coil at the Impact end was prevented by
placing a 1.3 Inch long spacer made OZ ahuird
aluminum alloy with the same mechanical imped-
ance as a cow~sraially pare aluminum. The ends s7ua (1Ta

Of the coil and the spacer were carefully lapped
for complete transmission of the stresm pulmeI across the Interface. The other end of the
spacer was slightly roUNded to inm"sur xia Fig. I Experimental Arrangement and
Usloai. Tb& coil was supprted at the opposite Gage Locations
end from the Impact and in cider to make certain
that the waves reflected at the support would
not iWarfare with the measurements.

~ae f th hits wt a4 1/ Inhes ong smaller end disperses faster than that loaded at
cylindrical rod made of the same alumeinum alloy

- th spcer Th oter hn~e wa a /2 nch the larger sad, after the pulses propagate an
as ther staeelbl. T ther pulemrws geeate byic equivalent distance. It should be noted that the

the cylindrical hemmr were long enough so thppterlws beams were amplified 10.5 times. hraF ~ ~~~~theres wae no dispersion In the straight section. telvbas'r mlfe 67tmsThe-ylidrial ammr muntn o tw ~vonbecomse of the curvature, the measuremerts by
the "A!' gages did not completely cancel the

s! ders slid down a guide from a predetermined bendIng effects. Mowever, the previous work1

height fir impact with the coil. The steel ball showed that the effects ve:& rather small.
was dropped through a copper tube. The hammers Similar results are obtained using the cylindri-were dropped from 3 feet. clhmea hw nTbe1the stsese pulses were monitored by strain Tal wavne tatarie as shown itaio Talest
gage (ILK, PAP12-12) mounted along a coil; theThwaettarisatacsato frt

licaism ar shrn.Ia-ig. wih te dstaces has the lowest amplitude and the highest fre-
frc~am the fisto setU of strinh gahes distanes uency In all the cases, and as sh~own in Table Is
aloa the firs etr ofuter, i amd . merieasuradii propagates with velocitiev close to the bara oil. the esac. position, mad sentrd of tw o i velocity Ca - AE'1o The bar velocity Is used tothe cl.A %poiinaseoftosift mmea the limiting group velocity-io~ a straight

gage, dsigntedby A wee monte alog ~circular bar when the wavelength approaches
swm a n d iretion oftebasre th0eaar ma d elnain Infinity. Uhe succeeding waves have lover fre-
Ameted I serie tofsri maeasu, thesignate elngtin quency and finally reach s-teady state oscilla-

Anoter et o stain age, deignted y ~tions. Theme results are in accordance with the
mare mounted circumferantially 180" "part from thoeiaprdconmdente!olig
eacb ether to weesure the circumferenttalthoeia idconmdente oawr
asPWsIsm of the bar. The outputs from thsetin
bridge circuits were amplifiled by amplifiers The experimental results will be discussed

mad easued y osillocop, Tetrons ~In more detail based an the numerical vaalues
shown In Table 1. The group velocities are shown

ise benam t were triger when. th i aein the fifth column. These values were obtained
latecontct ith he cilby dividing the distance the stress pulses

b) ~ h u ~traweled. measured along the Cantroids, by the
time taken to srriva at each station. These

Pigures 2 mad 3 illustrate the experimental group velocities are close to the bar velocity
resuts etaied uingthe all ~ mlts within the experlimental approxisatirrt, which for

ans tablated In Table 1. Figure I and 3W.r 3 ti lsnm s19 0 nhssc h
are the reselts obtained by loading the smaller group velocities decrease as the distance covertd

by hepulses increases which Wa be due to the
end mi he lrge ma of he elicl cilInability of the present techeiquo to measure

1espeetively. Comparsiasm of the"s tw iue very low amplitude. associated with high frequency
she, tht te stesspule lededatthewaves. These group velocities are slower than
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th~ese meast-red In a constant radium helia1 due pretetion of the experimenital results. In the
to severe degeneration of the stresg pulse In following 4041786. for Simplicity. the primol-

the prtew.n came because of the smallr radius pal radius of curvature R and the torsion To
oi cuvature. i1b awwmtdb

The sixth coluan shown ths pulse length*. P 2t 2 C 3
It should be noted tLhat the sq~iup e oft1P --. 22

[ ~~waves propagating from the smaller end to theaa4
larger and of the helical coil are much lowerb of otn

that those propagating in the opposite direction.
The eighth column lists the hialf periods The equations of notion may be darvs'wA in a

of the oscillatory portion of the waves. The similar smaner as do"e previously~l.SJ. The
half periods of the upper traces may be compared basic assumption a-. tha plowe sections Patel-
with the natural frequency of rings with the let to the principal normal direction before
*saue radius as the coil.* At the larger end of deformtion remlai plaft after deformation, the
the coil where the radius is approximately 4.25 coeecin 0  u oli mfrttede

inchee * the half period i. 66.8 micro-seconds pacement end the rotations of the plaes cress,

which compates very favorably with the experi- section, are represented by those of the centtoUd,

mental results. At the smaller end the compar- strains are sMall. and that there Is me sheor
Ismn is not as ft-.orable. This could be because deomtn.TeeuiosfmtonayS
of the Uarge ratio of the radius of the cross- wrtewihesctoamvngoriae
sectional area to the radius of principal witnwt epc oamvn odnt

curvature ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ yse and, telg tagtseto athe YO, zo) at may arbitrary P.1st of
curvtur an thelon staigt setio atthe the unstrained coil. Tecoordinate system 1

smaller end oftacoil. defineid so that to ite tanesut to tie coil, An
is parallel to the principal normal vector# mo
the y0 -axis Is oriented so as to complete Ohe

It. TOOItOECAL ANALYSIS r:Lgii heanded coovdinate system.
The squatioae of motion ane

The analysis ~Ivan here Is simlar to that
presented In Re.. Ml, except that the effect of a31 T %A am a 2 a
torsion Is included. The theoretical results -X+ OF -j -1) a (44)

are iaicluded to provide qualitative interprets- as0 a t

tion of the experimental results.* The phase Si72~ 1 i Pu 1 7 ___ 4b
velocity, tha group velocity and the natural 2hj ~ 3

-~fb

frequency are determined for a helical coil with It

constant radius of curvature. From the present
analysis it was found that soon as the effect a2
of torsion is included, . are is no longer the !!__ +.I (4c)

wave component which pro.p-agatedi with the 0s
distortional wave VeLOCity* At large wavelenths.

a) feometric 11aletions a* 2 - v~
3 12 12 390 2 a

A right4handed helix with varying raiusiv of
curvature is loade tangentially as shown in 2 32

Pig.l1. The rectangular coordinala (XYAZ is a )v+M l3
fixed In space so that the Z-axis is along the =2 U 02 W z

axis of the heliz sad the I - Y plaea cuts the at

coil at the Largerend of thehbells. The 3m v IF
distance from the origin to the point of inter-
section between the I - Y plane and ek. colu at 0

the larger end of the coil is Siva* by so. The
pitch of the coilIs coostaat. The radium of 13 0_3v 2 82m 1.. Lk.I

curvature varies linearly with Z. 1* Y- - - 2 e +--'.

The position vector from the origin of the 0 lit Don a so 300 2a Ps

coordinate system to any paint on the helis is
given by

*(l-fG)cos 4l+a, (I-fBosi Oj+cik (1) 01 1 ~

At say time the wave ~..Ah the losgest wavelength 3 a

occupiesa&sogmet of thecoil subtended bya +I 3V I aw~ S2

characteristic eangle 00 given by 15 Ts- * -a -a +V y - P

% 1/ (2) (.

in Eq. (1), if the value of f00 ie Is uch smaller
then unity, them tke rats of curva-tre Umpg
a"y be neglected withobt msch loss In the inter-
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C + - -- -w + A, 2

2s5 1_ . ,-. a 2 IVy2
aa . , ""o C -2

--- f - -T..

3% a.a t 2 L2t2  " C 4
(- 1 . k + (=-

F48. (4) and (4.) maybe solved for 7 end F F3 y2  2 ---- 2
sad substituted into the rest of the u4stie2a 2(1+v)& 0

(4a, b, c, 9) to obtain feur equations in tame + k(
of the fournmknsow , Uv, V sad a. If oa 3., 19 y 2 o Co 04

the above equation maw be separated lito two
groe, aem involviag o0ly u and v couioenot 2 1 y2 2
sed the odoir including only vami S compoenste. I-* ([I + y()C-) k 2

A4 - El .2k D+2(1 + ) 2
If we asm M Infinite train of• +

vsnoidal weves Is propapting in the coil,
the displacesat and i may be expressed as 9 - 1 k2 + 2(14) (;_) 2 ]

se Uyo,.o) owp i(k se -pt)] 0-2 Y
v - v( xOyO) a [ 1i.k so - ,t )] I l-) (; __)2] k2  2 2 k14 ) (g.)2)

v - V(No,yo) ep [i(hk so - pt•)] " "•J + 2(*+ a2 "

.- I(Z,6yo) s 1i(k to " 0p . w]ber, (5) 2 C 2

w/ifh 1/ ; T -frequsoy Co C, I2 y, (7)

a.- so ; i- VI

Substitutiag Sq. (5) Into Zip. (4), whIch ae in Eq,. (7) the radii of gyration y ad y ad
obtained after eliminating r= Ad Y., tie the w•av velocities C ad C are obtalu fro.
following four equations a•tabUi: the follwing definiltio:

V+U4DP14 1+73 1 3Y O 1 2

i%+2 +1V0C 0  TAMr;y Yak -J /A *Jx/A
"219 + D,? + wv - 0 " o 0 •/ y*-J/

LUP + UP + ?C + %B 0z2 y 2(14V) C

A+ 0 + y,4 v + so 0 (6) Z

where Eqs. (17) are satisfied If

Al E- A + P n

S-73
2 1of- poA, 1 1o il47)~~L R- ++2 D2 'r

818

1 93 F3 331
02) A 4 04 14 1,41

D, p a ( 2(7w)U As~) -b.aoe quating Is the frequency equatiow.

r 2 2 1M 1 Tefpas velocity I and the group velocity
V ~ ~ ~ I in 2*221m 3 CS*B"a

71 E- +, m1.;C + L i2 ;

a j hr2 + zaivT(ý5-)OR 2 24f 3 ) 2 re frequency equation Is first solved for p

"A R I+T a 2 + 3 3 lýM ly fM te vauesof p at given values
2 1 ' of k. Th. phase velocity is the rate at which

-2 2'-'~-'' a point of toosesta phase travels almsg the
D2 [-k1 4 + 2'-)- L27 bonar"" and the velocity with which energy Is

2 a t raseitted Is given by the group velocity.
F '-E + 1 kE L q. (8) hoas tour positive real route

2 Be 2except at very large wavelengths. The phase
a and group velocities are plotted In Figs. 4
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througS 9. As Whown in Fig. 4 Eopr la~e vallu.G l-e- gia--, --- t ap-...- -

of curvature anA torsion, tip of the phase Seto thaory of Rayleigh for a straight rod. The
velocities approach infinity as the wave number "4" mode also exceeds the shear wave velocity
k decrease* for various values of radius of and approaches it asymptotically as the wave-
gyration while the other approach zero. One of length is decreased.
the latter two curves starts Increasing again fig. 8 shows that the group velotIty of the
as the value of k is decreased further, while "1" mode Is not influenced much by the change in
the other assumes complex values with very torsion. However, when a is inmall I.e. a - 2
small l•ma•gnry parts. This result Is due to Inches. the "2" mode undergoes a eaddle-point-
the manter of computation; if the frequency like transition which is quite different from
equation io solved for the wave number for wheu o - 60 inches. The "3" and "4" modes
real values of frequency, the wave number would depart from each other when the wave number ts
assume complex valm.** Therefore, there are larger than 10 inches'l. Fig. 9 shose the
only three roal values for C when k ts smeller variation of the group velocity as a function of
than approximately lI/. Theaphase velocity the radius o! gyratieo. All the modes are
approaches infinity when the wavefront is almost influemncd by the radius of gyration, except the
parallel to the boundary. Three of the values "1" mode.
approach the bar velocity CO as k - -, while In short, the analytical results show that
one of the values approach C as k - -. Similar the waves with short wavelength* propagate faster
remults were obtained whea ta effect of a is than the longer wavelength waves and as the
neglected. Compating the results with those radius of curvature decreases, the group velocity
of the previous workl, It is *em that the decreases for a given wavelength, especially the
curves marked "1" and "2" are associated with "1" mode. The tors.on Is not as important as
the u - w mode of propagation and the ones the other parainters. at least in the range of
marrked "3" and "4" are associated with the paramters considered in this paper. The
0 - v mode of propagation. These results dif- dimeter of the cross-section of the coil has
fer free those of the previous workl in that significant influence.
when a is netlected, the "3" curve does not
approach infinity as k * 0.

It should be noted that the "1" mode is III. DISCUSSIOH OF TiE EIPERI5ZT& RESULTS
not affected appreciably by the chang in the NAS)D ON THE THEORETICAL RESULTS
radius of gyration. indicating that it is
closely associated with the extensional The experimsteal results can be discussed
deformation of the cetroid of the crose-section. qualitatively In tam of theoretical findings.
The "2" mode is meely independent of the both the expeormental work snd the theoretical
principal radius of curvature, as shown in results show that dispersion of waves exists
fig. 6, and is associated with the radial In a tangentially loaded helical coil. The rate
flexural deformation of the coil. The phase and of dispersion to greater %he the radius of the
group v•elcities for flexural modes, given by coil Is small, as predicted by the theoretical
"2" In figs. 6 and 7, closely resmble the results. The experimental results also shoy
approximate theory of ayleljh9 for flexural that the stress pulse disperses faster when the
wave propagation in a straight rod. coil is loaded at the smeller end. The disper-

the lnflumnce of the radius of torsion on sian occurs becase the Initial ple" to composed
phase velocity Cp of "I" is seull when It is of many waves of various frequencies which
varied from 2 to 60 inches as shmes In Fig. 5, propagate with different velocities, high
except whoe k is small. Its effect of "2" is fraquency waves propagting faster than the low
appreciable at Levg" wavlengths. since It is frequency waves. The length and amplitude of
associated with the flexural mode of deforme- the first pulse that arrives at a given station
tien. The "3" curve behaves about the sane as In the coll become shorter and smaller with the
"2". The "4" mode is also infbazcad by distance of propagation, since It represents the
torsion At very small values of k. superposition of several short wavelength co-

As shows im Fig. 6, the curvature has ento.
mnelgible effect an C except when k is small. The comparison of the exper•imetal results
1ig. 7 shows that the iroup velocity C faster obtained by loading the larger end with those
with decrease in wavelength as the rd;us of obtaind by loading at the smaellr end Indicated
curvature Increases in the litmt as R "• . the that the amplitudes of the pulse In the former
preseat analysis should yield Ca - Co. The case decrease gradually, whereas in the latter
present result differs from the previous workI cas the amplitudas decrease suddenly after
in that the group velocity for the "3" uodo passing through the coll with the smallest radius
approaches 0 as k - 0 in the present case, of curvature and remain asout the sms after-
wherea previously it approached the shear ads. This Indicates that the first coil In
wav velocity. Both the "2" and "3" modes the latter case acts as a filter. The differenc
exceed the bar velocity C. end then apyroach It between these to caseo is brought about by the

difference In the radit of curvature rather than

Similar results hove been vbtalned for r by the rate of curvatur chag, since the rate
of curvature chmne In one case is neastive,tisn of Astes sad weoe abov to be as ated while In the other case it Is positive. Tbhere-

with odgo vibrtion. fore. the approimation made in the analysis
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TABI. I

TABMUATION OF EXPERIWITAL. USULTS

Hamer lelattve Amplitudes of Mesreuble Waves USlf Perlid Trueg Jo. C-Cyl Ujper Trae -Lower Trace I- (niien-60C.) Arrval

b-Sall A* I" Ce** D**** let 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Upper Loter Timm

1 I IA 2A 2.05 51.5 1 0.855 0.629 0.629 0.562 46.5 46.5 31.4
2 ILA 25 -- 45.7 1 0.70 0.925 0.542 0.765 46.5 45.7 25.7
3 a LA 4" 2.07 45.7 1 0.048 0.097 0.09 0.125 46.5 21.5 128.6
4 a LA 45 1.86 42.9 1 0.044 0.061 0.061 46.5 - 143,0
5 a IA SA 1.86 42.9 1 0.032 0.043 0.096 0.096 45.7 22.2 280.0
6 a 1A 55 1.86 42.9 1 0.023 0.031 0.093 0.093 45.7 - 280.0
7 a LA 6A 1.82 42.9 1 0.038 0.048 0.058 0.077 45.7 24.2 507.0
8 ILA 63 1.83 42.9 1 0.027 0.065 0.102 0.111 45.7 - 503.0

9 C 1A 2A 2.05 88.7 1 0.785 0.237 0.475 0.144 45.7 45.0 31.4
10 C IA 25 2.25 8.7 1 0.795 0.415 0.13 0.486 45.7 45.7 28.6
12 C %A 31 1.99 - 1 0.036 0.107 0.142 - 45.7 - 65.7
13 C IA 4A 2.58 94.2 1 0.024 0.036 0.048 0.041 45.7 - 103.0
14 C 1A 45 2.08 83.7 1 0.024 0.036 0.024 0.036 45.7 - 128.0
15 C IA S 1.85 91.5 1 0.023 0.023 0.041 0.046 45.7 17.7 277.2
16 C 1A 5$ 1.8 91.5 1 0.028 0.028 0.044 0.055 45.7 - 277.2
17 C IA 6A 1.85 91.5 1 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.039 45.7 - 497.2
18 C 1A 6" 1.65 91.5 1 0.011 0.026 0.037 0.053 45.7 - 497.2

20 5 SA 4A 1.88 37.1 1 0.052 0.052 0.155 0,135 72.9 27.9 606
21 5 SA 43 1.86 37.1 1 0.01? 0.044 0.061 0.04 72.9 - 612
22 B $A 5A 1.99 37.1 1 0.068 0.144 0.221 0.306 72.9 41.5 443
23 a "A 55 1.98 37.1 1 0.051 0.133 0.255 0.306 72.9 - 446
24 5 8A 6U 2.06 370. 1 0.13 0.402 0.507 0.314 72.9 59.2 234
25 a 83 61 1.95 37.1 1 0.013 0.404 0.665 0.450 72.9 - 246
26 a I" 7A 2.12 37.1 1 0.343 0.496 0.332 0.334 72.9 65.4 111
27 a IA 71 2.12 37.1 1 0.001 0.234 0.072 0.099 72.9 - 111
25 a $A a - 37.1 1 72.9 - -

29 C MA "A 1.94 88.5 1 0.023 0.07 0.051 0.125 71.4 17.1 585
30 C $A 45 1.87 88.5 1 0.023 0.034 0.045 0.045 71.4 15.7 605
31 C 8A 5A 1.97 88.5 1 0.65 0.119 0.1352 0.U.9 7r.4 (41.5) 445
32 C IA 55 1.95 88.5 1 0.055 0.1.21 0.65 0.132 71.6 - 452
33 C IA 6" 2.12 W8.5 1 0.I2 0.036 0.213 0.248 71.4 (505.) 28
34 C BU 65 2.00 8U.5 1 0.017 0.2 0.309 0.365 71.4 - 242
35 C 8A 7A -• 8.5 1 0.331 0.4 0.324 0.292 fl.4 67.0 -
36 C BA 75 - 0.5 1 71.& - -
37 C B as - 88.5 1 -0.313- n 71.4 - -

S* Upper Trace Streln Gag
S* Lc.er Trace str•8r 6e
*s G Group velocity (10-3-Wsec) Maned an the dth ssi sed abns the eastds)

"' *,Q Initial pulse Laeth (v se0)
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-c. 0 51 . * 6o"

fto_

0 aau -3 ,4 so SO

e lbs Velocity vs. Vae Number for F1iW 5 1Phas Velocity ve. Wave Nuber for
Various Valuesof y- "I" and"2" a 2ad a- 60. "1" MWd"21'me

0e Associated with the a - v mode; "3" sad 4" Assocaciated vith the u - v mode; "3' and 'I" are
am Asoiated vith the A - v mode. Associated vith the 0 - v mode.

T°Ilr . .. 4-+Q

Pe.

. +•.. -_=-"{/ -.~. ;

W ~re Phe velocity vs. Wave Number for ? 7 Group Velocity vs. Uffe umer for
I - 2 and I , 60. VI" sad "3" are Varloue R. "I" snd "2" am Associated vith

Asoeciated With te a - v mode; "V3 md "4" the u - v sode; "3" sad "4" are Aseociated
m Auociatedwith the - v Uode. vith the -v mods.
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o a 2 sad o - 60. "1" and .2" are V.vious Vao* of Y. "I" and "2" are
Asocited withb the u - w mode; "Y' and "4" Ai ated with the a - w mmk;

rare Asociated with A - v sod*. "3" and "" we Associated with the I - v made.

DISCUSSION

Mr. Eckblsd (.he Boeing C:ompa• What to contemp/atig variou - ge-ometric shapes and crossthe lent of a elspring necesary for low frequency sectional areas. 9 m vr are also citeyv.aa t the
isolation dwn .o 2 or 3 az? use of this type of dispersion p1enomena and cou-

pling w t v d 3 with absorte i phenomena by - w ade
re in this case tth w w r his im" elastomers. So we are thinking of doing

short and I reB!ly do not know what happens when a somethin g alo line but we have not done that

real 1on5 pulse is applied. Clearly if you have a long yet. We have actually made some experimental
pulse then much of that will be near the origin of the devices In which we have hung two quarters together
curve that was shown and only a very small compo- and applied a shock load. At one end of the qurter
nent will be at the other side, so that all of the wavs where the load Is applied you can really feel a fair
may eji up travelling with a nearly consant velocity, amount of motion by just Piutting your hand on it. But
Our main concern here is the transmission of energy if you put your hand at the other end you do not feel a
and the amplitude, so in that, cae we may have to thing. I asked a graduae student to work on this and
make the cell fairly large. We have not looked Into to get some experimental data. He tried to measure
that area yet. the wave tranmmitted through the top when we have

had some complicated shape man every time he did it
Mr. Cary (B and K Instruments): I had a question he did not get any output from the strain gages at the

as to whether you had done any conecturing as to other end, the out4ut of the coil. So I though he made
whether tidi may represent a cochlear phenomenon a mistake sand I was going to show him how to do it,
in the human ear? Also, have you experimented and I went to the laboratory and did it nd the sume
with a graduAted cross sectional area wire ? thing happened. Apparently If you combine this In a

very igenious fashlon then you can practically
Mr. Suh. No, we have not done that. In fact, eliminate all of the amplitude, so I think it is very

most of this work was done some time ago. We are interesting.
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ANALYSIS OF THE INVERTING TUBE ENERGY ABSORBER

J. M. Alcone
Sandia Laboratories

Livermore, California

An approximate analysis of the plastic Jeformation encountered when a
thin-walled cylinder is inverted is developed. Interest in this type of
device arises from the energy absorbing requiremcnts for protection
of critical coizipnnents (or people) during crash conditions. Mechanisms
utilizing this procezs are characterized by high specific energy ab3orption
(SEA) and a rectangular force-displacement relation. Generalized design
curves for predicting the inversion geometry and force characteristics
are developed (Figures 3, 4). The analytical results compare well with
experimental data from two independent sources (Figures 3, 4).

INTRODUCTION assumed to occur in two steps. The first bend
through 1800 is spread over the half-toroidal

The ene.,gy absorption requirements of shape. The second (straightening) bend
spacecraft landing structures have created an through 180" is concentrated at the intersec-
interest in plastic deformation processes. tion of the half toroid and the final cylinder.
Various plastic deformation processes have The tangential extension is assumed to occur
been suggested in the literature; 11, 2. 31 of gradually over the half toroid. The radial
these, one of the most interesting is the inver- thinning and axial shortening strains are as-
sion (turning inside out) of a thin-walled cylin- sumed to be equal [41 and to satisfy constancy
der. Mechanisms utilizing t'is process are of volume (see Figure 2).
characterized by high specifi.- energy absorp-
tion (SEA) and a rectangular force-displace- In addition the following assumptions are
ment relation. T74. allows them to be used as made:
rigid structural members which possess pro-
tection against overloading. I. rhe material is a rigid plastic.

2. The stress-strain relatio.i is unaffect-
DISCUSSION ed by triaxial stress and rate of

straining.
The inverting-tube configuration con-

sidered here is shown in Figure 1. The tube 3. The material volume remains constant.
is assumed to be in the position shown at time
zero (i.e.. we are interested only in the prop- 4. The wall curvature effects are negli-
agation of the inversion). To facilitate the gible.
analysis, the following model process will be
assumed. 5. The neutral axis lies on a semicircle

of radius R = Ct 0 12.

The cylinder experiences plastic bending,

tangendal extension, radial thinning, and axial 6. The propagation force is constant.
skt rtening while passing from its original dia-
meter. through a half-toroidal shape, to its 7. There are no friction losses.
final diameter. The plastic bending is
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to
A d;scussion of the above assumptions is in- \2,1V- -(i I to + 2Ctjj) 2' (4)

cluded in the final section of this report.

Generalized design curves fur " : ....... t,2

the inversion geometry and force character- M2 z -(D +) -t- 2
istics have been developed (Figures 3.4). Thl 0 0 4 Y (

analytical results compare well with experi- T
mental data from two independent sources

(Fig-ires 3, 4). When these curves are used, 2 2the tube diameter, wall thickness, and mater- " 2IO

ial required to satisfy the neecs of any appli- Ub - _ (21D + 2t t 3+to) (6)
cation can be deternatned. b 4 0 0

As can be seen fromFlgure 3, ti'a analvsts •. Tangential Expansion Energy, UTAN
developed in this paper is in much better
agraeenent with the experimental data than 0D 0 Ct
analyses previously published. (31 Figure- i 0 0+t oCCt t
is a new presentation of the data which lac~ii- UT J "0 - t dI
tates the determination of the geomc:•rc cun- ()+T
figuration and the material propertics which
satisfy a specific application. -2C2 1

= o "yd

MATHEMATICA', ANALYSIS 3. Radial Thinning and Axal Shortening

Plastic Deformation Energy/Bend Energy, UTS

'. Bending Energy, Ub Assuming that the axial and thinning
strains are equal and that the volume

We assume the bendii.g energy con- of the deformed materiai remains
sists of two terms as shown below, constant, let

ft = fS = £ (8)

Ub X f t +f M2d-O (1)
0 Initial material volume

M is the average bending moment ?Ct
acling )n the material during the V. --- t ..(D +t) (9)
"toroidal phase of the inversion. If 1 2 0 0

a stress distribution, as shown in
Figure 2, is assuied and the cylinder
wall cross-sectional area at * = -/2
is used, M can be written as shown 0
below. Vf =2 0(i -)t0(U - f}•(D + t 0 0 tCt0

AlAV=1(D + to + Ct P"to(2) V = V10)
AV~~ 0 V2.

Thereforeto

M 1 =ydAAT-- 2 = 17(D+tt 0Ct0)1 2 040D- to
2 c =l 1 --0+C0 (11)

to (3

4 yd To calculatf the energies involved, we

assume that he deformations occur atIhon a bsemilaw m anner awith A2 AV asthe average of the initial and final tube
shownbelowera e cangh aluaten IM2g diameters. Thus, thea axial shorten-
the average "straightenitg" moment. ing and radial thinning (US and UT)
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can be written as shown below. a minimum force. Thus, we minimize P with
respect to C. Setting lP/aC = 0 yields the

"Ct 0 equation shown ciow.

US = Gydt0 .(D + t + Ct0 ) -2

S= -D t 1 (12)
(D t tt 0 03. (1 4 to

Ct0L ' 0Yd" v(D +to +Cto)t0=o 2 3 3 t21

yd2 0 0

1 160(1 + 9 6 D 1+

(D (to DCto) ++(t) (0 + )2C÷(14 P.3) (18)

The above equation was solved for C for

Total plastic deformation energy/bend. t0ID values between 0 and 0. 1 (range of inter-
Sest) via numerical techniques. The resulting

values oa C are plotted in Figure 3. Experi-
U Ub U S (15) mental values of C from References 2 and 3

b TAN TSare also shown in Figure 3 for comparison

purposes.

Minimization of Propagation Force, P
EVALUATION OF ASSUMPTIONS

By equating the work dote by the propa-

gation force to the plastic deformation energy, .Average areas and diameters were used to
we can solve for P. simplify the development of the analysis. This

is justifiable in view of their relatively small
WORK + PaCt0 = U (16) variaton. The assumption that radial thinning

and axial strains are equal w s based on the ex-
Therefore perimental observation mique in Reference 3.

Assumptions 1, 2, anr 3 were made on the
(2D basis of the fact that moRe materials used for

+ T+ TSthis application are described by thefe assumpo

Gyt1 4C ticons (at low strain rates). For small t0 /D
ratios, assumption 4 should be valid. Assump

+ uCt0 + z(D • to , Ct0) tions 1 and 8 are actually equivalent. Assump-
0tion 7 implies lubricated dwes of the proper

Sr tt o e dimension. Assumption 5 is not ,Justifiable. It
w - can be easily checked by introducing othhr i

"WORK a " Pv +Cto )//J| (16) vaitin Th-supinta ailtinn

terms into the radius exaression and o.bserving
the resulting minimum pronagation force

To find C. the inversion radius coeffici- requirements.

eat, ws assume the prshuesd wants to occur at
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THE EFFECTS OF PAYLOAD PENETRATION AND VARIOUS ANAIYTICAL MODELS
ON THE DESIGN OF A SPHERICAL CRUSHABI E CASING

FOR I.ANDING ENERGY ABS0 tIPTIOF

by Robert W Warner and Margaret Covert
NASA Ames Research Center

SUMMARY Until a few months ago, previous work on crujh-
able casings (refs. 1-10) neglected the effect of

The important consequences of penetration by a penetration by the payload into its casing. This
spherical payload Into its crushable casing during effect Is illustrated in figure 1 by the relative motl-n
landing Impact, as established earlier for two ana- between the payload and the casing. Except for
lytical models, are verified for five addftimal models, analyses with unusually limiting assumptions, pre-
Three groups of design exampls are presented for vious work (refs. 1-10) also neglected the effect of
an Impact velocity of 300 feet per second with a variations during the impact In the mass being
choice of zero or "perfect" bonding between t1h. pay- decelerated. This effect results from the accumula-
load and the casing. In two of these three groups of tion of crushed casing material on the landing surface
exa'-ples. the use of bonding to prevent payload pene- at rest and, if penetration occurs, on the payload
tration increases the weight of the crushable casing. surface at the payload velocity, as illustrated in two

locations by the vertical shading in figure 1. Also
neglected in past analyses bas been the fact that

INTRODUCTION the cr ished casing material just discussed builds up
during impact and the fact that decelerating stress

For the safe unmanned landing of a data- values, which are available primarily from nearly
transmitting or supply payload on a celestial body static crushing tests, must act at the boundary
or elsewhere, the ability of rocket controls to between the built-up material and the uncruabed
achieve a soft and orlonted touchdow will be dimin- material rather than at the ground surface or the
ished Nf a stron and tubulent lateral wind is present, payload surface. The resulting change In the decel-
particularly in the neigbrhood of a steep lIgs erating force is referred to herein as the "bufit-up-
site. If, therefore, a hard and uan-ented impact is material" effect.
the design choice, with poassile secondary Impacts
doe to bouncing and rolling, a safe landing requires The fairly probable increase in crushable
that the payload be surrounded by a crushable casing. easing weight when penetration is prevented by
In fact, an unoriested impact Suggests the use of a bonding the payload to the casing has recently bees
spherical payload and a spherical easing (refs. 1-9), demonstrated for two analytical models It NASA
as shown In figure 1, althoqh other shapea are under TN D-5833 (ref. 11). In the present paper, the
conelderatiom for various reasons (refs. 2, 3, 8, 10). primary purpose ix to determine whether that con-

clusion continues to apply for seven analytical
CNAK CAS0 models, where the five additional models involve

`PEWMT90% simple departures from the original two with regard
to variable mass and brtlt-up material.

• NOMENCLATUR

AT cWAvC •vE COWAV $4I value of g on earth (32.17 ft/sec2 herein)
apmax maximum value Af g loading that occurs

SAM 7o6.5M PKeS9T Mo" during impact stroke

a *AXT'c WCEIS 7 iAXVAL. ,DaELs qpmax maximum absolute displacement of payload
after initial contact between crushable

Fig. I. Illuctration of Definitions and Purpose material and landing surface
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q1 valte of pavlo•.i dipl:wamet-ni at nhtch p.iv- to,jt j•,[ . i.n *he . .tdveolnn ont of
load penctrntion oet tit-, or ý%ould xv'ur if the .mnal,'ttal ri Is ýre illustrated in figure 1. No
anhondlt.l crushed inaterial, for example, Is shown trailing out

It ,o)rall radius for ,phertcal svsteim hoard of the penetrating payload; nor is any crusnel
lip p:awv:aad radius for spherical svste.ii material shown IMt, J off the landing surface. S.u's
SFA :specific ener.gv absorption; enerity absorbed shear deformations are neglected in the analysis. In

per ,nlt wetght of the absorber addition, the symmetrical dlstribiaithn of crushed
tUo vahtle of landing vehicle velocity .at the instant materia! In figure 1 indicates that rolling is not

the crushable material hits the landing su:- incorporated in the analysis. This is a conservative
face (•100 ft/-ec hereinl approach ,wecause the symmnetrlcal landing should be

Wco original earth weight ott .ncrnw;hed crushable the most e:-itical for a spherical system. The landing
material ,rurface is asgumed to he smeoth. as shown in figuro

Wpo earth weight of pavhlod 1, with projections assumed accounted for by the
"Ed fictitious value of compacting strain assumed stroke margin of safety. For the inclusion of gravity

for design purpoes: always less than tm effects, the landing surface is assizmed to be hori-
Cm comp:acling strain of crushable material zontal; but these effects turn out tA. be negligible for

(0.4 herein) hard impacts (thm loca; gravity accel3ration being
Pcm uniform density of crushable material taken as 12.3 ft/see2 , the value for Mars).
pp payload packaging density; Wpo/ge

3 It is also apparent In figure I dud definite botmd-
(4 /3)i.! aries have been assunmed between 4/e crushed

%o maximum value of crushing stress of crush- material (vertical shading) and the unerusbed material
ablc material (unshaded). It is, in fact, a.sumed that each succes-

sive layer of material has a Jump In velocity as it
moves from the uncrushed to the crushed region and

DEVEL.OPMENT OF ANALYTICAL MODELS that there is only one velocity in each region. In
addition, the effects of shear resistance, end fixity,

All of the analv'-al models are based on a Poisson's ratio, damping, and dynamic buckling are
one-degree-of-freedom analysis prior to payload considered adequately incorporated because of the!r
penetration, with the payload and the crushable assumed presence in the crushing tests which deter-
easing acting as a unit, and a two-degree-of-freedom mine the crusih'g stress used in the analybin. Tl"
analysis when penetration occurs, with relative density of the uner"obed crushable material is as-
motion permitted between the payload and the casing, sumed uniffor n, and perfect rigidity is assumed for
The existence of penetration requires that the the payload and tfe landing surface. Finally, an
material crubtfing stress is exceeded at the pay- exterior cover is assumed for the crushable casing
load surface and is assumed to require that the material which is strong enough to prevent material
payload is not even partially bonded to the crush- shattering and yet weightless (except for comparison
able material. The decelerating forces during with experiment. in which ease the known cover mass
penetration are provided by the crushing stresses is assumed uniformly distributed in the crushable
at the payload surface and the landing surface, sr material).
near those surfaces If the built-up-material effect
is incorporated in the particular analytical model. Whae the equations of motion are used to descrbe
These stresses are assumed to be maximum and an impact, the sizes of the vertically shaded regions
uniform in the direction radial from the orfginal of crushed material in figure 1 are important if
sphere-center, stressed areas are to be known for the built-up-

material effect. These sizes ar• determined by the
It should be noted that acceleration and strass compacting strain of the crushable material, which

equations are incorporated In the analysis as well Is the strain at which the stress rises abruptly from
as motion equations (%%iwre the acceleration equation a relative.y constant value. A second and fictitious
is simply a motion equation solved for acceleration, compacting strain in also used for an entirely dif-
with different parameters allowed). The acceleration ferent purpose. This strain is smaller than the
equation is include&i because the payload is limited actual value and Increases the apparent size ef the
to a specified g-loading and the stress equation vertically shaded regixrs it figure 1. For an
because the stress at the payload lower surface must efficient Impact design, these enlarged regions are
be known to determine the presence or absence of required to, touch each other when the impact energy
penetraticn for an unbonded upper surface. These is fully absotted, and thus the fictitious design comn-
equations are presented in ref. II, together with a pacting strain provides a margin of safety for the
detailed discussion of assumptions. stroke.
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At this point, it 1.s useful to distirguish the var- others, and the "A" model r.Žsults to be presented
nao14 UzSSYucA~s 81n.mmln, an assu~unit.at "is ssKUAV ý. MCA ina- V 1$5'qasa:I3 AvPISs..

lley are labeled "A" through "IT' and differ is to Treporm aebe sebe n r

whether they account for variable mass and built-up a Thrabe progrmthAs havesbea Centaseber. acharImaterial In the motion equations or in the accelera- aviblfrmteAesPcrhCne. ih

tion and stress equations. The acceleration and program can be used far any of the analytical models
stress equations are treated togethe'r rather tha by a simple selection procedure. The !irst of these

independlentfly wvith respect to variable mass andl p.-ograms cheeks a given configuration, including pay-
buil-upmatria in rde toredce te nmbe ofload penetration when It occurs, but does not automat-

bulyicltu maderilsi. re o eueteubro ically carry out a design function. The second program
analtica modls.Iterates successive configurations to determine the

VAPIABL E MASS BUILT -UP MA'CRiAL outer radius and crushing stress required for a given
- - - -class o" crushable material to achieve a specified

VAPIABLE 4NRIA9LE BUILT -UP bUiLt-UP dececleration. and stroke margin of safety with a given
ANEALYTICAL W&,. IN MASS IN IWAYEPIAL MATE-IAL IN

MEL MOP.ON ACCILEATION WN MOTION ACCELERATION payload. Payload penetration is not included in the
EQUATIONS AND S~IsSt, EQUATIC*4S AND STRELSS second program because the crushir'g stress required

A NO o NO for a specified payload deceleration can be determined
a YES YE ES s in advance for penetration. In addition, with or with-

D No NCO O YE tims beachivedby -ncfigtecrushing srs
E NO YES O YE inadvace. s aresult, a third program has been

r YE YE NO O asembedircluding penetration when it occurs--a
r W, NO YS -S prj,ýam wichiterates successive configurations

f.-sr a given crushing stress to determine only the

Fig.2. nalticl Aodel fo Ladin Imactcrushable material outer radius required to achieve
Fig. Anaytial odel Ladin imac.a specified stioke margin of safety.

Ezper,_n Absorptior

The"A and "V' models are the models analvzed For the second and third programs, the execute
in ref. I1 with the "B" model having all of the effects time depends on the qual ity of the initial design guess
of vaibems n-ultu rtra n cth as well as the complexity of the n'odel. These usu-

"A" mdel avig noe. incethes efectsareally nonseparatble quantities caused a range from
easir t incrpoate n te aceleatin an stess 0.40 to 0.95 minutes of execute time (with some sub
easir t incrpoate n te aceleatin an stess averaging) for the present applications of the second

equations than in the equations of motion, the "C", program, wbich achieves a sp-,cified deceleration as
"f". andl "F" models represent the simplest additions welaaspifd toemrn.Tehidr-
of complexity relative to the "A" model. The "F- and rolabaseiie toe margin. Utidpo

"G" mdel areincudedto ncoporae te efect of gram. which achieves only a specified strkmagn
"vaial modes arincldd ito inoroatera sprthel effct required from 0.17 to 0.2:3 minutes in the absmece of

variblemas an buit-u maeril searaelyand payload penetration except for some times up to 1.16
consstenly.minutes resulting from a search for nonexistent

It is apparent that "C". "ry', I"." "F". and ..G. penetrationi. In the presence of p'sload pjenetration.
2rc intermediate models which could be used to the third program required from 0.4 7 to 9.66C minutes
investigate counteracting ir~fluenecs. For present for the "A" model and from 4.5-,ý to (3.25 minutes for
purposes, however, they are restricted to checking the other models, with the time advantage for the
prior conclusions from the "A" and "B" models on "A" model resulting from its harmless limitation to
the desir-ability of preventing penetration '.A bonding ai constant resistance to penetration. A% series of
the payload to the casing, spot checks, indicated that the presence or absence

of the local acceleration dule to zravitv has no sir-
It should be noted that the "A"%! model is the onlv nilicant effect on execute timie.

one for which the local acceleration due to g-ravity
is assumed to be ztero and the resistance to payloatd It iF important tro ieal ize that onnh the ".'and
penetration to be constant. Fortunatel,' these limi- "'B" models in figuire 2 have been eomipatred v.ýith
tations have been shown to have Tessentiailly no effect e.'qerimentai results. with the other models added
on the design results ft.r the ex-amples, to be dliscuss.ed to chec%. the sensitivity of prior cor.-lus ions on pav-
later, and they' do permit the utse of s;imple clesitmn load bonding. These experimental resuht3. v~hieli
charts, for the "A"* model. These dcsitzn charts are itere (letermined elsewhere (ref. 1) and a private
presented and discussedi in ref. It. commur~ication*). demonstrate the existence of pav-

For ll odes ecen th "A moel.desgnsload penctration and <trce .tithin 19~ t.,~ :!( perccent on
Fore base xllumodels ex .c mputher Aprodel.s which deceleration mud stroke with correrpondinc analv'zes

arebasd ecluivey o cmpuer rogamswhihr the **X and **I,"mde'V. There are no-, em-.gh
solve the one or tiwa ordinary* differential equations
Ann.meric-illy' . If desired, those protgrams can, of______
course, he used for the "A" mtdel as well as the IDona~ld It. Ctinrall. lk'cenibcs 19A7.
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data to determine which model is quantitatively better, The classes of material in figure 4 are labeied
ind this sugqests the use ot the " mtkit . fr t.,.i. !1%1t balsa. heav. balsa, and honeycomb-like, with
sim,ile design ch.irt-, are available (ref. I I)- the formulas for the light balsa and honeycomb-like

classes based on curve fits available in the litera-
ture (ref. 2. p. 259). The modest term "honeycomb-

Dl'::•CRIPTIo OF CRUSIIABI.E MATERIAI.S like" is used because its curve .it of the data Is
rather loose and covers several types of aluminnuA

The foregoing discussion of analytical models and fiberglass honeycomb. For the material of inter-
has already suggested some o-f the properties of the mediate effictency. heavy balsa, the constant specific
crushable materials Involved. In figure 3, for ex- energy absorption is verifiable In ttfe literature (ref.
ample, curve ABCDE is a typical stress-strain curve 12. p. H-17); but the value of the constant has been
with the compacting strain at point C. where the lowered to make a later point. This decrease in
stress rises abruptly from a relatively constant efficiency can be roughly accomplished physically by
crushing stress, as statel earlier. This strain covering the spherical outer swrface of the crushable
ranges from 0A.; for close-packed crushable materi- casing on the landing vehicle with a heavy layer of
als to nearly 1.0 for open crushable structures. In weak material.
the present analysis, the compacting strain is as-
sumed to be uniform and isotropic throughout the
material, regardless of the direction of maximum
stress. 25 x o

9o 749 x t0..ii

&(RC CKS"4 i'ES ,-E0 kS

MATERIAL OT "OW.CO-a-a

a (4789.%040)
Fig. 3. Stress-Strain Curve for Ty-pical Crushable a 1.4=O

Material

With regard to the shape of the stress-strain SN0 SWSs& j.

curve, the Etrain increments in the elastic region
between A and B and the rebound region between D
and E should be as small as possible In order to Fig. 4. Energy-Absorption Properties for Three
minimize bounce-back. Since the area enclosed by Classes of Crushable Material
the stress-strain curve is the energy absorbed per
unit of material volume, the curve should approach The lowest values of crushing stress for the
a rectangle, which gives the maximum area for a solid curves in f•i--._-! 4 correspond to the stated
specified maximum crushing stress. This is the limits for the solid materials. For the light balsa
reason for limiting the ma.ximum usable strain to and the hez.vy balsa, however, the curves have been
that at point D, which has a stress equal to the pre- extended with dashed lines down to two-thirds of the
vtou. maximum at point 1. Actually, for the analyti- lower limits for the solid curves. This assumes tjat
cal models, the material is assumed to have a one-third of the material can be removed by coring
perfecthv rectangular stress-strain curve which is in the radial direction without Introducing significant
hounded by the compacting strain at point C and the buckling, end effects, and/or Poisson ratio effects
average crushing stress, as shown dotted in figure 3. and thereby reducing the specific energy absorption.

Whhen the area enclosed by the stress-stain It should be noted for future reference that the
carve, in foot-pounds per cubic foot. is divided by coring just described produces a knee where the
the crnt'hahle material density. in hounds per cubhc dashed curve for the light balsa in figure 4 meets
foot. the resulting quantity, in foot-poundz per pourrd the decreasing solid curve. It should also be noted
of material. is sometimes called the specific energ• that specific energy absorption increases with in-
:ahsorption. This is a commonlh accepted figure of creasing crushing stress for the honeycomb-lIke
merit for enerv absorflnz materials, struts, or class, in contrast to the light balsa, It should fi-
,werall svwtcms-the higher the better, In figure 4, nally be noted that each curve in figure 4 represents
it is plotted against crushing stress as a means of a class which contains, in principle, an infinite
defining the three classe- of crushable material number of crushable materials, one of each crushing
considered herein. stress.
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[ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION vithout nenetration. This trend app*ies for all the

Sanalytical models, "A" through "G", with vie "A"
Several design examples have been carried out and "B" models of reference 11 roughly in the middle

utilizing the hnueycomb-like material just discussed of a rather wide band. 'Te hand Is wide enough to
for a payload weight of 100 pounds. The resulting make a designer wish there were enough experimeotalcrushable casing weights in pounds are plotted in data to determine the best ana!ytical model in the
figure 5t against payload radius in feet, with a non- absence of penetration.
linear scale attached for payload packaging denitv
i.i pounds per cubic foot. These casing weights are When penetration is present in figure 5, however,
fairly high because the honeycomb-like material is the band is small enough to be neglected a.- shown by
inefficient An inefficient material, with the re- the filled symbols. Note that only three models in-
sulting heavy casing, is required to keep the 100 volve payload penetration, and these only at the lowest
pound payload from leeling g-loadings higher than payload radius considered. The exister.-e of penetra-
the arbitivarily assigned limit of 2000 when payload tion at this radius means, however, that the "A", "C",
penetration is absent (open symnbols in fig. ) and "F" models require bonding for universally non-

penetrating designs.

,AOM300 It is Important at this point to no'ice in figure 5
goo, GWZY4=T,3COpntaigds gs h -odiglmto 00

NADU/ that the nonpenetration designs for the "A", "C", and
eeoW- sT• V.o /V' models have higher crushable casing weights
I': to than the corresponding penetration designs (the rea-

son being that penetration permits a higher crushing
stress without exceeding teglaiglmto 00

W_ which unereases the specific energy absorption forI. e.- the honeyconr.b-like class of material). Thus the "C"

5 C0- and "F" models bear out what was noted in ref. 11
.GA for the "A" model, namely that penetration should

a 4 A P - 's -T not be prevented by bonding for the hboeycomb-like
,c-,,,.~S " material. This result may be fairly general since

...-- - s • most mater;als have a positive SEA -% slope eimilar
K(LoAOR AUS. ft to the honeycomb-like material in figure 4. This is

0652•--ji -, true even for most balsas- with the two balsa curves
MAYLO MCKAGW DSITY. I/1 in figure 4 being exceptions.

In figure 6, s-overal design examples are presented
Fig. S. Crushable Casing Weight for Honeyeoma- utilizing the light balsa material with a paylcad weight

like Material and a Payload Weight of of 450 pounds. Althomgh the payload weighs 4 1/2
100 Pounds. times the weight in the previous examples and has

radii alnmst trice as !arge for the same impactAx important desigur icdition is that all design velocity atid compacting strains, the crushable casing

examples with solid symbols, aild required tot weights without penm-tration are roughly the same or
aplng woth 2o0.Prelidsymolsnary• . plued hav'e slightly smaller. The reason is that the heavy payloada g-loadiug of 2000. Preliminary ar.rples sabe permits the use of the highly efficient light balsa with-showe that this use of the maximum permissible out exceeding the g-loading limit of 2000.

g-loading results in minimum crushable casing

weight for all examples with honeycomb-like The crushing stress was specified as the lowest
material. The Impact velocity is 300 feet per second, available value (800 psi|p without penetration and the
the material compacting strain Is 0.8, and the design value at the knee of the specific-energy-absorption
eOmpactirg strain is 0.7. For these and all sub- curve (1200 psi) with penetration. These stresses
sequent examples, there is a choice between zero define the extremes of the cored-balsa region, for
and a bypothetcal "perfect" bonding between the which the specific energy absorption is a constant
crushable casing and the t.o) of the payload. 24,000 foot-pounds per pound, and yield the lightest

iepossible casings for each example according to pre-.As might be expected, the crushable casing liminary calculations.
weight increases an the payload radius increases
(and as the packaging densit.' decreases) in fivm'e In the absence of payload penetration (open syrn-

bols In fig. 6), the crushable casing weight increases
tNumerfcal results for these and other examples, with increasing payload radius as before. The trend
includirg outer radius and other pertinent parameters, is once again the same for all analytical models, but
are presented in Table I. the band is a little narrower this time.
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UýNVSWNG STQCf, W'T$~t)1 PEN(T.OATION found or developed-one which would compete favorably
unsii ptmitwrauiiti# g 38i bwan denign. The penetrating

SP~C E~,5G. ~4CO ~design will always have the advantage of simplicity,
MPC VEQ,' -(* W ' r however. In the sense of requiring nn bond between the
MdATERIAL CLVACTING ST44A,.PJ payload and the crushable material.
ufShG CN 5PACTIN0 STRAIN

~SOU I
id0 400T~5 LIGH BALSA

,ZoTA BALSAuS ftTRT

C743 62?~9i5 Ž62 ~ 00.

PAYLOAD PACKAGOC ftiW I~t

Fig. 6. Crushable Casing Weight for Light Balsa ______

Material and a Payload Weight of 450 PAYLOAD RADIUS *06 ft PA ILOILO RADIUS -.07 ft

Pounds.

Fig. 7. Effect of Penetration on Crushable Material
In the presence of payload penetration (solid Weight for Different Classes of Material

symbols In figure 6), the band is small enough to oe with a 100 Potad Payload at Tw~o Payload
neglaected. Thia time, however, all models penetrate adl
at the lowest payload radius considered and most
models at Lie next to lowest; and this time the pene-
trition adds to the crushable casing weight and makes CONCLUDING REMARKS
bonding desirable.

in cszmmary, the important influence of payload
If the payload is not bonded, the wtavy lines in pentration on crushable casing weight and overall

figure 6 indicate ranges for the payload radius which design, recently demonstrated for two an~Alytleal
yield the lowest crushable casing weight. The exis- models, ha.- been corroborated for several additional
tence of such an optimum payload radius for 311 models utilizing different combinatimn of assrumptions.
models strengthens a similar result for the "A" n& corroboration is based on three groups of design
and "B" models in ref. IL. examples: one group involving a 100) pound-payload

and a specified honeycomb-like class of material, a
In the examples given so far, the effect of pene- 'Sec.snd grou involving a 450 pound payload and a much

tration has been evaluated only within a single class more efficient light balsa. class, and a third grou
of crushable malerlals. For the Ilu0 pound paload, involving the ICO pound paylood and three classes of
however, pebetration permits a change from the material. in both groups of examples with the 100
aoneycomh-like class of material to the much more pound payload, the payload should not be bonded to
efficient light balsa class without exceeding the g- prevent penetration because penetration decreases
loading limit of 2000. As illustrated in figure 7, thet crushable casing weight,
this change results in a substantial decrease In
crushable casing weight at payload radii of 0.6 and
0.7 feet. 1(The unshaded parts of the bars represent
the often substantial weight range resulting from the REFERENCES
variety of analytical models.) This decrease cor-
roborates for all seven models an earlier result 1. Bresie, Den: Practical Limits for Balsa impact
for the THA"' and "B" models (ref. 11). Limiters. NASA TN D-3175, 1966.

2. Research and Advanced Development Division of
It is to be expected that the weight s.ýving just Avco Corporation: Conceptual~ Design Studies of

discussed will be sharply reduced if the ho.,-vcomb- an Advanced Mariner Spacecrnft. Volume Ill
like material Is replaced by a mat irial of inter- Lauder Design. RAD-TR-C4-36. Contract
mediate efficiency which is just heavy enough to 950896. Jet Propulsion Lab., Oct. 28, 1964.
bring the g-loadinTI~down to 2000 without penetration. 3. Carley, W. J7.: Mars Entry and Landing Capsule.
As seen in flguze 7, such is tWdeed the case for the NASA TM 33t-236, -,965.
presently specified heavy balsa material, An even 4. --undall, Donald R.: Balsa-Wood Impact Limiters
better material or structure nmight well have been for Hard Landing on the Surface of Mars. AlAA/
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AAS Stepping Stones to Mars Meetig, Balti- Specifications, Contract NASI-5224, Avco Space
more, Marysland, March 28-30, 1966, pp. 302- -bystems b~iv., Miay 11, 1-566.
308. 9.Anon.: Fin.l Report for Impact Limiter D~esign,

S. Cloutier, G. J.: Landing Impact Energy Absorp- Fabrication, ard'Testing. Publ. UTG-3934, Lunar
tion Using Anisotrepic Crushable Materials. J. and Planetary Phnoqrams, Space and Re-Entry

Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 3, No. 12, Dec. 1966, Systems Div.. Philco-Fnrd Corp., Jet Propulsion
pp. 1755-1761. Lab. Contract 951261, Jan. 30, 1967.

6. Berkowitz, Harvey M.; and Rodrigucs, David A.. 10. Knoell, A. C.: Landing Dynamics Prugram for
Dynamic Analysis and Development of Response Axisymmetric Impact Attenuating Vehicles (Land
Histories and Tradeoff Study Charts for Spheri- it). Technical Rep. 32-1341, Jet Propulsion Lab.,
cal Impact Limiters. AIAA/ASME Sth Struc- November 15, 1968.
tures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials 11. Warner, Robert W.: Approximate Analytical
Conf., Palm Springs, CalIf., March 29-31, 1967, M,'odels for Landing Energy Absorption, Including
pp. 400-412. th2 Effect of Penetration by the Payload into Its

7. Anon.: Mars Lander Entry Studies. Volume ta Ashable Casing. NASA TN D-5R3•, 1970.
II - System Analysis. Grummar Status Rep., 12, Anon.: Final Report - Systems Study for Lunar
Advanced Space Systems Group, March 1966. Reconnaissance Probe. Space General Corp.,

8. Anon.: Mars Probe Fhnal Report. Vol. IU - El Monte, Calif. Report SGC 410R-2, Part II,
Probe/Lander, Entry From the Approach February 21, 1964.
Trajectory, Book 2 - Mission and System
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TABLE I - NUMERICAL REStLTS FOR U, - 300 FT1SEC 1d - 0.7. a -0 0. AMU np I 08 (RDOQGLY)
IW) LIGHT BALSA AND HONEYCOMS LIKE MATERIAL -ITH , -100 La

AVERAGE
MATERIAL PROGRAM No.

CASE MODEL DETERMINED 2, O,0 A AYAIdCU
LIKE PENETRATION TE CS

SrLIGHT CLAN. CLASS

BALSA #Am

I A.FHS A R 061N 1999910737 1. 10.156 1.5091 2.0030 434.92 040 9

RFH (1 06 E H No 2000.9960, 1 ~33 F I16IRS 3 R 00 ,06.t062 YES H NO 
93S-1 1329 12.000 NON EX 2.0077 4:8,75 053

IC.-RS C H Z 0611052 YES No 9.910 1 21 5 0.76 9

Ii29S U1 R lIý 061116 .?YES3 H NO 2000.5115450 14l 12.662 NON EX 1.7814 320.42 0.95IE2RS f R° 0 6011052 YES H 10 199951338612 1186 NONEx i... 357.24 0.32 9

Io 0 6110521 YES H No 19998, 3829 101 90757 9226 2.20" 47.75 0.s0IGj2HS G A iH 0~ 0~0 YES H No 1999 51668 2 14.6113.092 NON EX IS 449-60 081 9

A2 " A 4 106110521 NO H YES 1969912280 12 11420 1 '044 20 411.1 0.6 2
282R a 14 061J0o621 NO H NO 1302.9 2. 11.42 ON EX 2.1651.96 1.00 2
2C2R C ?. " 0 6 11 10 5 2f NO I H YES 19991229012 11.42D 1.S6 2 4000 6.64 2
2 ) 4 1 0611052! NO, H NO 16401228012 11,.420 NONEX I o337 0.43 2
2E2H r. R 06110521 NO H NO 1875.01228A 12 11.42' NON " 3. 1.16 " 7
2F211 F1 R 06 1102! N5 W H YES 199951228012 11.42 17S= 1.0331 306.968 8.86 2
262" G i A No H40 1514112211012 11.420 NoNIX 2. 679.73 0.66 2

3A2 A I 06.,11052 NO 8 YES 1964.3 120.0 S. 24= 3021 12.107 13 . 047 a

3021 13 R1 06'11062 NO 0 YES 19542 12W000 5 24M80 2.3774 1*213 140.50 4.85 7
3•12R C R 06 1052 No0 YES 195729 12W0 5.7 24.007 3.07011.814 131.34 6.2 8
302R 0 R .06 105? NO B YES 11953 9 1200.0 5.7 24.007 2.113 I13 1X67 L12 6
362R E H 10611052 NO 9 YES 1964 7,12000 24.007 2233 1141 13B.8 .02 8

3FýR F R 0 11062~ NO a YES 1961412006 67 24.007 3.030 1.813 1311 6.82
3112A G R 06 11052 NO B YES 1963. 100.0 6. 24.007 2A=3 1.3221 140.70 8if6
4A2RS A ft. E 07 6960 NO H NO 1999 11122.7 10372 NONIEX 2.2219 30A0 0.40 9

4821S a R.%Jo O, 6960 H No 19999 12.25 PAMEX 2.1313 0.5i 9
4C2RS C R 1o 7O? 696so NO H NO 2000.2 941.7 10. 10.1M NON EXI 24307 3W81 0.76 9
4D2RS 0 R, % 07 69601 NO H NO 2000.015166 14. 12A0 NON:X EJ1111 3Z4 0AS 9
4E2RS E R'.ic 07 6960 NO H No 2000A13730 11 12.00 NONIX 2.0316 442*2 0W 9
4,uRSo I F U. 07 69601 H NO 1999 9 06 9.976 0.08431 2.23 SON 0.0 9
40G2RS G R. •o 0? 69601 NO H No 1!999.1731.7 14 13.312 NON EX2.6 840.20 0.61 9

5A2R A 10 10 69 60 NO 6 YES 2000- 90244. 24.000 2.4301 1236 0.47 1
582R1 a 607 6960 NO B YES 2000 9024 4 24.0 2.32 I*11 1267 4 7
5C2R C n :' 6960 NO S YES 2021 902.4 4 24 25234 1 27 2
502R 0 1 0169.60 No a YES 2000. 90244 24. 22614 1 123. l 612s
SE211 E R 1 07 no 96 No I YES 2000 9024 4 24. 2.3007 1. 124A6 80 $
SF2R F R 107 6960 W .O YES 2005,2 002.4 4. 24. 252071 123= &* a
SG2R G f o 1 07 6960 MC a YES 12(40. 902.44 24A 2.281. 126*1 638 6

6C21- C 1. 0 log 4663! No , NO 19999 .5 .11 A CiNX 2M 7AI 0.7 9
R 11.00 10o 46-631 No H No 1909.1646.4 14 12.0`12 NOR EX 2M 4047 03 3

EE2PS E R. 00 08 46 63 NO H4 NO 2002 1420.3 113. 13.1 WWMIX 2.1301 846.20 an2 3
GF21S R. 0, o -

4 6 3  
NO H No 1300.3 3 0 10.3 = 10 N EX 2A447 638 OM

G -G R.% 7, 0 " 4663 No N No 2000.3 I ntI I 13.°"4 NONEX 2.1 672 *1

7A2RS A R.(' 02 32.75 No H NO =200U.612514 12.51 111S7 NON EX 2.474 7563 0.0 3
1a2RZl 8 P. 

0
o log 32.75 No H NO 2M0 1554.3 14.It 12. NON EX 2 76"* 0*611 9

7C21 C R 0 3771 No 4 No 19987106.3 11,A51 10.719 M IX 2. 306.18 0.6
TMR2S 0 R. o0 09 3271 '40 H NO .1999.0716.31431 13,290 8 EX 2.171 1341 03S
7E2RS | R. a. 09 7"327 No H NO AM 1477.21la 12.401 MCMIx 2 6.76 08 9
7112RS F Roo 00 9 75 NO H N No 2000.1022.711.1 10. MCNWX 2*7 748 03
7G2PS1I I R. 0, 03327! .ND H 4 NO I 110 5 15.75113. EXI 231 7. 0.6 9
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TAOUSI - NUMERICAL 89LY FO Ue 0 TUC tt M .N pu: OOG"Y oW

c~lMOE OYMeE ~ s..w PAYLOADNott $86 C TIMC'E -,

BY PROGRAM ~ E4Tp&? Sw 7 0 11 A

MSýgRS A a,%0  0 110521 YE1 NO 109M"7534.7 4 40 14.000 4020 20966 16035 040 91882"1 08 a a's 110162 YES NO *674 65030 4850 14,000 1.822 22436I211 161 022 11

41~fs .o~ 0.011052 YES 140 j1099,.9398.81 3.281 14.000 51444 42449 15253~ 076 9
-52 . C 5 E O I3 5 30.351 14.000 39 7 2.1720841195140 0219 1

o6E2 E a OA 10 6 YES No 15I4 .563 0 4550 14,000 37494 2.06451M 18~1  (122 1

160241 G i 0.611052 YES 0 11522556.30 458M 14.000 3.8454 13624 247 19' 023 11

1842 A 07 698 61 V S NO I200l1523 31 430 114.000 127350122277 19322 040 9
imp2 a ' 07 6096 YES NO 1887OS630 4580(14.000 2 4748 2 3557 242 63 022 11
160241 C R. 0 0 7,0.600 Y3 3'dO 31l3.187 .14.000 3 602 2 i747 174 22 078 9

1624 4 0 96 ES NO I5.'8041 4.000 23377.22029 1:7 22 022 I
161241 E t 1. 96 E NO 190553. 1455 1, 24258 22029 197221 0 22 It
65P2I'M F A. O7 86 YES N tO It,.:2 S5 U1 325n 14.000 3495 23007 16146 089 912KI0 f 10.7 6.0 YES Is NO Ilir16415830 4 b5014.008 2 383 24790 M838. 023 11

fTheme Davak. vIicht Ind~eal F worms of wf thA onhhlvd of the mhtormaI. ~vwe roqjwed to keep 5~S2000 (wO~ghlyl wtd
nowlie ort iqN- eug then Wth 00 S* 850 pO



1AULL NUIFH4CAL K4LSUI TS•OR LI,- *X)FTSEC 0. 1' ,08 AND., 2OOINOUGHLYt Conlald

.v, LIGHT BALSA MAI ERIAL WITHN, - 4S0 LB

P.1 IIA061L I (it PAVLOAD AVE PROGRAM O

Of'.'~L . t UtI4.ANf E) 06 [) rNfINA7A1N b,, .. SEA W 96ý, EXECUTE TIME OF
dv• ItHOGI4[) 'I 4,•i, l h"OwD P| lb ft iu|bRIO ft lb FOR CLASS
dy PROGHAM. lot 1 b|t'i l'bq~t1"q'••.

MIN ICLASS

0 43 . %0 1772' W.0u013840 .240001 34786 27751 32767 018 13

'.' l80 6008024 000 3 5288 29044 13, 022 11
0 . , 'U?43 ,It, 1.0 1 ]8184! Z 0 ! 840 !24 000I Zib• ,12 27754 327171 01)7 11

ic<, j to i's•. %0• 135•',s ý: mo. 16,0 11)4 24 0001 3--,02 12 7754 327 17 0•22 11

""; 0 . '7•I 4_ Nt, %-o 14-444 80001 3840 24000• 33195 2 r'24 32777 022 II
., • '3,4 .d4g'39 3 0 140 2400 ,4504 I'7468 ?1728 017 11

""4.t. ' Q, '3;4; 1 , 1.0 ,d'-td 800 3 840 124000 1 567C '.29562 .49819 023 II

.4 1 41 4.' YI 114 00 01756 124 00?1 29350 .9721 60415 047 8
.,) 4J ' ,., V3•.4'1200U 0 78 '4007 27839 298'8 62049 455 7

"4 10)43 100 E-. 0• j 2978 )4 W? 2974 1-9778 61274 625 8

a10 043 '.0 % .1.O ,O 0 5 7718 24007 27155 29.581611D2 ,12 6
. )'.0;43 ES 2064111000758 '4007; 27726 29768 61211 502 8

107 4 ",%0 YES 121194 2000 758 240(474 79744 297.661137 582 8
.) . 10, 1) 1t .06U, l2000! 558 24007 27264 129915 62162 508 6

2... V .. l..54; 800013 40 124,Cl, 220 01 018 13
.?. %u '562 8000iG0 : 24000 21383 30757 44023 029 It""I' E' %0. 1437' 843!03840 124000 22376 29595 38913 01?

.4'" t 62')• •t %J1 14319 80)03840 '4000 19688 295951 3W13 022 11
.2 LI .4) %J 8 800 0 384 FA 24 0001 08 9ll 2 11

1,2 I 'Li S., 2 85 8: bo063 840' 240004,12048 99 180 1 023 1"6! .1" *U %0 192621 800043840 240001 27066 2.'30' 37688 O0l 1'

6' o '6 1 -31200 0 5758 240071 15562 28074 4920of 047 9
14"'117 S.0 YES - 736 I,12000 5758 24007 13483 28457151417 455 7

R .' %')0 'E$ 1736S,,12000 5758 74007, 16145 128073A91 919 625 8
-4 %0 17064 120001575,8 '4007 NONFX 27320i45017 043 2

,%cc , 12 ,.21 %0 ýfS ,11368412000iS758 24007 13119 29,&-48e54 502 8
RI., I• NO t ;;2 ? % % Y300'.1-WO0 5758 ?74007 NON EX 12801 52800! 0s 2

J.2 .' 14, 19 1 ý- YES %0. ,187ý' 8000 384•0 24000! 141r'8 13 1-34 460241 Ole 13

I I1 1 Q I 279 8000 3840 '24000 1 .-:M 335'•8 51263 022 11
A-., C.."9 '4.0 19886401 00013640 o . 40;0I 14770 13 31rL 460415 017 11i -".',4 , R 141: 39 1• YE-S NO •14989, 8:00 0 3840 24000' %ONE X 3 1537 [460411 022 11

I?? • 1' x1 €5 • 1160,81 8000 3M4 •2-10300 1214 13153714W041 02"2 11

;': 4 •* [ No 1:970 14 *-.0 38-40 '24 0001 %ON E Y 3;3076 53793i 023 f I

1A 261' 161 29623074 8000,3840 24000 9NO 33252 32 01e 121 .."A 6 R •1I ,; 7•23' to" 0 O 168ý Et 80003 840 24 000 14¢ON E X 13 4,W3 62J (1 ?2 11
ýi:k•i• "c 16ý .243 %0 %0 7016 3{ WJ0 ý1840 ,2400OW 09607 :3'•5213 "12 I

I-:• t 1 5 !1, .26 3i NO ' 0 C) 1557011 OW 0: 3840 ,24 OWO N nEI."••S23 ] 02 is

q3.* 1 R •61 2.23I • NO 1200241 BO00013 840 1240001 0 9478 1332521 -. 551 07 1

l3ic44i 61 k ,- )b 723 %0•0 O ;150 33 Ro00013840 240001 NON EEX 350401626101 023 11
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DAMPING

EFFECT OF FREE LAYER DAMPING

ON RESPONSE OF STIFFENED PLATE STRUCTURES

David I. G. Jones*
Air Force Materials Laboratory

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

Simple formulae are derived using the normal-mode method, repre-
senting the effec. of uniform free layer treatments on the modal
damping and stiffn..zss and the stress levels under uniform random
loading of stiffened skin-stringer type structures. The d3n.ping
and stiffness formulae are simple generalizations of the well
known Oberst equations for uniformly covered unstiffened structure
and are subject to similar limitations and restrictions. The
formulae for random rms stress levels give a simple accounting for
multi-modal response and give the maximum nominal stress in the
skin regardless of where this maximum occurs, but do assume that
the design is adequate, so that the stress levels in the stiffen-
ers do not exceed this level. Experimental verification is off-
ered in soms instances. I

IETRODUCTION however, the geometry is such that the
modes do not fall into distinct groups

Stiffoned skin-stringer structures and may occupy a very wide frequency
axe still used in many areas of modern band, so that tuned dampers would be
aerospace vebicles wherein they are ex- ineffective. In such cases, layered
pected to withstand jet engLne and damping treatments would be more suit-
boundary layer noine excitation on able. These include the free layer
fuselae and control surface areas and treatment, the constrained layer treat-
to have reasonably low acoustic trans- ment, the sandwich skin and the many
missibility and propagation character- variations of these. However, analysis
istics in embedded-engine duct regions. of complex skin-stringer structure with
To achieve these desirable character- such treatments applied is usually
istics, careful attention must be paid difficult.
to design details such as stringer and
frame spacing, skin thickness, curva- An examination of the literature
ture effects, stringer geometry, ratio pertinent to the effect of free layer
of stringer to frame spacing, noise ab- treatments on structural re .ponse re-
s.;rbing materials etc, However, the veAls a number of important milestones,
damping of the structure is also a suc', as Oberst's celebrated equations
characteristic wtsich often has an im- [1) for the effect of uniform free
portent bearing on response itplitudes, layer treatments on stiffened (or rig-
stress levels, noise transmis3ibility, idly stiffened) structures, Mead's in-
and sound propejation along ducts. For vestigations [21 of the effects of ran-
some structures of the skin-stringer dora loading and partial coverage and,
category, for which the gecietry is such more recently, the possibility of ap-
that the modes of vibration occur in plying transfer matrix techniques to
distinct and well separated groups in the exAct solution of response problems
the frequency domain, tuned ,i4aping de- of multiple bay stiffened structures
vices might conceivably be untd for the with additive damping [33. Most of
purpose of introducing useful amouniR these analyses have been rather compli-
of domping; although no successful cated, hoever, and no simple formulae
practical applications are known. for stiffened plates with uniform cov-

erage, comparable with those of Oberst
For most skin-stringer structures, for uns I ffened plates, have appeared

*Technical Manager for Vibrations and Damping, Strength and Dynamics Branch, Metals
and Ceramicc D..vision.
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in the literature. Vsoel layer

It is the purpose of this paper to
derive, by means of the normal mode
n, hod, simple formulae representing
the effect of uniform free layer treat-
ments on the response and damping of
skin-stringer structures and to verify
experimentally the Lccuracy of the re-
sults. The formulae are simple general- itral axis -tal plate
izations of those of Oberst for un-
stiffened structures and are suoject to
similar limitations and restrictions as Figure 1. Free layer treatment on
to conditions of applicability. The unstiffened plate
analysis may also possibly be extended
to take account of the effect of multi- and D is the flezural rigidity of the
ple layer constrained damping treat- plate, and DD that of the free layer,

ments on response and damping, by mak- allowing for the movement the neutral
ing use of the fact that, wi.thin limits, axis. The distance mo of the neutral

such treatments can be treated as axis from the ienter plane of the metal

equivalent free layer treatments [41. plate may be determined by recognizing
that the net thrust in the x and y
directions must be zero in the absence

RESPONSE T HARMONIC EXCITATION of in-plane forces i.e. fo dsro• dz=-.
From the standard theory if b'~ding

Analysis of plates, it is therefore readily seen

a. Dam-jing of Unstiffened Plates that [61:

The ecrfations describing the effect a - (1-n 2 e)/2(l+ne) (5)
of a stiff free-layer treatment, as
illustrated in Figure 1, completely The flexural riqidities D and
covering an unsttffened (or rigidly therefore: r t ara'
"stiffened) plate, on the damping and
resorant frequency are well sstablished, mh2 2 3
as for example by Oberst [1). These D= J fE/(l-v 2}zVdz4- Eh A/24(l-v2 )
equations are: -(l-m)h (6)

I - en 5 wn-.in2+enjm 3 J (1) 2 n 2 271) T+-en2 2 (1) DD r1[-V(l+inD)/ll-v2) z dz

Ll+2en(2+3n+2n )+e A (1) =,

2 3 fl 2
D °'Dfr2 l+2en(2+3n+2n 2)+e2n4 E~h at' + 'nD)/2411 - v (7)

1 T+-- _7}2 As -- +en (2)

if it is assumed that v In these

where is the loss iactor of the equations A and B are afinei by:
structute, n the loss f'cter of the
damping material at the resonant fre- A - lU-nn2e) 3 +(l"[Zn+n 2 W 3) (I+n.)-3
"quency fr of the damped structure. f • (8)
is the uidamped natural frequency of
the structure in the n,m mode. These e- { (2n+l~n 2 e) -(1-n2d)} (+ne)-3
formulae are the basis of the Oberst (9)

technique for measuring the damping
properties of stiff viscoelastic mater- If n is the effective loss factor of
ials 151. the structure, it is then readily seen

from an examination of ecfaio 3

An alternative derivation to that that n eoation (3)

of Oberst is more convenient for present
?uxposes. The Euler-Dernoulli equation -1
for the plate-damping layer combination V1m(D )/Re(D ) (10)
may be written in the form:

V W = p(,y) (3and the frequency ratio f.f., is given
e D by:

where De =D + DD (4)
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r r 2 eiDo Thaze moaents, in Luzn, may be repre-
(1+PDhD/s~ r') n m) sented as pairs of forces M,/6x and

M,,/y, a distance 6x,ly apatt respec-
(A + Be)/2 1 + (A-2+Be)/2 (11) tively, as in Figure 3. The damping

material element has therefore been re-
placed by a set of forces acting on the

if use is made of the undamped and plate and the Equation of Motion may be
damped plate equations for free motion: written:

DoV4 W -hw 2 W = 0 D: 4 W-h 2 W-hD.. I(x 1 ,X2) I2y11y2J =

Re(De)V4 W -(Ph+oDhD)r2 W = 0 P(Yy)-(MX/•x)[6(X-Xl)-;(x-xl-5x) -

Eq" -is (10) and (11) are apparently (x-x )+A'x-x I(Yl'Y2) +
sc t different from those of Obeiss. 2 y

Ho :, it is readily vex-fied that the (MY/y)[.(y-y1)-5(y-yl-y) -
two sets of equations are, in fact,identical. ; YY); YY"•)]I(lx)(14)

b. Damping of Stiffened Plate Struc- We now expand W and P as series of norm-
ture al modes of the undamped structure, i.e.
The analysis of the stiffened plate W=•'Wnm;n, (x.y; P=n Pnm~nm (xY)

is necessarily somewhat different from the modes satisfy the homogeneous
that of the unstiffened plate because of differei:tia-equation
the different equations governing stiL-- 2
ener motion. A useful approximat3 anal- Do04 nm = ohw nm I,= (15)
ysis may be developed by considering the
effect of an elementary recc-anqle AxLy and the orthogonality property
of damping layer attached to the surface fo x
of the plate, as in Figure 2. It is S x x d O)
assuxed that the element AxAy is small, #0 (m=np=q) (16)
so that the curvature of the deformed
plate surface is uniform. It is assumed,
as in standard plate theory, that plane %
sections remain plane. The unbalanced
moments p and X at the ends of the

element oose de motion of the plate
and give rise to the damping. These ,
moments are, from standard theory:

N.%D~(2/x),3Wý2j (12) X, AZI

X -(D -D )((a 2 W/3y 2 )+1(a2W/3x 2 )1 (13)

where De - D +DD_ ( dV. X

m Figure 3. Forces and moments arising

S %• .from damping layer element

Using these expansions, factoring Equa-
tion (14) throughout by t , integrat-

ing over the surface area1PIS, using the
properties of the delta functions, tak-
ing the limit as ax and Ay-0, and inte-
grating over the treatment area D, we
therefore have:

Figure 2. Element of free layer
treatment on stiffened
plate
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D. I. G, Jones

(Th} h 2),2 dxdy - where:

"1DhD- n1 :n :pq2
- • -2. / 2.(L/,) (2 2 LIT//02 ) (s'V .2)%A22.

WeD- WgM 'I p- dd

Therefore:
2. 2 "i.2= " P]L 4 /Do 20

1'. -2 2 217 2 2

SI H D0pq

1where

2 ~ ~ ~~ 22 2PI /o(0

pq q pq~iJJ 2 dxdy/fIfpq2 dxdy (21)
This is a series of coupled equations D pq S xy2
for the various W and cannot be solved
exactly in most cMes. However, if the and
treatment covers the structure surface B *2C 4  jj,2 xdy/Iq (22)
uniformly, the coupling terms are usual- pg p $pq pq pg
ly small. The criteria necessary for
this step to be allowable -re: NOw (D -D )/D - A/2-1+ae/2+in Be/2 so

2 2 that, If W. it thie effective A5ss f s-
fD = M / •pq/ýx dxdy tor in the pq.h mode:

D Da
I f 2 2~ /a 2) Isd = lDl+(A-2 +Bpg)/Be@I (23)

and the frequency ratio is given by:
f 2 2 dxdy (l+PDh.DI:Poh) (&r/Cp1)4 _!+(A2+Bc)/S[

2 22 (24)
D It is seen that equations (23) and (24)

are moze general reprazentationi of the
if (a 2  /ay2) 2 ;Oberst equations and reduce to tkoee

" p x 2 ) ddy equations for unstiffened plates, in
D which case 8 - 2 and %1 - 1. genm-

120 r2 tia 11yya4 0 .l5 a parm tbr measuring
. 2 2nmI the ine'tZ l effect of the treatment,

<< T1 ~-- dacd' and is -'-ual to unity for fulil ovovrage
of stiffen and unstiffened plates, and
a is a measure of the effect of the
U e iffenels. oThe generalized Oberst

Ultimate verification of the validity equations are applicable under much the
of neglecting coupling will dand a conditions as the original Ober• t
knovledge of the modes and their deyiv- equatio:., i.e. the structure nust be
itives for each specific structure. fully and unifoxaly covered with the
For the moment it will be asusmted that treatment. If the structure is caly
this step is allowable, so that to a partially covered, neither the Oberst
reasonable degree of approximation. nor the generalized Obstt equations'are

W . 2 hw2 applicable, and coupling must be alloemdW (cpe - ,,,w2  If *S d~Y - for through squations (17) or same otLer
-means, Nevertheless, the equations are
extrmely useful since they give simple

S V pdiY algebraic expressions for the aaing
and resonant frequencies of any unL-
formly covexed structure for which

-(0e-Do)Wp( p4)+P 2 dxd 8 rIvd s are known or can be estina
pq16 Pq



The functions A and B are defined A-2+-e 1 2.4, whence B -" ,A"2.2,
in equations (8) and (9) if the treat- and 0.031. On th4 other hand,
mant is applied dirmctly to the skin when .=10, A 26.2 and B 2350,w~risce of the structure. Graphs of where Y) - 0.42. This represents an

tenuseful combinations of these functions, Increasi in n. by a factor of over ten.
namely A,-2+Ba, A/Be and Be, versus e Even greater Pelative gains can be
and n are illustrated in Figures 4 to 6. achieved if a ri is greater than the val-
The other variables on which the modal ue assumed in the above example, as may
damping depends are Sa and a a readil- he verified.
is about unity for u.nIorm conrage,
but o can vary widely. For example,
opu -2 for a very lightly stiffened
structure, or a very heavily stiffepe'-,
structure in which the stiffeners do not -
move to all intents and purposes. Fortypical skin stringer structure .ap can •

vary from 3 to 10 or more. Por in a-
grally stiffened structures, illustrated
in Figure 7, Bpo can vary from 10 to 30
or more, so thit very little uamping
can be achieved unless, as is possible
in none cases, the treatment is applied
across the tops of the stiffeners, as _ . .
suggested by Cicci and Clarkson 17).
in this case, the op. remain the same,
but the functions A and B are changed
to take account of the new neutral axis
location, leading to greatly increased
damping. Further damping may also IA.
accrue if the strips of viscoelastic ma-
terial resonate and act as tuned damping
de'•ices 1[7. However, this latter
source of dweping is of very uncertain
value in view of the variation of the
properties of most viscoelastic mater-
ials with temperature, leading to highly
variable resonant frequencies for the
strips of damping material. If, in the
system illustrated in Figure 7c, the
stiffeners are assumed to rotate without
bending as the plate deforms, the free
layer treatment may be treated as if
merely separated by a distance - Mh
from the skin surface and the distance
sh of the new neutral axis, obtained as Figure 4. Graphs of A-2+Be
before, becomes: versus e and n

In -I ne( +n) (25) Experimental [nvestigationsU( + no) (5

a. Tests on Cantilever Beams
and, upon determining D and Das in
equations (6) and (7), it turls out In order to verify the analysis, it
that: was first necessary to measure the prop-

(1-n (2K+n)) 3+1+ne (2÷2+n)) 3 erties of the material to be used forSA n (26) the free layer treatment. The materialS(l+ne)3 ~selected was LD-400, attached to the

(2n+l+2N.n 24e 3 -(l+2N-n2 9 -3structure surface by means of a very
3 (27) thin layer of self adhesive tape (Scotch

(l+e) 3  
brand #410, 3M Co.). The cantilever
beam tests ware carried out on an alumi-

all of which expressions reduce to equa- nun beam 0.05 inches thick and 7 inches
tions (5), (6) and (7) respectively fer long. The free layer thicness was
N - 0. For large values of N, of the equal to the beam thickness in each
order of 10 or more as is quite typical, case. The beams were clamped at the
the values of A and B are far greater root in the fixture of the Bruel and
than for X - 0. As ar. exaLple, let Kjaer complex modulus apparatus as

a , - I 0.5, - 0.1, and Sim 20. shown in Figure 8, iz the c-astcmary man-
Then n- 0,De - 2.2, and ner 15]. The response characteristics
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rf =.-J)ku t - . * w t~ h ve . r

h. 
.t"I aZ*iS

1.-- 'Figure 7. Free layer treaIMent
configurations.

Figure 5. Graphs of A/Be of the figst two resonances were noted

versus e and n and graphs of measured loss factor n
aryd (l+PDhnph) (f'.f 1)2 yorril tempela-
ture are Ehown in Figure 9. F equ-
tions (1) and (2), the values of InanM
, , the modulus ard loss factor of-the"simple of LD-400usad, weto calculatedto/ and are plotted in Ploure 10.

i I * -- auZ

cw -modulus

Figure. 6. G. .,, Of 30 T ,•R gR4. Co.9 peie, Pa.

varsus 0 and n
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b. Tests on a One-Sy'aA Stiffened Plate

In order to verify the analysis for
stiffened structures, a one-span struc-rj jture was built in such a way as to re-,_ _taln as great a degree of simplicity as
possible. The geometry of the structure
in shown in Figurn 11. The skin wasattached to the frames by means of bolts

.x . -.... o and the frames in turn were attached to
a shaker table through two pairs of
three-quarter inch deep blocks

--- 7o
6' I 2 VE

VIW

um~• k-"" -- •b- .-6"

Figur0e 9. Graph* of in and

(l+,•%,',h) (f r/f n)
versus teprature •9

-. 00

5.0 5.0 'O v

. 7 .u.• 1

Figure 11. Geometry of one-span
.. .stiffened structure

The first tests were carried out to
Sdetermine mode shapes, resonant frequen-

- cies and initial damping, %xsina a sub-
d/~ miniature accelerometer to measure re-, sponse. The first two modes are illus-

trated in Figures 12 and 13, and were
S - - -.. - 2 obtained by moving the accelerometer

over the structure and measuring the re-
sponse at constant input. It is seen
that the longitudinal modal functions
are very close to sinusoidal in shape,
whereas those in the transverse direc-

e_ _ _ __ 0. tion are practically those of a clamped-
clamped beam with an effective length
between clamping points of 1.0 inches.

IWE1WC The fundamental mode of a clamped-

clamped bean (81 is superimposed. Fig-
Firme 10. Cwplex modulus data ure 14 shows the variation of resonant

U11



with akin thickness. From r
these figures, estimated values of 4'•

and ý" are plotted in k'igure 15. !1 ty
Using3these values of and , and
the assumed mode shapes "land deriva-
tives 181, it Vas readily showr. that
S,- = 3.2 anid 631 = 2.7 for h = 0.050
iAches and a,, and .I were a~proximate-
ly unity. The initial damping was
small, being of the order 0.007.

+1 :

-1

Figure 13. Observed mode 3,1 shapes
for h 0.050*

12* %

_ __I

Figure 12. Observed mode 1,1 shapes
for h - 0.050" 000 ......

The next teots were carried out
for a 0.0" inch panel thickness, with a __'!

layer of dasapinc3 material ELD-4001 0.04inch-as thick attached to the surfac. by
means of a very thin layer of the saif- I
adhesive tape as in the beam tests. n 'hrn

mental chamber as in Figure 16 and ox- /
cited by means of a small magnetic
transducer at the center. The response _ /
amplitude was picked up by means of a
sub-miniature accelermater at the cen- '7"
ter and the dami ing r, measured in the
1,1 and 3,1 modes by Leans of the *half- 0
power ba.dwidth" method. Heasuroo val- 0 .04 .08
ues of n and (l+jhrPh) (f/f) are k ,.
plotted Igainst telpkature inn"Figures
17 and 18. Analytical results based on Figure 14. Frequencies of
Si, - 3.2 and 61 - 2.7 in equations stiffened plate
(23) and (24). are superimposed and
agree well with the measured results. case of more general structures, the

estimation of a is a very difficult
The good agreement betwean theory matter since the'modes and their deriva-

and eperiment indicates that the modal tives are rarely known to the requisite
coupling is indeed low for nearly full degree cf accuracy. In that event, one
coverage and that the estimates of Lii may often invert the procedure and esti-
and B•3 are reasonably accurate. In the mate Opq by applying a known treatment
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0 .04 .06 Figurel17. n~ and (1+p p~gh)f22

Figue 1.. 4 ad C Vesusvarsus tefltpr~t).U 4f51
Figure. 151n 31  u 1 mode

0.1[ 10

.01 1

Figure 16. One-span satructur. in 61%.I~~~) - M

environmental chamber

in such a way as to eliminate, or nearly
eliminate, coupling and then vary o M in Kequations (23) and (24) until the

anl-s n hemaurddt agree.e 0tcuu a7 three
Thstructsre, aknsrne trivialr poant buithe

c.thest k own vale ofree can Stifeneafed
Stucur stiuctur was fis excte in;ý~R/hf
be se aon t ýh13etatoe toame Aastaei te maner illus-

tatimaely the uefufess o othe the atmnalsis tasue.n vep rqec,

3, mod
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.,odes could also be excited but only4 • --i~ h ; rz zt d.! _ff _icu toy beo a -__gg o f v erv

close spacing of the modes in the fre-
quency domain. Typical response Spec-0 S. tra in the three bays, as measured by
miniature acceleromaters, are illus-
trated in Figure 23. The significant

" - resonant frequencies wore observed to
change very slightly over the tempera-
ture range 0"F to 1250F.

"" tram. Ia ote d

.- b .cl~1"Sr uowotsn a

Fi~ure 19. Overall geometry of ICM.
three-span structure " Z21

J-I-

STRIWAR SEc11,oC TVPC SY sMNW A 00IT Figqure 22. Three-span struturo
in environmental bhomber

Figure 20. Details of stiffener SIT 741 SI

I . ?L.

"srneFigure 21.o Photograp of three-sa M"~t• ••• j•

was rezdily established that the first ..srne torsion" mode and the first Lm
"stringer bending" mode could readily :be excited. The intermediate mod-,

being unsymmetrical about the center of
the plate, was not excited. Higher Figure 23. Response Spectra_
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The next tests were carried out i
with a single layer of LD-400, attached . £

)%v Of u _the doubla-back tane as be- I .
fore," on the center bay only. Coupling -
between modes was quite strong, appar- I/2j
ently, because the observed values of " j
n for the two first band modes behaved -L

&I shown in Figure 24 with temperature.
This variation bore little resemblance
to tuz enticipated if no coupling were
present. - -1 \

.________ _____ ____

.61 emgO .001 100",

£ Figure 25. Graphs of n and 2
(1+p h/ph) 2(f/f
vers s tempera ur

skin-stzinger structure under acoustic
excitation has been examined by many in-I ".estigators in recer.t years, the work of

I 3allantine et al [91, Clarkson [10], and
.-. I Wang [111 being indicative of the cur-

* ,,srent state of the art. These investiga-
tions have shown the role of detail de-

Figure 24. Graphs of ns versus sign and structure geometLy and have led
temperature in some cases to design charts, based on

testing of specific types of .tructure.
When LD-400 sheets were attached Limitations have included the need to

to all three bays and the tests re- assume only one significant mode of vi-
peated, the variation of v_ with temper- bration, a certain lack 7f conservatism
ature was as shown in Figuie 25. The in the agreement between the analyses
data is plotted for both modes and for and the available experimental data and
all three bays. If ipq is taken to be lack of information concerning the mag-
equal to 8 and if the same LD-400 prop- nitude of the damping.
erties are used, the analysis predicts
the results shown in Figure 25. The It is assumed in the present analy-
consistency of the agreement is quite sis that the random pressure loadinq on
satisfactory and indicates that a single the skin-stringer structure is uniform
parmeter 0 for both modes, equal to over the entire surface, that the power
8.0, is suff!ient to account for the spectral density of the excitation is
observed damping and resonant frequen- uniform over the frequency range oa- sig-
cies. nificant response and the damping ;ater-

lal is applied uniforr" so that modal
coupling can be negl4 .

RESPONSE TO UNIFORM4 ANUCK LOADING
Consider first any flat skin-

! of Skin-Stringer Structure stringer structural element under uni-
form harmonic loading P exp (iut) as in
,'igure 21. Then from equation- (20), theSo far, we have calculated the loss response at any point (x,y) is:

factor and frequency of a damped stiff-
ened structure. These quantities in DQ W(xy)
turn af-ect the behavior of the struc- IL 4 pJ
ture under random excitation, as by a (28)
jet engine, and the effect of the damp- Y Pq (x,y) exp(iwt)
ing treatment on rms stresses is of 4 4-,
considerable importance. The problem of PI :pq-I a0hl+(A_2+Be+inDBe)4

predicting the stress response levels in
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where where dC2 - d,(ohL4A/DO) 1 / 2  The Inte-
1ral in equation (33) can be evaluated

2 y(29) iuterically if th6 maximum values of pdy and q Lre nort too great within the x.ange
Of Si•nificant response and if Tpq, *
Te and p-pj are known. For the ptens ,

The stress response in the x-directicn, Ncv~er, we Shall utilize Mlercer's ob-paraliel to the trames for the skin- servation [121 that the errors involved
stringer structure, is given by: in neglectinS cross terms in the expan-

sion of the double series in equation
(33) is small, so that to a reasonablex (d•/dx2 )+,(d,/dy2) (30) degree of approxi&ationt

and, if the frames are very much Etiffer
than the str~n•ers, .1 (x,yl can usua.ly I 2D0{1+ne) l Ox f•D'j,
be written in the sepv&ble form 2v - -

Wp(X)4 (y) where ; (y) - Sin(qry/l). h1 2 (l+2ne+eG2 )J
p q *q ph 1+n~n

Therefore, upon simplification:

V 2 •p*++( q2
2

2 L2
22)/0 1p 2/

EhL P 1 U '0 D e
S-+n I pq the p,•. node

J " L" (32)(34) 4 d(/ )2-

1 pqI;+ pqg2 L 2 . 2 /h2 )O 80 (1-& l/Xp) +'

pq 4 rj+A i h + in (31) The integral in equation (34) has been
tp jon evaluated by Read [131:

2 - F 2 
( ) W

oere #-L_ #r , is the value 0 (1-0n)r+

.... (35)

4 (1 411+ (A-2+9e0/6 I t2//i ]/
X1 (32)

1f Ie+ uss0DhD/oh 
so that, fidlly: I

2D0 (1ne) PL
If we n[ w replace the harmonic excita- 2 1.. 2 O -
tion P by a random loading of spcta Mi!. (1+2zie'n DO-
density G(3aMa the mean square stress
response =x is given by: %O F(t- r a ndthe 12

1(6 [l+A-!*Be)/s3
2w x ght.

*+V2,2L2 ) 2 2 ,*+vq~w22j2 02

0 1F1,_ ~sq]jA-2+Ani1C4 p

L q Op _I. . if we &SSW&* that a~ Au and n~ are
approx~imately indiep&meifof modflu Tber,

01 (t'+(vm 2 2 /L) 2 10 1 2 as is often the case for uniform coy-Mnm n -m(3 erage of damping treatment.

"1 '1.~- ~ig[iLA.~j i E The advantage of equation (36) is
that it does allow, in some degree, forLJp multi-modal response and the damping and-



stiffening effects of the treatment in of a given damping treatment in reducing
a simple equation. Furt re, it the ran stress levels in a given struc-
most fortunately turns out that the ture.
maxim value of f(xy) does uot vary
greatly fzro structre to structure In order to illustrate the appli-
even though the point at which this max- cation of equation (39), consider ths
inu occurs may vary widely. The value structures tested earlier, for which
of a my be determined readily in h - 0.05 inches and e varies from 2.0
spucftc idealized cases from a know- to B.0. If LD-400 isutpplied uniformly,
ledge of the modes, their derivatives using the adhesive tape as before, in a
and the eigenvalues. For example, -t: 0.036 inch uniform thickness, then
can be shawn tuat (i) a - 0.12 aor C 1.0 and n - 0.72. The properties
pinned-pinned plate au MIS center in the ot-.e LD-400 sample are taken from
fundamental mnde (ii) 4 = 0.45 for Figure 10. The resulting graphs of
the first mode of a c lJd-clamped- n -1/2 f(n,e) are plotted versus temp-
pinned-pinned plate at the clamped edges elature in Figure 26. It is seen that
(Jli) B 0.52 at the two center sup- tor r = 8, j.=1/2 f'ane) is "qVal
port IoMizaiw, for a five span pinned to abi6t 4.2 h;Yreas for a Tlinaily ui-
plate f141 vibrating in the first band damped structure, for vbich f(n,e) - 1
of so 3s only (iv) a - 0.57 for the having n•- 0.00S, nu / f(n,e) = 14.1.
two center support lMtions of a nine- This imonts to a silnificaut reduction
span pinned plate vibrating in the in random stress level. The temperature
first band of modes only and (v) Ba - range Of useful stress level reduction
0.55 for a typical skin-stringer sic- can be observed in Figure 26 also.
ture [151. It may therefore be taken
that a 0.51. Now v = /3 and
F(r, ) = "'ThF for small ,i, so that
equition (36) "becomes, oa typical
stiffened plate structure:_ I

-7 . I I *-.. -

- 1 /2 f(ne) (38)

J-l/4 - (38)

where..

PN Ii ,+2ne~en Nr

f (39)) 1+
pq

If n 0 0, f(O,e) - 1 and we recover the
rams stress levels for a nominally un- Figuro 26. Graphs of 1-1/2 f(n,e)
damped structure. In order to ensure
that the structure can withstand a given versus terre
spectral density Go without exceeding ,Eperimental Investigations
a specified rms stess , therefore, one
may vary the geometrical parameters L/N No directly applicabie data relat-
and h, the physia• parameters N azd o ing to measured rus stress levels in
and the damping treatmently, L/ and h are structures damped by a free layer appear

le andt in.luential veriables and to be available. However, for rominally
undamped structures, a considerable body

should be chosen properly at the design of information has been published. In
stage. Once-fixed, however. changes order to compare equation (36) with this
are difficult and expensive to make and exe I data, it is advantageous to
the only other par ameters capable of recal l that AcT , ri PA Gt
being vaered without major structural ties associata thseach par cular
alterations are the damping parametere.
The quantity n -1/2 f(n,e) is therefore test condition, whereas S, h, L, N and p
a direct mesu~e of the effectiveness are associated with the structure geme-

try and materials. It is therefore more
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convenient to rearrange this equaLion CONCLUSIONS
into the aizesionai grop -i--z

It has been shotm that extcrely
* = 0.75(L/N)El/ 4 h-J/2;ýV4/ simple algebraic exp•eW3sions can be used

= to estilate the response and dapting
(40) char.acteristics of stiffened skin-

stringer structures uniformly covered
Two separ•ae major sources of test data with a free layer damping tretmet.
are cited, one associated with an Air .bea equtions are simple gemeraliXa-
Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory con- t2-ong of the classical equations of
tractual investigation reported in ret- Oberst for uniform coverage of unatiff-
erence 191 and the other with an Air ened structures.
Force Materials Laboratory spons'red
i.vestiqation reported in references
U10.16). ACDOoLK..GDWTS

a. Test Series No. 1191 The worsk reported in this ppe was
sponsored by thu U . S. Air Force under

In thls test series, a uumber of Protect Mo. 7351, Oa 3llic MateialS,
skin-strin-ser structures Of various Twh mo. 735106, *"Bhvior of HOtelU-
thicJmesses h and los• factors , were Tbanks atr due to W. J. TVa&, C1Li.f
"excited by various random acoutic Strength and Dynamics Branch for bis
loadings Gp. For these structures' 2 uppo.t " encouragement; C. K. Cannon,
L-20 ins.. N - 3 or 4, RE i10' Lb/in H. J. ?arf.. and R. W. Gordon for expert
o . 0.101 Lb/in3 . So" of the test rer assistance with -be experimeptal "0ves-
suits, reduced according to equation tiqations; A. D. Rashif a". 3. P- Ben-
(49), are shown in Table 1. earson for advize a3d corzwtr etiv'

.riticim, Safly McLean for typing the

b. Test SeriesV0o. 21161 4&=niicJpt and figures: and J_ a.
SmermM for expert assemblng and

In this test series, a wide variety me1,whance of the electronic instr•m•n-

of skin-stiffener structures were tr.:d tation,
under random acoistic excitation. Teot
resulte for those configurations appli-
cable to the pcesent analysis. aesaly
equation (40). are shoam :;- Table 1.

1. Oberst, B. snd frankenfeld, *Uber
Figure 27 shows tje graph of die Dixpfug d iegesrlmizingungen

&02 versus 0.75 T) l/4 Lo3 /2  dinner hleqhe durch festhalteede
n-/G versus 0.SL9 *C4- Acustica, Vol3. 2-, Leaf let

,- It is seen that the analys'is , pt 1, 15. Vol.4
does indeed coam close to being an partr 4, P. p433 134, 12, V6.. 4.

aounr to the observed stress leVN, part 2l p. 433, e9l4.

2. Aesad, D. J., "TMe OptMM USe of
Unconstrained LyrDi9Tet
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TABLE 1.*EPPNWA STRESS AMJ EXCITATION LEVELS

a*tl Orig.I L h I SpectO I -i 1- 37n '
50.1 Des. ins N ins ins ;,eve1 F __ 1 n , -I

p ksi p
- - I - - ___ - ___

1 STR-1A 20 3 12 .032 123 .00415 5.22 .030 218,000 386,000

STR-2A 20 3 12 .032 123 .00415 4.53 .036 205,000 386,000

STR-3A 20 3 12 .032 119 .00258 5.05 .028 328,000 386,000

STR-SB 20 3 12 .050 129 .00830 4.71 .026 91,500 197,000
MTh-6A 20 3 12 .071 130 .00930 6.40 .020 97,400 200,000

3T&IA 20 3 I2  .100 140 .0292 5.11 .034 32,800 70,000

STR-IA 20 3 12 .040 120 .00254 6.20 .034 38,800 274,000

STR-20A 20 3 12 .090 137 .0209 6.85 .026 $3,000 82,000

STR-23A 20 4 j12 .032 121 .0033 3.41 .024 160,000 280,000

2 3-C 7.35 1 7.35 .040 116 .0018 1.50 j.034 154,000 306,000
4-B 8.20 1 - .040 119 .00255 4.00 .034 289,000 341,000

5R-9 14.13 1 - .050 121 .00325 1.78 .034 101.000 123,000
4.1 - .032 125 .0051 4.04 .034 146,000 238,000

O-. - .040 112 .90112 0.70 .034 115,000 238,000

-C- .04 118i .00228 1.25 .034 101.000 205,000
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£iexural rigidity of plate al- 6,6 non-dinen ional paraetexx
lowing for shift of neutral n
axis caused by damping layer; Ir n nial parameter

also symbol representing area a X/L
covered by damping material 6

DD flexural rigidity of damping 6(x) Dirac Delta Function of argument x
layei allowing for shift of
neutral axis 1s loss factor of structure in a

e ED/E - modulus ratio specific mode

E Young's modulus of structure D loss factor of free layer material
material , Poisson's ratio, assumed same for

ED Young's modulus of free layer plate and free layer material
material (Phw2L4/D0))I - frequency param-

f (n,e) non- limensional parameter eter

r resonant frequency of damped M /t . 0LD)plate Er (DhW2L4/Do) /

f ninth resonant frequency of un- P density of plate material
damed plate OD density cf free layer material

G p(A spectral density a X ess amplitudes at surfac of

h thickness of plate structare
hD thickness of free layer X mean square stress

i V_-T 410 ninth normal mode of undamped plate

I (xlX 2 ) step function (I - 1xsx"x 2 ; Wn(X) mode shape variatiop in x-direc-I ' -3 otherwise) tion for separable mode
I integral - see Equation (19) ia(y) mode shape variation in y-direc-
L length of structure tion for separable mode

Sbreadth of strucura XnM non-dinensional parameter - equa-
tion (32)

RXAZ moments W frequency

n.m integers 01 fundamental frequency of urnauped
n hehbeam
N number of spanrs Ur resonant frequency
p,q integers na math natural frequency
P(x,y) pressure loading
S symbol representing area of

plate
V transverse displacmenz of

plate
X#y orthogonal coordinates in

surface of plate
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"VIBRATION CONTROL BY A MULTIPLE-LAYLRED

DANPING TREATMENT"

A. D. Nashif*

and
T. Nicholas"*

The multiple constrained layer damping treatment is represented
conceptually in terms of an equivalent free layer damping treat-
ment. The analysis for this representation is accomplished by
considering the treatment to be an anisotropic beam with differ-
ent stiffnesses and damping in shear and extension. Optimization
for this treatment is shown to be a function of wavnr length, tem-
perature and geometry for a given damping material. Experimental
r sults are presented to verify the analysis.

INTRODUCTION theory of higher order than Timoshenko
bean theory [4). In the present analy-

Reduction of excessive vibrational sis, a displacement field is considered
amplitudes in structures is frequently which allows for "ap to quadratic terms
obtained through the application of in the thickness direction, which is an
single or multiple-layered damping extension of previous work where only
treatments. Recent applications of linear variations were considered -]A.
multiple coestrained damping layers in The equations of motion of the result-
aerospace structures (11 have indicated ing two layered bean are solved for
that such treatments can be very effec- waves travelling in the direction of
tive in controlling vibrations. The the axis of the beam and the damping of
optimization and practical development the comjssite beam is determined as a
of such a treatment has been hampered, function of wave length or frequency.
however, by a lack of adequate analysis The analysis is used to predict the re-
techniques and by a scarcity of good sults of damping measurements from num-
experimental data and has been confined erous experiments on cantilever beams
for the most to specialized cases and vibrated in their first, second, and
geometries. It would be desirable to third modes. Analytical predictions
be able to represant such a treatment are made for a wide variety of combina-
in textas of an equivalent free layer tions of moduli, thicknesses, and damp-
b"ogeneous treatment (2,31. However, ing properties. From the analytical
-uch a repreaentation could result in and ex.erimental results it is shown
an oversimplification because of the that (a) the multiple constrained layer
complex behavior of such a material damping treatment can indeed be thought
configuration. In the present investi- of in terms of an equivalent free layer
gation, the multiple-layered damping damping treatment and (b) that the
treatment is treated as an equivalent damping properties of such an equiva-
homogeneous but anisotropic material, lent homogeneous treatment, which de-
The properties of the equivalent treat- pend on wave length, temperature, geom-
ment are derived maintaining compati- etry, etc. can be optimized.
bility of resultant forces in shear an:
extension and approximating the dis-
placement field across each layer by a ANALYSIS
linear distribution across the thick-
ness. The treatment is then considered The damping treatment consists of
to be an anisotropic bean with differ- a number of alternate elastic and vis-
ent stiffnesses and damping in shear coelastic layers sandwiched to the a3se
and extension and is analyzed usine a bean. If the number of layers is large,
*Univerasty of Dayton Research Institute, Dayton, Ohio

"**Air Force Materials Laboratory, WPAFB, Ohio
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it may he treated as an equivalent shl.wn on the right in Figure i wit. ro-
homogen.cis but anisocropic material. tation ., and identical displacement
Considez a typ.'cA' eiement vcriasl' stn•i-g u- and u.i as in the layere,4
of a segment of one viscoelastic layer media, the sie'rx fofce is
and two halves of the adjacent elastic
layers as depicted by the dashed lines -G 1 (h1  + h1 w M (3ii n Figure 1. 1l 1 l h0 11 h3x(I )

and the continuity of displacements re-

0, quires

-I-- u2 - u 1  = (h 10 +h 11) #1(4

; , I Here. G is an equivalent shear
0, ;, modulus. Eq'hating the real and imagi-

""Vo tr .V nary parts of the total shear force in
the layered x ia and the equivalent
nomogenecuE -aterial results in

Figure 1. Geometry of layered
treata.et and equivalent G - i011 + Y) Sa)
homogeneous material

If each layer is assumed to be very (5 b)
thin in comparison with the overall = "10 1 (Sb)
thickness it may then be -,,ted that Where
the displacement field across each
layer is linear as shown. The rotation h(S
of an originally plane section of the 1i(5
viscoelastic layer is denoted by 0
while that of the elastic layers il de-
noted by e, The thi':knesses of the and where Y A is the losb factor of the
viscoelastiA and elastic layers are vi-coelastiC layer in shear. The corn-
denoted by h and 1% respectively plex shear modulus of the eq•ivalent
while the cr nsverse'Ahear forces are matexi". is given as
denoted by Q and V . The centerline
axial displaAfients 4 two consecuti-e G"Gelastic layers are denoted by u2_ and u.Gl 1(1+nG(6

The transverse shear frces are given
by in a similar nannr, the axialforce in the layered stadia is equated

G 1 w10( to the axial force in the equivalentQ10 , 1l0 10 ( 310- xx) ( material, leading to expressions lor- an

equivalent extensional stiffness in the
h11  form

11 W 1t 0 Q0

111 + Elohlo(7a)
where w is the transverse displacement 11 10
component and G 0 the shear modulus of
the viscoelasti layer. Equation (lb)
is based on the assumption that the
shear stresses are uniform across the 110 _10h13 (7b)
thickness of each layer. Assuming that Eli Elh11 + El 0hl0
shear deformation may be neglected in
the elastic layers, then •'11 = ,W/!x, where the complex 7oamg's modulus of
aud the expressions for th total the equivalent material is
shear force in the typical elemeat and
the displacements are I

E1  - i E1(1 + imE) •,8)
Otot =Gl0(;I0 - •-w) (hl0+hl (2a)( 10  x 0 k11 and E and E1  represent the Young's

modull'of the'Slastic and viscoslastic
u- U = h11  - + ;i0 h (2b) layers respectively ani nv is the loss

2 1factor of the viscoelasti0layer,
assumed to be the same in exte.*sion as

If the typical element is thought of as in shear. Equations (5) to (8) c-nsti-
an equivalent homogeneous material as
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Lute expressions for an equivalent homo-

geneous material which will have the ;Vsame overall displacement field and + c
!U-!- -- ---- r = ,•h W (10c)

eleme..t of the layered media.

Consider the layered damping treat- whereu
ment now as a homogeneous, anisotropi- N = h
',eam haviry the properties given by 0 0 0 -x (ha)
Equations (5) to (8) sandwiched to an 2
elastic beam as shown in Figure 2 with m = 0I0 (lib)
. and o the interface shear and normal 00 .2
forces, u and u the centerline axial
displacem;nt components, h and h0 the Here, only the transverse inertia
thicknesses of the two bea~a and w the of the two beams is considered, the
transverse displacement component. The rotatory and exteisional inertia being
bending moments, shear, and axial neglected, and c represents the mass
forces or. the two beams are as shown in density and I the mcment of inertiadensuty 2. h ~nto nri
Figure 2. about the beam's centerline. A pre-

liminary analysis was carried out con-
sidering the top bean (the damping

~treatment) as an anisotropic Tisioshenko
MI beam, i.e., a beam where plane sections

remain plane but shear deformation is
h ~Ua Nl all-wed. The analysis did not agree

W too well with the experimental results
and it was therefore decided to include
non-linear deformation terms for the
damping treatment in order to reduce

X the constraints on the system. TheT axial displacement field of the top

beam wa hstknto include terms up
S9 to q cozder in the form

____ u = uI ÷ z +:z+ (12)

Fig-re 2. Nomenclature for The resultant axial force, bending
sandwich beam moment, and transverse shear force are

then
Conservation of linear and angular mo-
mentu of the tv, beam and analyzing N1 = Edz=Eh 7 + ElI, (13a)
the lower or base bean in accordance X 1 1X
with simple beam, or Bernoulli-Euler
beam, theory leads to the equations of cxdz = El 1 1-113b)
motion: 1X

i1 0 •l rxdz = Glhl(G * .Z ) (13+)

Continuity of displacements at the
_ NI h1  interface of the two beams is assured

""- = 0 (9b) by taking

h1  h1  h0 rw
ul + -;+ -- =u o + (14)

1 + qh -..2w(9";Q___+•= •lh1l~~ -- (9c)

t where the lower or base beam is treated

accordinq to elementary beam theory
where plane sections remain plane and0 + = (10a) perpendi(ular to the deformed center-
line. The number of unknowns now ex-
ceeds the number of equations by one.

h 0 An additional condition is obtained by
_ 0 + V 0 =3 (10b) prescribing the interface shear stress

in terms of the displacý..ment components
from the stress-strain and strain-dis-
placement equations of elasticity in
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G. = _1

hI + h0
It•s to be noted that tl.,ý sihear stress 1 = 0  h

1; no)t n zcca •aril'. .,ero _- the. to|; face x

o'" 'hle .p.r beam. This is a condition
si. lar to that obti.ined in Timoshenko
beam thcory where Ahear strcsses are =(19)
assumed ziniform across the thickness. (1I

The actual nonuniforznity can be partial-
ly taken !,to ahccrunt through the intro- where is an arbitrarily chosen ref-duction of a shear -orrection factor in erence hrequency which is that of the
equation (13c); however, no attempt to first thickness shear mode of a beam
do so was made in the present analysis. having the geometrical average proper-
Successive elimination of variables ties of the two-layered beam and is
from equations (9) through (15) results
in a set of three simultaneous partial given by
diffetential t.u'tions in the three dis- 2 E0(I+E*h*)
placement com;. n.nts w, -, and * in the '12 = 0  )f rm.(20)
form ~ 0 1h4 3~h+~ 0

-E 1II ' (•'+w)-G 1 h1  = 0 (16a) Non-zero solutions to equations (16)

and (17) give rise to the frequency

I h 0  
h 1 h 0  equation

S10wlV+GI (h1÷-- 2 1 w" )+G1 2- 2 2 4
2= C14Ca2+ t4

S-C 0 (16b) C+ECi&2 2 2 4 (21)
E0 h 0  hh 2  C3 +C4 a +9

-G )(I+('+hi) + E 0 " + where the following ibbreviations have
1 01 been introduced

h h 1  h 2  2.i 2

E0 y ý" - E0 w"= 0 (16c) • =

where primes and dots denote differen- a
tiation with respect to x and t respec-
tively. Equations (16) are scAved for
waves travelling in an infinite beam in _ Gc*2 dl+4Z~ e+6E.ha2 +4:*h* 3 +Ze 2 h*4 )
the r direction of the form 1

w h % exp(i(Ex-.t)] (17a) C2 - (G*/3)(5+4E*h*+Eeh* 2 +2E*h.3 )

= I e"pii({x-Wt)I (17b)

0 * expji(Cx-Wt)] (17c) C3 = G* 2 (I+E*h*)

where . is the circular frequency and C4 - (G*/3)(5+E~h*) (22)
& the wave number related to the wave
length A through

When damping terms are included in the
2(18) frequency equation through the intro-

s duction of the complex moduli C * and
Z•* as given by equations (6) aid (8),

The following non-dimensional quantities te resulting frequency is complex
are introduced:

U( + i (23)
h. = !

h0 where 6 is the logarithmic decrement for

free damped oscillations. The loss fac-
EI tor n, of the composite beam is related

8' to 6 through
0
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Each configuration was asse.nbled on an
6 alumin'un cantilever beam whi :h hdd a

(24) length of 8 in., a width of 0.45 in.
and a thirknPa of 0.07;• in.

Solutions to the complex frequency Each beam was placed inside an
equation (21) are obtained numerically environmental ,-hamber and excited at
by setting the real and imaginary por- the free end by means of a maqnetic
tions equal to zero individually. transdticer. The response was obtained

by means vf another transducer -ear the
EXPERIMENTAL Z'NVEST114ATION root. Th3 damping and the trequency

for each observed mode was then meas-
ured by the half-power bandwidth method.

This investigation was carried orr Data were obtained for the first,
on the standard complex modulus apr-' second, and third mode of the cantilev-
ratus and its associated electronic er beam in most cases. Tests were
equipment which iv described in Ref.[61. carried out between 0*F and 20JOF. The
'wo different georaetries of the multi- experi:mental results for the d.mping of
pie-layered damping treatment were used the composite beam are plotted in Fig-
to investigate the damping of canti- urea 4 through 9 as a function ot
lever beans as a function oZ tempera- temperature for the several mode nirf-
ture over a wide range of wave lengths. bers.
Each configuration consisted of 7 alter-
nate layers, each of a constrained
viscoelastic band and a constraining DISCUSSION
metal band sandwiched on to the base
beam. The viscoelastic material desig- Effects of temperature on the per-
nated as 3K-466 is a damping adhesive formance of the constrained layer damp-
manufactured by the 3!4-Company, St. ing treatment are shown in Figures 4
Paul, Minnesota. The properties of through 6 for e 2.25 and h* = 0.85
this material as a function of tempera- and in Figures 7 through 9 for = 0.5

ture and frequency are shown in Figure a in F 7 theoretical -rd.5
3. and h* - 0.75. The theoretical predic.-

tions in these figures were computed at
temperatures corresponding to those of

W -the experiment. This was accomplished
a by observing the frequency for which

each mode occurred and then using the
appropriate damping properties from
Fiqure 3 for each temperature.

1.
C

alt -

Figue 3.rDampingupratopertilies of

an adhesive thickness h• 0.0023 in. -80 0 so 19O no too

and an alutmi €a•trEing Land E1qMPEATR (Of)
-I---es hl I- 0.0052 iu. which gave

:72-~~ ~ ~ ~ _rth ecndcnfgu

_25. Fo h Figure 4. Effect of temperature

t iO n hbi vas 0.004 6; in . and hll wason t e s t m da p g0.0023 tn. and the resulting F was 0.5. for Y-2.2 syste daming125
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I rammed.on a computer and solved for
various combinations of parameters

___ _• MOwhich might be used in actual domping
THEOR 1 . . ..en. if all.-.,,,

•o EXPERIMENT1 b-se beam on w hich the layers are
• I_ placed is considered to be aluminum

0 with E - 107psi and i, is taken equal~~~t OnJy Th The variou results arforarz•5i
Co //n were found to be relatively indo-

pen;nt of the actual value of njA The various results are summarizM in
Figures 10 through 13. Figure 10 shows
the typical variation of damping with

o wave number for two values of G and"J- three thicknesi ratios h*. In 'ill
o_! cases, the ma•J•mm or peak damping was

1 indeplndent of the shear modulus G o0the damping layer, the only differiScebeing the wave number at which it oc-

w-irred. Increasing the thickness ratio
ham the obvious effect of increasing

.• -the dmping. In general, the peak
40 0 50 s o 0 150 t00 damping depended upon the thickness of

TEMPERATUME (OF) the damping treatment in a nearly lin-
tear way for thickness ratios h* less

Figure 9. Effect of t.Aperature than unity. Doubling the thickness of
on the syetem damping the treatment is thus equivalent to
for y - 0,5 and h*=0.75 doubling the damping, but also results

in double the weight added to the base
bea=. The wave nudber or wave length

Good agreement between theory and at which the peak damping occurs depends
experiment was found in most cases. on the shear modulus G as is shown in
The measured values for y - 2.25 were Figure Ii if the wave olength of an un-
somewhat higher than the predicted val- desirable vibration is known, the appro-
ues, especially for higher modes. A priate value of G c an be found which
possible explanation for this difier- will give maximumSam g for that wave
ence is the fact that the properties llength. Pigure 12 presents damping
shown in Figure 3 do not accurately de- curves as a function of wave length for
scribe the particular batch of material various values of Y, the ratio of the
used for the experimental investigation. thickness of the elastic layer to the
This may have bee. due to an ageing of- viscoelastic layer. For the Values of
fect in the material or prolonged ex- the Other paxameters shown it can be
posure to a humai enironment. There- seen that the maxi== damping available
fore, a new batch of the same material is approximately t.e same for values of
was used for the case of y - 0.S. In T of .25, .5. and 1. The peak dampig
this second case, the agroezeat in- was then plotted as a function of y for
proved considerably wich tends to indi- two values of h* and two values of Z11
cate that the properties of Figure 3 as showa in Figure 13. Yt can be
are morm representative of the second seen that an'ptimm value of y can be
batch than the first. in both cases, found in each case although the "eak in
the best agreement was for the first not very sharp. Two curves in Fig
Pode with decreasing correlation for 13 represent aluninum constraining lay-
the second and third modes, It ehoul. era on an alizainum beam for which
ba noted thatboundary conditions for Z - lO 7 pei. The other two for a 1 1 -
cantilever beam. are difficult to con- Sx10 7 -Ai represent a ficticious"Later-
trol for higher modes of vibration and ial but shcw the trend for a very high
hence variations between theory and ex- modulus material such as boron. The
periment 4re possible. Also, at higher curves shw i definite increase in
modes, the wave lengths are much small- d- Ing, especially for the thinter
or, hence the assumptions of nagligible damping tre9ament where h* - .25.
rotatory inertia and the use of beam These curves are drawa for G - 3OOpsi"
theory as opposed to plate theory be- but are identical for all vailes of G.0
come less accurate, between 10 and 105 psi, the range

investigated here.
A numerical analysis was carried

out to determine the effects of the
various material and gemtric parame-
ters on the damping of the composite
beam. Eguations (21)-(24) were pro-
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CONCLUSIONS It is interesting to note that
this condition is satisfied

The analysis presented herein al- of the damping material and

lows for a displacoment field in the
equivalent homogeneous damring layer honce & simple criterion for

which includes terms up to parabolic optimizing the multiple-layer
order, and gave good agreement wth - followse in order to achieve

perimental results. The damping pro- f i o y theamulti-
dictions of this theory were approxi- maxiyum dr ng by the multi-
mately twenty percent higher than those pie-layer treatment for a

using anisotropic Tisoshe.k&o beam specific application, it is

theory •vhere displacements vary linear- necessary to use a viscoelas-

ly across the thickness. The theory transition region coincides

could be improved by considering higher with the temperature region

order terms in the displacement field, w hih the tratme is
at te eyene ofinceasi mahemti-over which the treatment israt the expense of increase- math~martl- utilized. This war found to

cal complexity. The relatively good hold for a number of cant
agreement between theory and experiment discussed in Reference [8.
see to indicate the adequacy of theexisting theory.
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B Young's modulus

G Shear modulus

h Thickn~ess

I Moment of inertia

* Bending moment

N Axial force

Q Transverse shear force

t Time

u Axial displacement

V Transverse shear force*

w Transverse displacesent

x - h also Cartesian coordinate along
beam axis

y • Thickness ratio (equation Sc)

SLogar.ithmic decrement

SLoss factor
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DISCUSSION

Mr. afterler (University of Texas): I would of our constralsed layer damping treatments could
like to- Wiviquestions. I assume tiut in these be improved by imava•i•ig sf.•-- of .h -
models the shear transfer to the elastic layers is strai•'ng layer because it actually shears more
entirely through the viscoelastic layers. If that Is viscoelaatic material before the stretching catches
the case I am Iuzzled as to what the physical expla- up and wipes ont the shear strain. I do rot know if
ration i of the effectivetiess of th'.ts- elastic layers that maIcs an) sense or not but there are some
in Increasing the damping. Can y- -.xplaln this? sketches of dJsphm,-ment fields in both Lazan's and

Plunkett's preivt papers and I think you might be
Mr. Nicholas (AF4L): Everyone else working aLle to look at those and get a little better physical

in the field seems to have a very good physical un- understanding.
derstanding for this. I can only repeat what they all
say. Basitcaly the stiff elastie layer induces shear Mr. Prouse (Battelle N,-rmorial Institute): I
deformatis, into the viscoelastic layers which are was interested in the exper-ir-. rcItf-"yjo
sandwiched between them. It acts as a constraining used to obtain the damping in th- third mode. Are
layer, but physically it ',s a very difficult thing to see. couplirng effects from other mo&-,. eliminated? Did
Mathematically it introduces all of the shear defor- you really obtain a piue third mode?
mation into the viscoelastic layer, the *oft layer, and
the shear stresses throughout the entire treatment Mr. Nashif: I do not think you have to worry
are about equal. Because of the low modulus there about coupling if your modes are failv well separated
is a lot of shear deformation in the viscoelastic and the damping is fairly low in the composite system,
layer and haruly any in the elastic layers, and that was the case. The total damping was on the

order of 0.1 and 0.2. and the modes were fairly

Mr. edr___ KFaL: I wonder if I could well separated for the cantilever beam.
inter3ei on comezt here. The result of increas-
ing the modulus of the constraining layer is consistent Mr. Prouse: I guess as these damping
with several other previous Investigations. One approaches get better and better the experimental
physical explanation that has been offercJ by such part will get harder and harder.
people as Lrzan and Plunkett at the University of
Miisesota is that the stretching of the constraining Mr. Nashif: That is right. As you go higher
layer decreases the total volhme of viscoelastic with mode number the agreement between the theory
material that experiences higL shear strain. Most and experiment gets worse.
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DETERMINATION OF DA?.P!NG PROPERTIES OF

S0Ff VISCOELASTIC MATERIALS

Fakhruddin Abdultiadi
1BM rienicral Systems Division

Rl.xhester. Minntso a

FThe frequency and composite loss factor equations for a beam with a constrained damping 1
:jycr are uncoupled :o yield equations for the loss factor and the shear stoopg modulus of
the tvonstn~ined viscoelastic layer. Each of the loss tactor and storage modulus equationsL s evyressed in terms of the resonant frequency, the comp'isite loss factor, the mode number.
and the geometry of the cross-ection of the beam. Error analysis is performed using these
two new equations to determine the magnification of the relative errors in the calculated
material lms factor and the storage modulus due to errors in the measured resonant

frequency and composite loss factor.

INTRoDucTION G. -6 i+

Analysis of lamiinated plates z;,.d beams, including a visco-
elastin. layer, has been performed by several izvestigarors El 01 ust;C law)r T1
11.23,34.5.61. This analysis provided equations to deter- -

mine the relationship between the composite loss factor and -r
the resonant frequency of the composite laminate. E__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
References (6.7,81 describe methods to determine tic E3 Wdatac Ifwa) T 3

-* resonant fisequencies and corresponding cocaposite loss fac-
tors for bem and plates of known dinensions. materia
propel ies, and bondary coadiion. V9. 2 -Co-owtd ddiwpl 1aVwwmMPosite

Thse properties of the viscoelastic damping layer wei frequency- Reltively soft viscoelastic materals are used in the constrained
and temperature-dependet for smand strains. Thuis, it is layer configuration. Properties of such materials have be."s
necessary to know each of the curves of G (shear storagle determined by Nicholas and ilellr (IllI by using a beamn with
moidulus) and P (material loss factor) vernus frequency at a thick core sandwiched between two thin membrane type
each tempersture in order to employ the existing themr facings. The uwe of such beams is lurnited to low frequencies
to provide data usable by the designe of such lamninates. (usually Hz 4 300). The exact identification of the r.-sooant

frequencies becomes difficult due to increased dunapin A
The #dUmpig layer used in the unconstrained layet configura.. tunsed damper resonant techniqwa has been successfully uaed t-
tionl. shown in Fig1. Iis usually stiff. The storage modulus Canon, Nashfand Jones 1121. The present investigation
E and the material los factor 5 of such stiff damping considers the use of a constrained damping layer beam for the
materials cas be successfully obtained 19.101 from a evaluation of the complex modulus for soft viscoetati
vibration test of a beam oi the configuratiou shown in materials. Such a sample with identical elastic, layers has been
VWg 2. Error analsis performed by Nashif (91 for such used by Riscoe, Thomas, and 91asinigame 1131. However, tke
beams shows ahat this configuration produces unreliable required computations awe lengthy and the expressions relatig
meults when the damping layer is relatively soft. the measured %uiantities to the -;omputed properies do niot

readily yield themselves to error analysis. This investiation
presents two new equations relating the shear storage modulus
znd the mattrial loss factor to fthe measured resonant frequency
and the corresponding composite loss factor for the beam,
tested.

Elatietayp

ft I .No--urauwa di q-wkya cou-we ANAl VSIS

The complex frequency or the constrained damping layeir
lwainate is written as (6,21:
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11 7

%here I + Y-X2

K,1 Eq. (7) is now used in Eq. (4) to eliminate 0 and yield
t~a 1 +(2)

" D t 
Y(2 - I - Y) (8)

TiD= , (3) The quantity # can be eliminated from Eq. (7) by using Eq. (8)
SKe, , 2to give the material loss factor equations as

DK= 
,2y (9)

=+02+ (0- ,2 X1 2 -1 Y)ti 2A4

G
Using the definition of the quantity in terms of shear storage

=02+ (!+T 2Kea2 modtdusgwves
02+ +G ZKeeI(I1 .XY)2 2i 4I1 (10)

K EITIE3T3 GO2(2. . Y)Z .- 2)L4

K E I T, + E3 T3 Thus, Eqs. (9) and (10) can easily be used to compute A and G.

The constante Y. T 2 , and K, are known for the beam tested.
R= T b T, The mode parameter a asumes different values for different
2 2 T modes. If the beam is tested as a cantilever beam, the vales

of,, for the firt four modes are

EIT 3 + E3T 3
3  18SA6 ,

• D = 2 1�2 I~L- " a2 (F46- )2

P =PI .+ 2T? +P3T3 . (0.996 2

The sabscripts indicate the layer number at shown in FWg. 2.
Constants E E 3 are elastic moduli: Tt, , andT 3 are
thickneses; •is-the real part of the o3mplx ft-quency where L is the vibrating length of the beam. The. symbol A is

and it is the composite Icas factor. The mode parameter a directly related to the measured resonant frequency. Thus, if
is defined for each mode for the given length and the no is desiuated as ihe uncoupled fRequency defined by

boundary conditions of the beam. The man density per
unit length of the composite beam is p and the densities 2 02D
of the three layers are p 1, 2 andP,3 .2o 0PT, +÷p3 T 3 '

Eqs. (2) and (3), which are two polynomials in 0 and G, are .hen X2 5.omes
written as follows:

( -,2 -I-y)02 +(k 2 -1) 2 -Y# = 0 (4) k ? j pITp 3 T3 + 2 T2p T 2

11(1+y)02 ( +Y O-OW+4(Y+#) = 0 () PITIP33 no

where a 0+( 0e)12 f (i0)
TO

A2 P _2 where
D ='2n pT 2

' Kell PIT, + p3 T3 "
D

The frequency f fin Hz) is measured Oor the given mode, and
L2 5- + If (in Hz) is calculated for the s am ude. TI odly
T2 + IG 1• namically neas'nd quantities on W: rigt side of Eqs (9)

G and (10) afre i and f The rest of the q. antities are known

Eq. (4) is multiplied by v and added to Eq. (5) to yield fo the beam tested at the iven mode.

A slightly momt exact expression for 1 can be obtained by
1X;2 + I +1 "*)0 ,2#2 0. (6) considering the effect of damping on the resonant fireqaency.

Using Eq. (i) for small values of v, the actually meamured
Solving for• in Fq. 44), substituting the relt oily 1n the damped frequency f4 is related to the undamped frequency f
first term of Eq. (6), and solving for the remaining A gives through 1131
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f 'd 12 M4 = 12,1 2A4y(Y + I -X2)1 (23)

Using Eq. (12) in Eq. (11) gives a slightly more accurate ( = (23)

ex presion for A, 2 2 + 4

X fd 1.131 Thne quantities M 1, M)- M3. and 44 are the lagnification
1 +-4r2 fo factors Ile factors Wo• anid M4 havle been evaluated for

8 vanous values %f", X, and Y. It was found that M2 was close
to one and M4 was less thar one. Thus, the relative eror :n

Eqs. (9) and (4) caq yield expressions for l7 and Gi/T 2 Kea the calculated j is the .sm as that of the measured ij. l]bt
in terms ofA and A'" as .-computed value of M4 in jicates that errors in the mcasured

n produce very small errors in the comiputed G.

- + 1(Y-.-.2) (14) The magnification factorsM andM 3 vary greatly in m-ni.
2 r tude, depending on X, Y, and to a lesser degree on ix. Since it

is more convenient to present the results in terms of P., and
o2- IIY+ I Y, the values of l? in Eqs. (20) end (22) are computed for the

I given 0 from Eq. (14).
The parameter A 2 can be considered as a measure for the

1)1 1/21 -! deglee of coupling between the elastic layers. In the absence
G 0/2."1+- Z+p2('1) (I15) of dampink, Eq. (2) reduces to

TAKd' ( j I.2 = + Y (24)

(X ) G

This equation shows that, without couflins, G = 0 and ? = I.
When coupling is perfect, G = - and I . I + Y. Mi actual

ERROR ANALYSIS valuesof X- for: F-niteG will be in the iang. 1 < XV< I +Y.
Since a increases for the higher modes, X decreases as the

The effect of sina!l relative errors in the measured X and n frequency increases. p[e cc mposite loss factor , becomes
on the relative er~orsof the computed quantitiesG andi6 zeroat?. 1 oat?. = i +Y. Thisisevident from Eq.(14).

ate evaluated by ;n- Eqs. (9) and (10). Analysis was Thu,, Eqs. (201?nd (23) indicate that MI and M3 are infinite
performed bv using the eivtyiiP: for X given by Eq. (0 ), atk.' I and?. - 1+ Y forany value ofl.

and for ? give;. by Eq. (! 3). The .%inressions obtained for
the magnification factor, using the latter X,. are far more
cemplicated than those obtained by the use of the former Fig. 3 shows that the minimum values of M3 increase as Y
t. Numerical results have shown little difference between decreases. Increasing values of A for the given Y change the
these two sets. Therefore, the simple equations obtuined right poflion of the curve resulting in lower values cf M3 , as
by using X of Eq. (ll) are given. Thus, shown in Fig. 4.

S Af MI (16) The magnification factor M1 becomew -os at one point for
f each Y, regardless of the value of A. Fis Sshowstheeffect

of Y on the values of M1 forD = 0.1. ucreasedvaluesof

0 - ARM (17) P shift the right portion of each curve slighdy to thn lWft.

The geometric parameter Y can be expressed as a function

&G AfM3 (1 of thickness ratios when the material of the elastsc laycrs is
G f(8) thesame. ie..EI - E3 . Thus,AG f_ _____

&G = M4 (19) y = 3n(I +n++ 2mn) 2

G 4 (, •nXt+n 3) (25)

where where
M! = 12(l+Y)-2(l+u 2 A.4 .41 (20) I = 2 n --

._ _"T3 TI

M42 = _?.2 IX? 2 "- I -"Y)"' 4 1 (2il) For a given total thickness of the elatic layers, tie value of
£ Y is the largest when the elastic layers are equal in thickness.

as shown in Fig. 6.

M3  2y?2 1k 2j. 2 (.+Y)-8I (22)
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DIESCUSSION

wIas it au th-t-re was- no darping in the which have to be recoupled again. The equailons
elastic layer? that I have shown resulted from assuming that the

daniping Is in the middle laver. If the damping of
Mr. Abdulhad: Yes, we assumedl that the damp the elastic layers Is Included we have to inspect the

Ing in the elastic la)ers was very s".all compared to equations that result from such an assumption and
that of the viscoelastic layers. see if we can couple them.

bi. Fox: Would it be easy to modify that to in- Mr. Henderson: I would like to interject one
clude damping if one knew the loss factor and the comment and that Is that the ease of the two visco-
shear modulus of the elastic layer itself? elastic layers or dam:.ing in two outside layers, wah

covered by Nicholas and Nashif in the 39th Shock and
Mr. Abdulhadi: If you int'o, uce the loss factor Vibration Symposium. It is a different treatment of

of the elastic layers into the origial fr-c;uenMy the problem, but the problem was discussed.
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IMPROVING RELIABILITY AND ELIMINATING MAINTENANCE

WITH FJASTOMERIC DAMPERS FOR ROTOR SYSTEMS

J. L. Potter
Lord Manufacturing Company

Erie, Pennsylvania

Elastomeric dampers are a new generation of dampers
designed to prevert helicopter and/or VTOL rotor system
instability. The damper employs a highly damped visco-
elastic polymer, vulcanized and bonded to metallic mem-
bers which in turn are connected to the rotor system.
Deformation of the viscoelastic material produces a
total resisting force composed of a damping and an
elastic component operating 900 out of phase due to
the hysteresis inherent in the polymer. The damper
service life (T.B.O.) can be in the range of 1500 to
2000 flight hours with no maintenance or lubrication
required. Elimination of maintenance and lubrication
are accomplished through use of the viscoelastic material,
design simplicity, and no sliding surfaces. Operation
is possible throughout a temperature range of -65* to
+2006F. Adverse environmental effects such as weathering,
oil, and sand and dust are virtually non-existent. Labora-
tory and flight testing have provided evidence that the
elastomeric damper can prevent rotor instability.

INTRODUCTION service in a fully articulated heli-
copter rotor system.

The term elastomeric damper des-
cribes a now concept of devices to dissi- -
pate energy through che use of visco-
elastic materials. The elastomeric
damper has some new characteristics
which may make it attractive fox use in
Preventing instability of helicopter
jmnd/or VTOL rotor systems and perhaps
other applications where auxiliary damp- w V.
ing devices are required. Its most
inpctant assets are improved reliability
and eliminatior, of costly caintenance
usually associated with conventional
energy dissipative devices such as
friction or viscous dampers. As a re-
sult, use of the elastomeric damper can .
*alead to reduced operating cost and air-
craft downtime.

RESUME OF A TYPICAL LASTOMIC DAMPER FIGURE I. TYPICAL VISCOELASTIC DAMPER

rigure I and II are photographs
of a typical viscoelastic damper de-
signed, manufactured, and tested for
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The damper shown weighs less than five Kv~oi sGytz which. ut,. . j in-
pounds and will fit within a two by plane or drag hinges usually employ
three by fifteen inch space envelope. some type of damping device to pre-
The construction is primarily of alumi- vent instability, while hingeless
nun and a custom compounded silicone rotors, especially those of low stiff-
type elastomer, while the hardwarc is ness (a rotor system with blade in-
alloy or stainless steel. The elasto- plane natural frequencies below the
mtr is vulcanized dnd bonded to the normal rotor operating speed) may re-
aluminum members. The center and end quire some auxiliary damping to pre-
connections, containint., teflon bushings vent rotor instability, particularly
to eliminate lubrication, attach to cle- during flight.
vises of the rotor head and blade cuff.
No maintenance is required for this
damper throughout its overhaul period
except for occasional visual inspection PROBLEMS WITH VISCOUS OR PRICTION
while installed in the rotor system. DAMPERS
Cost is comparable or less than conven-
tional viscous or friction type dampers. The most common types of auxiliarydampers in widespread use today for

++] ?+*+• helicopter ot IPOL rotor systems are
of the viscous. (ex. hydraulic) or: friction variety. While these types

Sperform satisfactorily, they ma7
require frequent inspection and

• maintenance due to their characteris-
++ tic mode of operation -- that is,

emplo~ment of sliding surfaces which
tend to promote wear or leakage --
reliability can, therefore, be a

- problem. Environmental effects
+ common to aircraft operation, such as
- . sand & dust, oil, humidity, fungus,

and weathering may further reduce the
time between overhauls (T.B.O.),

' 1 leading to costly aircraft downtime.

TE ELASTO•ERIC DAMPER CONFIGURATION

FIGURE 11. TYPICAL ELASTOKMIC As the name implies, the elastomeric
PROTOTYPE DAMPER. daz-oer employs a highly damped (low

resilience) viscoelastic material,
vul-;anized and bonded to metallic
omponents, )hich in turn are attached

to the rotor head and blade cuff as
shown schematically in Figure III.
Normal lead-lag (in-plane) motion of

WHY ROTOR SYSTEM DAMPERS? the blade causes an oscillatory
angular (one cycle per re,'olution)

Helicopters and/or VTOL rotor motion of the blade cuff aLaut the
systems most generally require a certain drag hinge as shown for the fully
amount of damping _"n the rotor system articulated system of Figure 121. By
to pravent an instability phenomena geametry, this amnular motioL is
known as ground or air resonance from transformed into oscillator,, axial
occurring while the rotor is operating linear motion of the damper vhigh in
on the ground or during flight. The turn causes deformation (shA ring)
instability is called resonance due to of the viscoelastic material between
the fact that it occurs when a fuselage the outer and inner metallic attach-
natural frequency, involving horizontal meant plates as shown in view A-A of
or in-plane rotor hub motion, is coin- Figure III. The diformation of the
cident or close to the difference bet- elastomeric materi.l produces the
ween the rotor speed and the rotating dynamic forces necessary to prevent
blade in-plane natural frequencies. (I) air or ground resonance of the rotor
Failure to adequately control thks system.
phenomena can lead to total destruction
of the aircraft.
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three bearing inner sleeves to insure
that al reLtlvp motion tdup to sliaht
rotation) occurs in the eiastomer and
not metal to metal, to prevent-wear
or fretting. This eliminates all
lubrication and reduces maintenance.
The elaston.eric bearings have soft
and extremely stiff spring rates in the
torsional and radial modes, respective-
ly. Other dai.perj have been manufactured

FLAP AXusing self-lub Icating teflon type
bearings at the attachment points.

S~PITCH1~V ISCOELASTICITY (2)

AXIS The molecular structure of all
elastomeric (viscoelastic) materials

A Lis such that internal friction
(hysteresis) is produced when the
"material is deformed. Sinusoidal
deformation of a viscoelastic material
results in a resisting force which, if

LADE the force-deflection relation is
SCUFF linear, is sinusoidal. The internal

[ friction produces a phase difference
between the force and the deflection.

ft- LOE The total force can be represented as
a vector composed of two components,

LEAD-LMG ANGULAR CENTRIFUGAL one in phase with the deformation and
MOTION FORCE tne other 900 out of phase. The two

forces are referred to as the elastic
and damping components as shown in

FIGURE III. INSTALLATION OF VISCO- Figure V.

ELASTIC DAMPER IN ARTICULATED ROTOR
SYSTEM.

Figare IV is a partially detaileaF
view of an elastomeric damper to ex- I
plain the construction. The damper
inner mmber is attached at one end to
the rotor blade cuff while the two F4
outer ambers are connected to the
rotor head. The viscoelastic material FIGURE V. VECTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF
is vulcanized and bonded between the ELASTIC AND DAMPING COMPONENTS FOR
outer plates and the inner member. ELASTOMERIC MATERIALS.
The two bolts and spacers at each end
of the dmer body provide for proper where:
alignment of the outer plates and in-
proved load distribation. In this F" - Damping force
particular dinper, elastomeric bearings
are provided at the attachment points. F' Elastic force
The elastomeric bearings completely
eliminate any sliding surfaces by F* - Total resisting or complex
accomdating all relative motion force.
between the inner sleeve and the damper The magnitude of F" and F" depend
body through a shearing deformation of upon the amplitude of deflection, the
the rubber. In the installation, shape and size of the elastomeiic
similar type elastuneric bearings are material and the complex dynamic
locked as shown, into the rotor head mcaulus of the vincoelastic material.
and blade cuff attaciment .levises. If G* represents the complex dynamic
Tightening torque on the bolts pro- modulus and its damping and elastic
vides sufficient clamping force on the
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inodulii by G" and GI; resDectively, Vhere
then-

G* =G' + iG" eq. (1) K' -Dynamic elastic 3tiffneaa
ro)2 72"'of an elastomeric damper

IG*j = 0)+ (G")2  eq. (2) or mounting.

tWhere K' = Damping stiffness of an
elastomeric damper or

G' ='.,/ eq. (3) mounting.

0" F"(q)/X eq. (4)
The preceding reviews th'z operating
pn'inciple of the elastomeric (visco-

X = Amplitude ot deflection- elastic) damper. The total resisting
inches force (F*) produced by the damper

elastomer deformation is composed of
q = Factor dependent on size the damping (F*) and the dynamic

and shape elastic (F') forces acting 900 out
of phase. Since the elastomeric

Since FORCE/DEFLECTION =STIFFNESS, damper has an elastic and damping
it uan be shown using equations (3) stiffness, the tot~al f-ore produced
and (4) that: when the damper is deflected would be

consequently higher-(than that of a
F'/X -G'/q = K'eq. (5) viscous or friction type device) in

order to obtain the same damping
F"/X - G*/q =K* eq. (6) force (F").

BLADE CUFF zROTOR HEAD ATTACHING

* ELASTONEMI SEAR"N ELASTOMERIC BEARING

FIGURE I!MCUTAWA OIT EAVNR CDAWMERWT (4STNI PLACENS )A

ATTACMBEN POINTSS
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DAMPING CHARACTERISTICS If:

In order to further understand KI/K", then eq. (11a)
the elastomeric damper it is convenient
from an engineering dynamics stand- i + 2= + (2 2)/
point to determine an equivalent viscous c
damping ratio (fe). 4 (C/c eq. (11b)Sl = (C/o) eq. (7)b

e = C/Cc eq. (7) finally, the equivalent viscous damping
Where ratio (equation 5) can be found:

T eq. 012)
C Viscous damping constant 2e

The value of fe for elastomeric damperscc Critical damping constant lies in the range of .12 to .19, de-
Ii n pending on the design, and the strain-
It is known 3 that the ratio of the frequency relationship imposed on the
elastic (W) to ddmping (K') stiffness elastomeric section- It should be
can be utilized to determine the trans- noted that fe is true for systems
missibility of a vibratory system operating at resonance only.
operating at resonance.

T +q28 MOTION - FREQUENCY EFFECTST'= 1+ ~..4eq. (8)
The damper dynamic characteristics

of K', K" andfe are affected by theWhere motion (strain) and operational fre-
quency that results from the rotor

TO = Transmissibility at speed and blade in-plane (lead-lag)
resonance. motions.

From the well known equation for trans- As a general rule, as the axial
missibility of a viscous damped vibra- motion (strain) imposed on the damper
tory system: ,/ increases, the elastic (K') and damping

c f/fn)2 (K") stiffnesses decrease. The equival-"T 1 + 12 C/C ent damping ratio also decreases withfLf/fn)2 .(2 C/C 2' increasing motion, but at a slower
2/ f/fh)) eq. (9) rate -- w.Nat this all means is thtat

the damping force available to prevent
rotor instability is decreasing as the

%here: in-plane blade motion increases.
Design of the elastomeric portion of

T Transmissibility of syste.. the damper must be such that sufficient
damping is available during ground

r C/Ce damping ratio start-up and shut-down, flight, and
autrrotation. Variation of damper

f/fn = ratio of excitation to dynamic cha:acteristics versus axial
system natural frequency. motion (blade in-plane motion) for a

typical damper are demonstrated inIf f/fn 1 , the Eyste- is at resonance Figure VI.
and the corresponding trai smissibility
(T') can be calculated: The effect of rotor frequency on

/ / the dynamic elastic and damping ratio
T 1 + (2C/CI )/ for a damper is shown in Figure VII.

2' This test was performed with a con-
(2 C/Cc eq. (10) stant axial motion imposed on the

damper at room. temperature. As can
be noted, the change in characteris-
tics over the broad frequency rangeSince equations 8 and 10 are the trans- shown is slight. For normal helicopter

missibilities for resonant systems, the rotor speeds (3 to 7 Hz), the effect
T's can be set equal to each other r s pe e .

and the equivalent damping ratio (Se)
for the elastomeric damper may be TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
f uund:2

1+ The specially compounded silicone
type polymer used in the damper ex-

+ (2 C/Cc) hibits relatively minor changes in
4 (C/C )2 eq. (11) dynamic characteristics over a wide

c
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temperature range. Operation of the in dynamic characteristics are within

-.- .. -- --- 11 -. e,'m~t-p ri-quiremtents.

damper from -65, to +2.00ur. Az Utuw- ----

fore possible, providing the changes Laboratory tests show a moderate change

C/cc _.
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FIGURE VI. ELASTIC AD EQUIVALENT DAMPING RATIO VERSUS MOTION AT ROOM

TEMPERATURE FOP A TYPICAL ELATOMERIC DAMPER.
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rIGnUr VII. REQUCY EFFECT ON DAMINvG RATIO AND ELASTIC STIFFNESS FUR AN

ELASTONERIC DAMPER.
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in the equivalent damping ratio (Ce) time between overhaul (T.B.O.) of the
throughout the -650 to +2000F. spectrum elastomeric damper can be in the range
even though a relatively iang eaigqe of 1500 to 2000 or m'ore f14-ht hnurs.
In the elastic stiffness is noted as Laboratory and flight tests have
demot.strated in Figure VIII. verified this predicted life. The

240-

-0
0

00 30-

z- 0 .500

I I I I t I I
-40 0 400 80 I) 160 200

rEMPERATURE, *f

FIGURE VIII. TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON DAMPING RATIO AND ELASTIC STIFFNESS FOR A
TYPICAL VISCOELASTIC DAMPER.

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS fatigue life characteristic of the
elastomer is similar to nonferrous

The adverse effects of environ- metals (ex. aluminum), that is,
ments such as sand and dust, ozone, there is a finite life depending
humidity, oil, fungus, and sunlight on the stress-strain relationship.
are practically nonexistent because of A modified form of Miner's Theory of
the fo.:lowing basic factors: Accumulative Damage may be used to

predict the endurance life of the
I. Use of a spacially compounded elastomer. Tests to date, indicate

silicone polymer minimizes a fifth power function to describe
chemical deterioration, the S-N curve:

2. Metallic components are protected N [El eq. (13)
against corrosion by suitable
chemical treatment, where:

3. Potentially troublesomee boots N =Number of cycles at E.
or se,,lu are eliminated.

E - Dynamic strain, single
4. There are no sliding surfaces amplitudo.

which may tend to trap contaminants.
C - Constant dependent upon

5. Lubricants or fluids cannot leak size, shape, and frequency
and effect performance degradation. of operation.

Tests are continuing, to v7rify the
ENDURANCE LIFE S-N curve. Failure of the elastomeric

damper is vry gradual and not
The endurance life or predicted
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L L rstrophic. Figure IX d-monstrates where
the rate vi stiffneSs fuss U& d LyPVal
elastorneric damper throughout a i200 P/V - Power or energy in watts
hour laboratory test under a simulated per unit volume.
filPlit-motion spectrum. No physical
deterioration of the damper was evi- f - Operating frequency
dent after testing was halted at 1200
hours. Low cycle fatigue tests E = Strain in shear, mingle

(increased axial motion at reduced amplitude due to axial
frequencies) show that long time dater- motion.
ioration is characterized by a graciual
Iezs of elastic and damping stiff- K* = Damping spring rate (stiff-
nesses while the damping ratio remains ness) of damper.
relatively constant. Some "checking"
or cracking of the elastomer was also h - Constant depending on shape,
experienced during the low cycle fatigue size.
tests.

T = Internal temperature due to
Since the elastomeric material hysteresis heating.

is highly dampei, the hysteresis effect
dtvelops an internal heating. Pre- Excessive internal heating can lead
r~ature deterioration of the elastimer to premature deterioration. The
can occur if the frequency and/or type deterioration of the elastomer
motion are too high. The energy dissi- due to acrelerated testing is not
pated per volume of elastomer is pro- representative of the type of de-
portional to the internal heating gradation expected under normal
(thus temperature) according to the simulated flight conditions of rotor
following: speed and notion -- for this reas.on

2 accelerate?; testa are not valii.
P/V = h (f) (E) K" 0 T eq. (14) Design of th- damper must be such

Z 30,000
bU)

W KI

10,000

Z0

=Z'u .125

ZoG
_j I--
.j1

Z .250 ,
0 0 300 600 900 1200

TIME IN HOURS

FIGURE IX. RATE OF STIFFNESS LOSS OF A TYPICAL ELASTONERIC DAMPER THROUGHOUT A
1200 HOUR ENDURANCE TEST.
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thAt the arri jdistnipatpd per unit REFERENCES
volume of elastomer during normal opera-
tion does not lead to early degradation. (1) R. T. flytwyn and W. Mias, "Airborne

and Ground Resonance of Hingeless

FLIGHT TEST RESULTS Rotors", Preprint No. 414 of
A•eriean Helicopter Society Forum,

In cooperation with A helicopter June, 1970, p. 1.
manufacturer, peototype elastomeriodampneaswere designed land omenic (2) G. W. Painter, "Dynamic Character-dampers were designed and manu- itc fSlcn ubrLr
factured. Thqse were, in accordance istics of Silicone Rubber", Lord
with specifications, to be whirl tower Library No. 12, Reprinted from
and flight tested as a potential re- transactions of ASME, October 1954,
placement Zor a viscous damper. Initial p. 1131.
testing of the dampers verified the ( . W. Painter, "Dynamic Properties
concept that viscoelastic dampers of t. EPaiter, Lord Lrary
could replace the conventional hydraul- of 1TR Elastomer", Lord Library
Ic dampers. The dampers were matched National Aeronautic Meeting, 1958.
in sets (for a rotor system) to a
+ 5% tolerance on the dynamic elastic
WK) stiffness for the normal flight
condition. The matching was performed
te minimize t'e variation in the dynam-
ic damper forces between blades. Ac
of this iwriti:.g, flight testing is
cantinuing and the results appear
very encouraging.

SUMMARY

The elastomeric damper concept
and its advantages have been des-
cribed and its characteristics
identified. The lwst attractive
feature of the damper iL the elimina-
tion of maintenance and 4ts improved
reliability through simplicity of
design principles. Reduced operating
cost and aircraft downtime can be
foreseen.
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FPFFCT OF HIlGIH POLYMER ADDrFWEFS ON DIFFUSER FLOW NOISE

1t. At. IshhIto
California tate College

Fullerton, California

and

It. C. Binder
University of Southern California

Los Angel,. California

An exploratory investigation was conducied to determine the effet.s of

dilute concentrations of high molecular weight polymers in water on
I liquid flow noise. Experimentas measurements were mada in a two-
dimeasional variable-angle diffuser with water and aqueous solutions
of the polymers, Polyethylene Oxide and Guar Gim for different flow
conditions. In the region of marginal separation, reductions in
overall sound pr'essure level up to 10 decibels were obtained.

lTe Investigation required the design and deve!opment of a bench-type
blow-down water tunnel system and the instrumentation necessary
for acquiring flow data. Test results shoh noise and energy levw-
comr,.vrisons between polymer solutions and water for various flow
rates and diffusir wall angles.

INTRODUCTION of determining the effect, if any. of additives on
.low noise. Such measurements might funlab

Considerable effort, particularly by the Navy, information which would establiah the mechanism
has been directed toward the study of the remarkable or theory for the effect of high-polymers on fluid
drag reducing effects of certain high molecular weight friction.
polymer additives in the flow of water over surfaces.
The question of what effects sach polymers would EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND

F have on flow nolse evolved as a result of the above INSTRUMENTATION
observation. The value of being able to reduce or
control flow noise is quite apparent. A bench-type blow-down water tunmel system

was designed and developed for this Investigation.
Very small concentrations of many natural This system provides a suitable method for testing

and syn"thetic high-polymer substances have tfe with polymer additives which degrade under shear
property of reducing the turbulent friction drag of flow conditions.
the liqt. *- which they are suspended or dissolved.
Toms [It ...,parently was the first to report this The system Includes a storage tank In which
remarkable phenomenon. Hoyt and Fabula 121 showed the polymer additive is mixed with water, a plenum
a drag reduction in turbulent pipe flow by as much as chamber at inlet to water tunnel with honeycomb and
70 percent. Other investigators (31 have reported screens for the purpose of reducing inlet flow noise
similar results. To date, the theory or mechanism and turbuler-e, a variable-angle, two-dimenslonal
of this anomalous behavior has not been fully diffuser test section and an exit flow region with
established. straightening vanes. A float tank oontor-! acts on a

compressed air supply to maintain a constant
This Investigation, which is of an exploratory pressure head at inlet to the plenum chamber. This

nature, was und-rtal.en with the main objective control provides a constant flow rate throug the
of obtaintng experimental values on the effect test channel during a test run and could be used for
of high-polymer additives, o,; flow noise. Measure- different flow rates by a vertical adjustment of the
ments were made of water flnw, with and without float tank position.
polymer additives, in a two-t imensio-0a variable-
angle diffuser. This approaci provides rr.ear Details of the variable-angie diffuser test
for obtaining different flow regimes a-A t. method section are shown schematically in Fig. 1. As
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Illustrated in View A-A of Fig, 1, the upper aind Tests with a cajfil'ary tube viscometer showed
lower walls which were made of clear acrylic were no significant diffex '.nce in viscosity for solutions
used to hold the adjustable side walls in place and stored for one day and for solutions stored for two
to allow visualization of the flow: provision was days. Also, flow noise runs were not significantly
made for dye injection. Hard rubber, stiffened by affected by storage periods up to two days. The pH
an aluminum block, was used for each adjustable readings which were taken periodically of samples
side wall; rubber provided flexibility !n adjusting from actual tap water runs, were found to remain
the side walls and helped seal the enclosed channel, reasonably constant. ','he pH readings ranged from
For static pressure tap measurements an aluminum 7.2 to 8.0.
island -trip was ar-re2Ld flush with the inner rubber
wall surface. As shown in View A-A of Fig. 1, the EXPERIIMrNTAL PROCEDLRES AND RESULTS
distance between the upper and lower walls was
2 Inches and the straight length of each diffuser wAll All test ru-ns ntade in this investigation were
was 8 inches. For all tests ran in thi6 investigation, under steady flou f-,ditions and at the tempera-
the throat width was set at 0.50 inch. ture of tap water (68 1 2 degrees Fahrenheit).

Diffuser flow instability was found when the side
A hydrophoup was mounted on the left wall mid- walls were arranged symmetrically, whereas the

way between the upper and lower surfaces of the flow was observed to be stable when one side wall
diffuser test section at a distance of 4 5A8 Inches was fixed parallel to the stream line at the diffuser
from the throat section. A Massa, M-213 microphone throat. As illustrated in Fig. 1, all test runs were
with a 1/8 inch diameter face was converted to a made in the stable cornfigra~ion with the left side
hydrophone by placing a latex boot over its casing, wall fixed and the right side wall adjusted for
Vaseline was used to couple the microphone boot with diffecent angles of diffusion. In addition to tap
the microphone face. This coupling provided a very water, tests were made with Pelyox in concentra-
low acoustic transmission loss since the specific tions ranging from 1/2 to 8 ppm and Guar Gum in
impedance of the latex boot and vaseline used in the concentrations ranging from 25 to 400 ppm.
tests were appralmat"-' equal to that of water, A
latex sleeve wAs placed on the microphone to isolate Diffuser wall angles D, varying from 0 to 25
it from possible wall vibration. In order to maintain degrees were employed In the experiments. Thea constant check on wall vibration, a dummy micro- wall angles were set within a tolerance of 5 minutes.
phone was mounted to the wall of the aluminum Average throat velocities , ranged from 7 to 15 feet
stiffener and the signals were c'nserved on an per second.

oscilloscope.
To demonstrate the consistency of the water

Figure 2 is a schematic of some of the instru- tunnel results with other works, the ratio of the
ments used in measuring diffuser flow noise. The rms pressure fluctuations to the dynamic pressure
hydrophone signals at the diffuser side wall were (based on the average throat velocity) was deter-
used to measure the overall sound pressure level, mined for the parallel wall configuration. This
The signals were first recorded on tape and then ratio was found to be .006 which is in fair agree-
analyzed by means of the sonic analyzer. The meat with the resnltts of other Inveatigators who have
entire flow noise measuring system shown In Fig. 2, used both water and air flow media. [51, [61, and I i.
with the exception of the tape recorder and sonic
analyzer, was calibrated with a small electrodynamic rVigpe 3 shown dimensionless plots of the
shaker using tf.e method "Vibrating Column of power spectral density as a fu•ction of the trouhal
lIqvid" described by Schloss and Strasberg [4]. The number by vaerous investigators. The plots of
tape recorder mnd sonic analyzer were calibratea in Harrison and Franz were obtained from a review
accordance with the manufacturers Instructions. report by Richards, Bull and Willie 181. Harrion

made his arrangements in a subsonic wind tumnel
POLYMER ADDITIVES and Franz made his measurements on the submarine

U.S.S. Albacore. In Fig.9 d/6 is the ratio of the
Teata were m! de with the high-molecular microphone face diameter to the boundary layer

weight polymers, Ih'yox (Polyethylene Oxide, displacement thickness and r/L is the ratio of the
WER-301 by Unior Carbide) and Guar Gum (Z-2FP distance of the hydrophone from the bow of the sub-
by Westco-Research,. The primary consideration marine to its total length (200 feet).
in mixing polymers le to obtain a homogenous
medium with a minimum of shear degradation. D3ata obtained from the parallel wall configura-
There are several methods of mixing polymers. tion with water as the flow medium were used to
The method used in this Investigation was to pre- eompute the dimensionless power spectrum shown
disperse first the powder form of polymer in in Fig. 9 which shows that the results of the present
ethanol; then this mixture was mixed with 4 percent Invesligation are in good agreement with the
of the total volume of tap water used in the test runs measurements obtained by Franz at a location 3 feet
by means of a slowly revolving cylinder. After from the bow of the submarine where t/L= 0.015
mixing, the concentrated solution was stored for a and 5* = 0.079 Inch. Measurements obtained at a
period from one to two days to allow for complete location of 45.6 feet from the bow where I/L - 0. 228
hyoratlon. The concentrateW solution was subse- and 6- = 0.55 inch compares favorably with the
quently mixed with tap water in the storage tank; in results of Hatrison. In the present investigation
the storage tank the mixture was stirred slowly by the boundary layer displacement thickness was
hand until a uniform solution was obtained, approximately 0.01 inch.
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that for -S0. Let SP Ie represent the SPL for curve
t l~fu.s~~ hou VoIs'* Me aesured In t'-runs of A It corresponding to §o and let SPLD represent the

the '*ventil sound' piwessMr. It. PI SPil- definied )IV SPL for the ccirv'e AC corresponding to SD. A
the redal ol' relationship which Is independent oi velocity is ob-

tained by dividing Eq. (4) by Eq. (3).
211iegI ", N = SpL-./SPL = S 5

uliere P is v(mA n .a squa ie 5()ounld pressi , and 0

Po is a~ refterence sound prezssure of I dvne per Let N represent this ratio of sound pressure levels.
miaacor ewit ilnaetr. Thlis'ararneter N Is a dimensionless ratio which

can be used to organize data; in this case the SPL
IX'i all noise ineasareninents obtained In this for diffuser flow using various concentrations of

invc-stigatlsoa the SPL at 7pro throat ý,elocitv was polymer additives is compared with the bPL for tap
19 decibels, water flow noise with parallel. walls.

1igure i shows a plo' of tne overall sound Figure 7 shows a plot of N versus walt angle
pressure level S11L as a funct ion of Ctia average for tap water, Polyox and Guar Gun. The SPL for
thro.-t veloAity L7 for different eoncentrat ions of Guar tap water with parallel walls was taken as a ref-
Gum in water and diffusermwall .algle D of 10 degrees. erence SPL.. For parallel walls, Fig. 7 shows that
Figure 4 shows that tao water, over a range of both Guar Gum and Polyox had noise levels some-
velocities, had the highest SPi.. A concentration of what higher than that of tap water. tliservations
20A ppmi Guar Gumn hail tine lowest SPL over a range (using dye Injection 2t different pressure tap toe&-
of velocities. tions)p over a range of throat velocities and diffuser

wall angles indicated three general flow regimes.
Figure 5 shows a plot of SPL versus, velocity Table 1 lists the results. The flow to defined as

for Pol oz for a diffuser i& all 1) of 10 degrees. The separated whien it no longer adheres to the surface
SPL for concentrations of 1/2 and I ppm ishow thtat adjacent to the flow field. In one regime, for wall
water, over a range of velocities, had a higher SPL angles D. from 0 to 6 degrees. there was no
than the Poivcox mL'cure. The curves for concentra- evidence of separation. In lnother regime, for
tions of 2 ppm and 4 ppm Polvssc show values above wall angles at 14 degrees and higher, the regime
that for water at the lower velocities and below that was definitely separated flow. In a third regime,
for water at the highec velocities, for wall angles between 6 and 14 degrees, separa-

tion was considered "rnarginal" In tWe regime the
A review of all data showed that, for the fluid hovered between incipient and definite

diffuser wall angle of 10 degrees, the lower con- separation.
censtrations of I. lppm Polyox and 2M0 ppm Guar Gum
gave the greatest reduction of flow noise below that As illustrate In F:&. 7 in the region of no
of tap water: this Is Illustrated in Figs. 4 awld 5. sepairation, the SPL for Polyox and Guart Gaun was

slightly above that for tap water. In th, region of
A survey of all the significant data (plotced on defiruite separation, the curves show that Polyox

semilog paper) showed that, within the limlis of data and Gear Gcum give SPL values esseutkaly the
scatter, the functional relation between SPL and U, same as that of tap water. Polyox and Guar Gumn
could be described by a logarithmic function of t1i give significant reductions In SPL below that of tap
formn givers by the equation water In tbe region of margin alsparstlon

SPL =S log U/U 0  (2) FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS

%,here S Is a parameter which is dependent upon the Traces from th6 sonic analyzer were redeced
diffuser- az'd the solution used for the flow mnedium, to give power spectral desisty PSD as a fanction of
but Independent of the velocity. U0 Is a reference frequency. Figure 8 shows plots of PMI for tap
veoct corresponding to the referience pressure of water, Polyox and Guar Gum with a wall tagle of
I dyne per square centimeter used in obtaining the 10 degrees and throat velocity of 15. 6 feet per
overall sotund pressure levels, second. The polymer addittves reduced the PED

significantIly below that of tap water. Significan
For specific cases, Eq. (2) may be written as values of PSD are In the low frequency range bielow

follows- 200 cycles per second. Figure 8 sbows a triend in
which the greatest reduction In PSDIs Ie n the lower

SPL0  So log CU 0 ~ (3) frequencies.

and .. CONCLUDING REMARKS

SPDSD lo U/LI (4) In this exploratory investigation various
0 ~measurements and observations were mae&. The

Figure 6 Illustrates twc. curves: curve AB salient points are Hasted below.
representing E4. (3) and curve AC representing
Eq. (4). Consider the curve A B with the factor So 1. The SPL. of the flow noise thrtaog the
corresponding to the flow of tap water only between diffuser ci~unel was found to be
parallel side walls. Consider the curve AC with the approsimattely related to the throat
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velocity by a logarithmic relation of the JIFJERENCES

form 1. B.A. Tome. "Some Observations on the Flow
fomSPL = S lg1 / of Linear Solutl~ons Through Straight Tubes at

10 0Large Reynolds Numbers.," First International

where S to a function of the diffuser wall Congress on Rheology, 2, 1948.
angle and solution tvpe; 1!0 Is a reference
velocity. 2. J. IV. Hoyt and A. G. Fabula, "The Effect of

Additives on Fluid Fr'ctlon, " Fifth Symposium
2. The SPL, for a constant throat velocity on Naval Hydrodynamics, Bergen, Norway, 1964

Increasedfrom 0 degeeto pproxin 3. A. G. Fabula, "Bibliography on the Flow
matey 6degres.Thi is he egin inPro--rtcs f DlutePolmerSolutions, " L;. S.

wift flo wa notseprmed Asthe allNaval Ordnance Test Station, Pasadena,
angle Increased from 6 to 14 degrees California, Part 1, Tech. Note P5006-33,
(marginally separate region) separation Mlay 1965.
increesed from an inc'pent to a fully
separated condition. Beyond an angle of 4. F. Schloss and TIN. Strasberg, "Hydrophone
14 degrees the flow was fuly separated. Calibration In a Vibrating Column of Liquid,"

3. In the region of marginal separation the JS,3,7 92

dilute solutions of polyox and Guar Gum 5. C. R. Nisewanger and F. B. Sperling, "Flow
reduced flow noise below that of tap water; Noise Inside Boundary Layers of Buzoyancy-
reductions of up to 100 decibels were Propelled Tee. Vehicles, " Underweter Ordnance
obtained. The results ahowed that the Dept., U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station,
effectieness of the polymer additives in China Lake, California, Navy Report 8519,
reducing the SPL Increased with velocity. NOTS TP 3511, April 1965.
In the fully separated region there was
essentially no difference between the SPL 6. IV. W. Willmarth, "Space-Time Vorrelationmi
using water and the SPL using polymer and Spectra of W'all Pressure In n Turbulen~t
solutions. The acoustic energyr was Liumdary layer." NASA Memorandum 3-17-
primarily in the low frequency range below 59W, March 1959.
200 cycles per second.

7. 14. Harrison, "Pressure Fluctuations on the
4. The chatracterlisti "Inee" found on the Waill Adjacent to a Turbulent Boundary Layer,"

curves of dimensionless power spectral David Taylor Model Basin, Report 1260,
density Plats occurring at a Srohal December 1958.
number of approxiastely unit does not
appear to develop when the boundary layer 8. E. J. Ricbhrds, I&. &C Bull and J. L,. Willi1s,
thickness Is smal". " Boundary layer Noise Research In the U.S.A.

and Canada; Critical Review, " University of
ft would be desirable to obtain measure- SoUthampton, Dept. of Aeronautics and

ments oftdo velociy distribution of water and Astronautics, Report No. U.S.$. A. 131,
polymer solution in the marginally separated April 1960.
region where the greatest noise reduction Is
obtained. This Information would bpi helpful 9. B. lshino, "Effect of High Polymer Additives
In Irterpruting the ressults. The region of on Diffuser Separation Flow Noise, " Ph. D.
marginal separaton, however, ts very sensitive Thesis, University of Southern California,
to disturbances and is unstable. In this region Los Angeles, California. 1967,
probes or projeefions in the stream had a
marked effect on the nlow. This it was con- NOM1ENCLATURE
sidered wrise to avoid Inserting any probe In
the diffuser flow. Symbol
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L total lein h of the submarine U.S.S.
-Abacore ifftR WALL V- voOffE

LW left side wall/ JA

NZ overall sound pressure level ratio.
SPLD/SPLO 2____IN___

P root mean square pressure fluctuatio~n L-LOWEWALt L cJAE TAPS

P0  reference prstsure VIEW A - A

Polyox Polyethylene Oxide

ppm weight parts per million ALUMM STIF4ENER

TIRD power spectral density PESR A OCTMS

rms root mean square RtUMER WALLSý

Rw right side wall

S parameter associated with SPL A 2 -FLOW

SD parameter associated with SPLD L%

S parameter associated with SPLo R OAT

SPL overall sound pressure level

SPLD overall sound preasure level correspond-
ing to fluid and wall configuration other Fig. 1. Diffuser Test Channel
than SPL0

SPL0  overall sound pressure level correspond-
ing to water and parallel wall
conflgurntion

U average throat velocity

reference 
velocity

tU. free stream velocity 41) 6!

w throat width

boundary layer displacement .e)
thickness

p density

IbI M-.S M 1148 PaugpdW
fo) M.naM 1185 Anildw

(4) Hew.ett P-•cka1d 44A Amopsde'
tl) Hewlet Padcwd 34uOA True RMS Vohmawu

if) kUrktou 50A Dual Oean O9afucepe
(91 eneveli 3100 Tape Recwr
th) Pnoamtc Soac AnaI•w LP- 'a
ee Mmete 9 1413 Mekmome

ElGeneal ARdm 1561A Sound LeNP Meim

Fig. 2. Flow Noise Measuring

Equipment Schematic
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fABLE i
Observations of Water Flow Separation

1 u Left Side Wall Right Side Wall
Deg. Pt/Sec 1 12 3 4 5

0 12.8 N N N N N N N N N N

2.5 13.0 N N N N N N N N N

5.0 13.1 N N N N N

8.0 13.4 N N N N N N N N M M

10.0 12.8 N N N M M M M M S S

12.5 12.5 N N M M M M M S S S

15.0 11.9 N N NT M M M S S S S

20.0 11.5 N N M S iS S S S S S

Al Marginal Separation

N No Separation

S Selparation

Column numbers refer to dye injection tap locations.
(same as pressure tap locations shown in Fig. 1)
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HAWK SUSPENSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

ON M754 TRACKED VEH!CLE

Paul V. Roberts

Raytheon Company

Missile Systems Division

Bedford, Massachusetts

The rubber isolator, hydraulic damper, HAWK launcher suspension,
protects existing HAWK missiles from severe tracked vehicle vibration
and shock over rough terrain. The isolators are canted Z5 degrees in
the pitch-vertical plane to decouple vertical, longitudinal, pitch modes
and reduce longitudinal and pitch motion.

The suspension system was particularly effective in attenuating a broad
band of severe tracked vehicle vibration to within t Ig on the missiles.
Short period shock of 5 ms to 10 mu duration on the vehicle front sproc-
ket and read idler were attenuated from peaks up to 30g on the vehicle
to 7g on the missiles. Equivalent static combined load criteria of 7. 5g
down, I. 5g up *4. 5g fore and aft and *3g transverse were substantiated
by statistical studies of shock data obtained over the Perryman 3 Cross
Country Course at Aberdeen Proving Grounds.

INTRODUCTION appropriate courses at Aberdeen Proving
Ground such as Munson shock and vibration,

The M754 tracked vehicle, which is a modi- Perryman 3 cross country and Churchville
fication of the Food Machinery Corp. M 113 class hills.
vehicle, was specially adapted by the Raytheon
Company. Missile Systems Division. to carry Launcher missile simultatueous shock
the HAWK launc:her and three missiles. The response in principal directions over specific
system is known as Self-Propelled HAWK, SPH. large bumps was studied in detail to establish

combined and unidirectional static limit load

The launcher with missiles was initially criteria for hardware design. Statistic 21 stu-
designed for slewing and tracking as compared dies were made of shock data ov-r the 3.3
to transportation loads and the missiles were mile Perryman 3 qualification course at Aber-
principally designed for flight loads. A sus- deen Proving Ground 1APG) to determine prob-
pension system which provided adequate protec- ability and number of times various load levels
tion from severe tracked vehicle vibration and may be reached.
ground shock over rough terrain was consid-
ered essential. VIBRATION SHOCK AND LOADS

ENVIRONMENT

The tracked vehicle vibration and shock

environment, initially established from back- Input vi'ration and shock from the M754
ground reports and early tests, has beer. well vehicle to the suspev.aed launcher missile
substantiated by accelerAtion measurements, assembly, as well as laincher mi'.sile design
between 2 and 2000 Hz, on at least eight vehi- loads, have been established frorr measure-
cles. Natural frequency, mode shape and ments on at least eight SPH vehicle systems
response analyses to optimize Isolation of the over a wide variety of terrain.
vibration and shock environments are described
under Suspension System Analyses. Vibratiun

Instrumented engineering and qualification Vehicle vibration is due primarily to track
tests were conducted over special cojacrete laying impulses which are most severe when
bump courses and paved roads at Raytheon travelling at higher speeds on hard pavement.
Bedford, tank trails and hilly cross country Fundamental track laying impulses for the
terrain at Fort Devens, Massachusetts, rough M754 vehicle occur at a freq'iency FV given by:
desert terrain at White Sands New Mexico and
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"• Vertical 5g down -2,g tip
FV Longitudinal *4g

Transverse *2owhere S •s thc vehilce velocilty iii feet per
sec.nd c..,.l 0. i is the pit. ih length of *he M754
track links. rhe fundamental fi -qIency FV at
various speeds is theiefore:

Speed Freq. FV(fps)_ _____. . ..____--•

10 40

30 60
40 80

Since vehicle speeds on hard pavement are
generally above I0 fps, corresponding to 6.8
m'ph, the suspension system should be designed
to isolate vibration above 20 Hz and be very
effective in attenuating most severe inputs
be-weer 40 and 80 Hz.

Significant vehicle vibration is also due to .
th-. second, third arid fourth harmonics of the
track laying frequency; motor, drive system -
and Accessory forcing functions and drumming Fig. I Photograph of SPH
of cab and body sheet metal panels.

Environmental vibration conditions used for Design Loads
3epazately mounted vehicle equipments are as Equivalent static limit loads which were
follows; used for newly designed SPH launcher missile

0.06 inch DA from 10 to 36 Hz attachments as well as upgrading of existing

*4g from 36 to 500 Hz launche • hardware are as follows:
*7g from 500 to 2000 Hz Combined Unidirectional

The launcher missile suspension system Vertical down 7. 5g 8g
isolates the above v.bration above about 14 Hz. Vertical up 1. 5g 2g
Without the sospension system resonances in Longitudinal *4. 5g *6g
the distributed launcher missile structure wou!d Transverse *3.Og *4. 5g
result in missile vibration substantially cbove
these levels. These loads are based on combined and

unidirectional launcher missile shock response
Shock at sufficiently long durations, generally between

40 and ZOO ms, to approach static conditions.
Most severe vehicle shock which must be The response levels are due to a combination

attenuated by the launcher missile suspension, of short and longer duration vehicle inputs
is don to rigid elements above the vehicle sus- described in preceeding paragraphs.
pension such as the front drive sprocket and
rear idler, striking hard ground while tr-vers- SUSPENSION DESIGN CRITERIA
ing rough terrain. see Figure I.

A vertical natural frequency between 6 and
Shock levels up to 30~g have been measured 8 Ha is desired to attenuate the peak 25g, 10

above the fron. sprocket with typical durations ms half sine shock, due to hard bottomming of
of about 5 milliseconds. Shock% up to 25g have the rear idler, to 7p at the missiles.
been measured above the rear idler with
typical durations of 10 milliseconds. The fore and aft frequency should be

between 3 and 5 Ha to limit longitudinal accel-
Long period shock from about 0. 1 to I erations to about 4. 5g. The longitudinal pitch

seconds duration also occurs due to basic motion mode should be decoupled as much as possible
over terlain and excitation of vehicle vertical to minimize pitch motion and the possibility of
and pitch frequencies of about 1.7 and 1 Hz, the outboard missile radomes hitting the top
respectively. The following are representative of the cab.
maximum levels.
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The transverse frequency should be The two forward and two rear mounts are
between 3 and 4 Hz to limit transverse missile tilted 25 degrees to the horizontal in the longi-
accelerations to about 3. 5g. iudisit, ver..cal X - Z ple..c tc •d.c...ple and

limit motion in the longitudinal and pitch modes.
Frequencies in six degrees-of-freedom, In addition to analyses, tests were conducted

along and about the X, Y, Z axes, with the over the Bedford concrete bump course with the
vehicle considered rigid, should exceed 3 Hz in mounts at 1I degrees, 25 degrees and 38
order to avoid coupling witt, vehicle siuspension degrees which confirmed better all round per-
frequencies below about 1. 7 liz. formrince at the 25-degree angle.

Natural frequencies below 8 liz would pro- Consideration was also given to tilting the
vide abolut 4 to I attenuation of vehicle vibratory mounts in the lateral as well as lengitudinal
inputs above 20 lIz and between 13 and 30 to I planes but wvas not implemented due to high out-
attenuation of most severe track inputs between board structural loads on the tracked vehicle
-1) and 80 lIz. fenders.

Damping must be provided in the suspen- The cg dimensions on Figure 2 are with a
sion system to prevent cr ntinuous resonant three missile total load of approximately 6400
motion of the launcher a-d missiles at mount lbs. The cg moves down about 7 inches toward
natural frequencies. A high damping ratio of the mounting plane and aft about 1 inch per mis-
approximately C/Cc t 0.25 proved satisfactory sile as the load is decreased from the full three
during initial tests of the prototype system. mis.iles.

The rubber ijolators must have sufficient The J5130 mounting units are 3-inch thick
elastic travel at principal natural frequencies overall, which leaves 2. 5-inch rubber thickness,
te prevent bottomming d'ie to peak shock inputs, after subtracting0. 5-inch for the top and bottorr

0. 25-inch steel slates. The mounting unit base
In summary, the suspension system should is 5 1/8 itich square and the upper load face is

control the six principal natural frequencies of 4.74 inch square giving a face area of 2Z in. 2 .
the launcher missile assembly on the rigid
vehicle between 3 and 8 Hz, provide a damping Shear stiffnesses of the front and rear
factor of about C/Cc = 0.25 ana have sufficient mounts are approximately 1500 lbs/in, and 1200
elast-c travel to prevent bottomming., lbs/,in., respectively. The L ratio, or ratio of

compression to shear stiffness, is approximately
DESCRIPTION OF SUSPENSION SYSTEM 6. 5 to I for all monts.

A sketch of the suspension system is shown The mounting unit elastometric material is
in Figure 2. Four Lord J5l30 sandwich rubber natural robber at the rear and more highly
mounting units were specially developed for use damped Lord Co. BTR IV at the front. The more
in the overall Raytheon engineered suspension highly damped elastomer was used for the front
system along with seven Delco hydraulic shock mounts since space was not available to install
absorbers for additional energy absorption and vertical and longitadinal hydraulic dampers at
damping. tne front of the launcher.

Seven Delco standard automotive size shock
absorbers are used in the suspension system
whici furnish additional energy absorption as
well as damping capacity. These shock absorb-
ers are described as follows with respect to
location, direction and damping force versus
velocity.

Four 1-inch diameter pi.;on, lateral
shock absorbers at the fou! mounts each
fu:nish about 50 lbs/in. Is damping
force at velocities up to 30 in.e/

"•'"--........-.' Two 1 3/8 inch piston, vertical longi-
--- - - - tudinal shock aborbers at the rear

mounts each furnish about 70 lbs/in. Is_J damping force up to about 30 in. /s
velocities

Gem. WOTH KTWU0•"•" ' • •'• xmvsOne 1 3/4 inch piston, vertical longi-

tudinal shock absorber at the rear of
t-4' the launcher furnishes a damping force

36- ,, 2- of 200 lbs/in. /s up to 4000 lbs and
80 lbs/in./s up to 6100 lbs

Fig. 2 - Sketch of Suspension Geomtery
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"SUSPIENSION SYSI'EM ANALYSES The stiffnesses Kj, KZ. etc., are deter-
mined from Lagrange& equations of motion in

Analyses were made to determine the the six coordinate d.ections wherein:
niatural frequenoles and mode shapes of the M 2 2 2 1 2

Iancher i nssile assembly, in six degrees-of. - T + U 7T- (X + Y + Z ) +7 (1 a
freedom along and about the X, Y. Z axes,
considered as a rigid body on the suspenon 2 2 kl 2 , • Z ---- kn 2
system, r+i bod th upeso + I + _T 'y I~ - + r y

These analyses were conducted by means where k- ---- kn are individual mount stiffnes-
of a UNIVAC 1 108 computer using a special pro- sea and I .I n are deflections at each mount.
gram devised at Raytheon which solves any
luaiped parameter or distributed system for K1 becomes the overall stiffness due to
transient, sinusoidal or matrix form inputs, motion of M, in the X coordinate in terms of kl
For dynainics p.rposes, the program deter- ---- k. and system geometry. Only 21 of the
mines tindamped natural frequencies and mode 36 stiffnesses K need be calculated since the
shapes as well at: transient accelerations, velo- I<K matrix is symmetrical. The units of K are
cities and displacements at the cg and mounts, lbs/in., lbs/rad, in. -lbs/in. and in. -lbs/rad.
with time,

The inputs F u(t) for these calculh.tions
The form of the equations used is: were half sine shock pulses as described under

vehicle environment in terms of force at spe-
Mx ý Cx - Kx = F cific time intervals through the pulse.

which written out in matrix form and neglecting Natural frequencies and mode shapes
damping becomes: obtained from these analyses are listed below.

Frequen.cy Mode Location

Mx 0 0 0 0 0 X Mode (Hz) (cg)

0 M y 0 0 0 0 Vertical 6.9 493" Forward
Lateral 2.5 179" Below

0 0 Mx 0 0 0 Z Long-Pitch 3.7 54" Below

0 0 0 ly 0 0 Pitch Long 4.6 34" Above
Yaw 4.14 3" Forward

0 0 0 0 Iz 0 Roll 8.33 6" Above

0 0 0 0 0 ;x L Results of analyses to determine response

at the launcher missile cg to half sine shock

K 2 K 3 K K 5 K 6 X inputs are as follows:

K 2 K7 K8 K 9  K 1 0 Kil 1 input Direction Response

S3 K K K K 1 Z 30g - 5 ms Vertical 4.2g
K3 8 KZ 13 14 5 25g - 10 ma Vertical 6.9g

K K K K K K 0 30g - 5 ms Longitudinal 2.3g
4 9 13 16 17 18 25g - 10 ms Longitudinal 4.lg

K 1 10 14 17 19 K 2 0  f A twelve degree-of -freedom system,

Kb l K K K K including the six principal modes of the launcher
16 il 5 18 20 K21 I missile assembly, plus the corrossponding six

modes of the vehicle considered as a rigid body,
r was also analyzed for natural frequencies and

F u(t) shock response using the UNIVAC 1108 compu-
0 ter prograin.

0 A dynamic model of this system showing

0 the twelve degrees-of-freedom, along and
about X. Y, Z axes through the launcher mis-

0 sile cg and the vehicle cg, is shown in Figure 3.

0 j Vehicle suspension stiffnesses are consid-
ered in these analyses as well as the launcher

'MW suspension and can be varied from actual road
he masses Mx --My -Mz -- arm stiffnesses to infinity fot- a rigid vehicle

"where V. is the launcher missile weight. case.

The inertias iy, lz and Ix are the pitch, The larger twelve mode analytical approach

Tahe and roll tass ioments of inertia about yields lower more accurate launcher missile

the cc. respectively, shock response, especially for inputs at the
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Flexing of the vehicle occurs primarily in the
fundamental vertical bending an~d torsion modes.

K - ~Although venicie (imixq OCC'UrG nhty ails-
pension frenuesicies and ib generally relieving

T from a launcher shock standpoinc, vehicle
vibratory motions cov'ld be treated more accur-
ately using the distributel approach. A further
refinement, is considering the launcher missile
azisembly as a distributed system. Launcher

r miss~ile structural resonances are sufficiently
above susponsion frequencies, however, not

* ~.aii~nER to si~'nificantly effect susT ension systemn
9 performance.

Test Correlation

X, Experimental natitral frequency tests wvere
conducted with the vehicle blu.cked to provide a
rigid platform for the susperu iori system.

ImAT REMR IDLER Results indicated principal natural frequencies
No LEICL _"go j of the launcher missile assembly approaching

ffhUT 011aff FRONTAV the frequencies calculated for the twelve degree-
WAR RM VMLS of-freedom vehicle launcher system.

Fig. 3 D Eynamic Mooel Twelve Degrees -of -
Freedom System Natural frequ~encies closer to the twelve

than the six degree-of -freedom system were
front of the vehicle which are attenuated con - primarily due to the vehicle not being completely
siderably at the launcher suspension systerii blocked. An increase in dynamnic rubber stiff-
due to vehicle pitch. ness also occurs at the small *0. 05 inch test

response amplitudes as compared to actual
Launcher missile assembly natural fre- deflections up to about I inch in c-nipression

quencies and mode shapes on the suspension and 3 inch in shear due to peak shock inputs.
system. obtained from the twelve degree -of-
freedom analyses, are listed as follows. The The hydraulic shock absorbers h~d little
six predominantly vehicle frequencies are effect on natural frequency values. Magnifica-
below Z He. tions at resonance with and without the dampers

Freqency ModeLocaionare listed below from tests in principal direc-
Mode (Hz) (,:g) NoiWith

Vertical 9.2 360" Forward Dampe rs ap
Lateral 4.1 244" Above a e sIi .-Ig-Pitch 5.6 91"1 Above Vertical 4.7 3.3
Pitch-Long. 4. 5 8. 5' Below Lateral 6.8 2.7
Taw 4.4 0.9"/ Forward Longitudinal 6.0 4.2
Roll 9.5 5. 8" Above

Typical resonance curves measured at the
Results of analyses to determine response rear of the center missile at the longitudini.1

at the launcher missile cg to half sine inputs rocking frequency, both with and without damp-
at thes front and rear of tho vehicle are as ers are shown in Figure 4,.
follows:

Deflections of the standard automotive type
Response rubber ekid fittings used on the shock absorbers

Input Input D3trection ()have the desirab!e feature of decreasing trans-
30g - 5 me Vertical Front 1.1m ssion of most severe higher frequency vehicle

Zg-10 me Vertical Reo: 4.9 ribration through the dampers. The shock
z5g - In e Vertical riear 5. 8 absoroers are yer- effective for their prirnary
30g - S0 m L oniuiaS. design purpose of damping shock induced high

30g 5 m Lonitudnal . 3 elocity large displacement motion of the
Z5g - l0ins Longitudinal 3.9 ~ uncher miss'le assembly.
z0g - 15 ma Longitudinal 4.6 R u h Tt ri e t

U ~~~~~~The above v.ertical shock response with the RohTraiTet
twelve degree -of -freedom system is, as anti- Oeo h n~ia rbesi einn
cipated, much lower than with the six, espe-
cially due to inputs at the front of the vehicle. a suspension syste-n and laui~cher missile
Longitudinzi. response is about the same, support hardware ior a tracked vehicle applica-

tion is clearly est-bhishing the se-.erity of the
A further extension of these analyses is to mblt odtoswihtes tmsol

consider the vehicle as a distributed massutsad
spring systemn as compared to a rigid be-ly,
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A special concrete bump course was
constructed at the Raytheon Bedford Laborator-
ies during prototype engineering and develop-

0 0T ment to evaluate the SPH mobility environment
"" � over .4evere terrain.

"The course, described below, was more
severe than Munson coursee at Aberdeen Prov-

i ing Grounds used for vibration and shock tests
" -'-I ---'-E - ---U-- Oof Army vehicles and represented engineering

1-judgement of the type conditions necessary to
vrovide a rugged and trouble free SPH system____ for the rough country mobility usage intended.

", I Te course consisted of.

• ------ i--"----��j- l I Two 6-inch bumps, with peaks
S1_•3 faet apart and roughly sinusoidal

in shape to simulate mild undulat-
2 a 0 .. 2 ing terrain.

• , 2) Two 14-inch sinusoidal bumps with
Fig. 4 Typical Re onance Curves-Long peaks 17 feet apart to simulatePitcal R o e severe undulating terrain. The

Pitch Mode peak of the first 14-inch bump was

An alihost infinite var~ety of rough t,,rrain 2 1 feet from the second 6-inch
and different size and shape bumps can conceiv- peak. These bumps were found
ably be encountered up to maximum vehicie very severe from a vertical andspeeds. It is evident that judgements must be longitudinal shock standpoint due

speds.It s eidet tat udgmens niis beto sprocket bottorr.min?_ •n the up
exercised in establishing mobility conditions slopeo thescn inch up
which are rcalistic for design purposes as slup 8 -inch rkg m 7f

_com~pared to accidents. 3) Fcur 8-inch racking bumps 7 feet
c d dapart and staggered to give racking

In cons;deration of the above, certain motion. The peak of the first

natural limitations become predominant. TVe racking bump was 21 feet from the
first of these is driver safety and degree of last 14-inch bump.
discomfo-t. In general, the tomfort and safety 4) Four a-inch busiups with poaks 7
of the driver are directly related to the speeds feet apart to simulate washboard

and driving techniques used in negotiating rouigh washboard bump was 2 1 feet fromt
terrain. Tracked vehicle drivers learn from the last 8-inch racking bump.
experience given adequate checkout, permissible These bumps are also roughmy
speeds and best driving techniques such as sinusoidal in shape.
braking, turning and accelerating to use in sinusoidal n hp
negotiating rough errain and obstacles without simulate a ridge type condition.
risking back o! head injuries. Accidents m,,st The peak of the 3-foot ridge was
be separately identified and minimized by about 29 feet from the peak of the
m;litary vehicle vrocedure and personnel train- last 8-inch washboard bump.
ing. ) One 8-inch by 6-inch timber

imbedded in hard surface with
A second principal consideration from the imatl surfoot hith

standpoint of hLuncher missile attachment design approach.
conditions is the basic capability of the tracked approach.

vehicle. The suspension system and mounted 7) Sudden 9-inch dropoun from hard

equipment can generally be considered struc- surface into ole found to produce

turally satisfactory if they can withstand as high rear vehicle shock due to the

severe mobility conditions as the tracked vehicle rear idler dropping back on the

which has undergone considerable testing and step.
opertioal niltaryexpriece.8) Paved roads for most severe

operational miL~tary experience, vehicle vibration.

The above discussion relates principally Fort Devens Course
to design loads to prevent operational structural
fail-res. The important overall consideration Lagieer-ng and development tests of pro-
is that the missiles fire reliably from the totype er e cnductedlopen roughlauncher alter bcing subjected to the total totype systems were conducted over" rough
lanhier aobier benirng eincluding vibration, roads, tank trails and hilly rocky open terrain
vehicle mobile environment inclurin voads n at Fort Devens, Massachusetts. A short 16-rinnshock, etc., as well as structural loads. movie of tests at Fort Devens and the following
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Donna Anna course are included in the verbal VIBRATION ISOLATION RESULTS
presentation to illustrate the severe conditions
used ior SPH moobiiiwy iest- V , .,. .. .

courses previously described, at frequencies
Donna Anna Course up to 4 kHz, show extremely effective isolation

of vehicle vibration from the missiles and
Qualification tests were conducted by the launcher.

Army Test and Evaluation command, TECOM,
over rough desert roads andi open terrain on the Results were compatible with design
Donna Anna test range near White Sands Proy- analyses based on the predicted vehicle vibra-
ing Ground. New Mexico. One of the most tion environment and suspension system design
severe bumps used for repeated testing was a criteria. Missile peak vibration was below *lg
30-inch deep wa..hout in the hard desert road at at all frequencies up to Z kHz whereas vehicle
the bottom of a small ravine, steady vibration frequently reached *7g with

peaks over *20g.
AL erdeen Proving Ground

Peak vibration measured on the launcher
Army TECOM qualification test,, -were con- missile assembly and vehicle are shown in

ducted over Munson hard surface courses used Figure 6. Peak vibration plotted is defined
for shock and vibration. Churchville Hills and as the average of about five consecutive peak
Perryman cross tountry courses, at Aberdeen cycles which occurred repeatedly throughout
Proving Grou-,* 'sryland. test runs.

The "-wn ae• : of these courses from a
shock . .. .- '•S "; was the Perryman 3 cross
count.,'- _. " Approximately,600 miles of
continuous 24 hours per day testing was required
over this course uolng drivers in relays at
typical to severe driving conditions. Speeds , --- j--[
over larger bumps ir this course, located about sj '
every 100 feet, are generally less than 10 .___ _ _-

mph. increasing up to about 15 mph over smoother ''~ 1 1
The Perryman 3 course (see Reference 1) I I. _-

vries somewhat with the season, weather and Kusage. Typical profiles of larger bumps our-

I 5 . )I .-. ai•e=
veyd urig PH ess aeshow i Fiur 5

Fig. 6 - SPH Vibration Stimmary

______________The high degree of attenuation accomplished
by the SPL suspension system is shown graph-
ically in Figure 7. which is a reproduction of
steady vibration o-scillograph data over a gravel

O s. ae sthc e road at 30 mph. The contrast is self-evident
belween the uppe r nine quiet traces on the
launcher an-I missiles and the lower six high g
broad frequency band traces on the vehicle.

a IWElectronic vibration data reduction conduc-

s Im 4if ted by Aberdeen Proving Groiund Development

NOW[ ý 4 W39 and Proof Services, see Reference 2, agreeS•m• •'•favorably with the results reported above, The
maximum vibratory acceleration measured at

Fig. 5 - Typical Profiles of Larger Bumps the center of gravity of the mi-di!eS during
on APG Perryman 3 Course paved road operation was less than *g crest and

0. 2g rms. Attenuation of ws rm levels by as much
as 19 to I were reported from che cg of the
vehicle to the cg of the missfier.



As predicted by design analy0es, the data

-l attenuated short period shock such as 30g-S me
Ire "M loss" CS 0Wand 2Sg-10 ins. to less than 7g on the launcher

t .and missiles.

A_- _ .0__________AtThe decreasing shock isolation effectiveness
1E r as vehicle shock input durations increase can be

clearly seen on Figure 8. Since vehicle shock
"levels decrease as durations increase, launcher
missile shock levels are in all cases below

TO limit load conditions used for design of launcher
and missile attachment hardware.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN LOADS

Simultaneous shock in various directions on
the launcher missile assembly were analyzed
over most severe bumps at Bedford, Fort
Devens, Donna Anna and the Perryman 3 course
at APG for use in establishing structural design

S_ _ _ _ lo a d s .

Fig. 7 - Typical SPH V%5ration Data at The Perryman 3 profiles showr. i a k igure
30 mph are typical of bumps used for detailed shock load

analysea. Durations of the launcher missile

SHOCK RESPONSE shock considered applicable for structural loads
were generally between 40 and 200 ma.

Acceleration data measured at frequencies
up to Z kHz, over prepared and rough terrain The oscillograms of Figures 9 and 10 show
courses previously descri6"e, AhG-" very effec- simultaneous shock resulting from traversing
tivc isolation of short period shock inputs from two of the most severe bumps in the Perryrozn
the launcher and missiles. 3 course at so-called maximum safe driving

speeds.
Peak shock results or: the vehicle and

launcher missile assembly measured on all The oscillogram of Figure 9 is used as
courses are plotted in Figure 8. The shock data follows to illustrate the engineering approach
plotted are single higrn.st peaks at various half used in analyzing detailed shock signatures for
sine durations reflected back i.. th., zero accel- simultaneous loads. A peak down vertical
eration baseline, inertia load cf 6. 8g occur:ed on the right rear

launcher shaft above the mount. Lower down
loads occurred however, above the other launcher
shafts and at the B missile aft support boom,
such that the maximum simultaneous down load
on the launcher missile assembly averaged 5g.
Simultaneous loads in other directions were
2. 5g aft at the B missile aft boom, 0. Sg trans -

M .,verse at the launcher shafts and only 0. Zg
/•0US transverse.

so. The above simultaneous shock loads are
__ _ well below cormibined limit loads used for struc-

tural design. A combination of the peak shock
oe - levels in various directions, which occur at

slightly different times than th, simultaneous
shock values, were also well below the lmit

.. • .* 'Aload criteria.

S* * (a l -A summary of simultaneous loads deter.
i*. _______ mined over the sixteen most severe bumps

encountered in the Perryman 3 course is con-
tained in Table 1. The bumps were most severe
from the standpoint of resulting accelerations
due to a combination of bump size, higher speeds
and driving technique. It is seen that although
local shock in single directions approaches

a Gon limit load levels, combined loads are in allcases less severe than the structural design

Fig. 8 - SPH Shock Data criteria.
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Simultaneous shock signature analyses plus TABLE I
the following statistical studies confirmed the Simultaneous Loads on Perryman 3 Course
SPH design limit lord criteria listed below as Over 16 Most Severe Bumps
adeouate fnr 'ratiwrt,,l .a;..i

Combined Unidirectional . - _. __'

Vertical down 7. 5 g 8g I
Longitudinal *4. 5g *6g I I. ) IM '

Transverse *3g *4.5g ,

The above vertical down factors include the s 33M 0 2U

Ig static load and the up factors represent actual . e .... . .
dynamic up inertia loads of 2. 5g and 3g. I C J.AL I, L

4 i .AN O

606 D I 0 .'L 0 S

LEFT FRONT SAHAF 20 , lAS I CAS
OUGH•T FRONT SHIAFT OUTi • ,

LEFT REAR SHAFT 400 .ý,AS A
4 4L I 0L , L 0 IL

1, IA ASol:A SUPPORT FOD 245 I . 04

LEFT FSRNT SHAFT 0 one•M 0 ,I,
zLOL :4 01L

OUGHT FRN4T SHAFT OBA 0:R 0.o

05*F REA UOW I .6 1M

aATSUPPORT OUH ---- 0I____
LEFT POW. SlAFT O~9-ft.A 4.1. r 1

0 - I

LF mPOWT IL op
ROUT NEMsa SHAFTI. OSL 3t .Ot, 7~ .S .  3 7

Fig. 9 - Simultaneous Loads Analysis A 
a AS

Busr 8 1. tl--.

AS Al, idw.Is W S.•.rt

STATiSTICAL SHOCK ANALYSES

WTICA. UTsIOIL US Shock data measured over the Perryman 3so. 6 o course at maximum safe driving speeds was
A WJWLE 00011 4 0 statistically analyzed by means of the UNIVAC
C MISSPI FROM4 0.2 1108 computer.
9 MISS•ILI A . I 20

SAFT Soe 1, The shock data used for statistical analyses
consisted of peak longer period shock measured

U ___ over specific bumps, such as the shock data of
SSLabout 4O to ZOO ms duration used for simultan-

A a.m[ .m - o.w eous loads, see Figures 9 and 10.

5 APT s5UT 1 12F Statistical analyses of the large amount of
LkIUNmO LEFT ,•EA 04F shock data obtained over the Perryman 3 course,

at severe driving conditions, was considereO of
I primary significance in confirming structural

S o OUGH S design loads.
SAH"S LEFT FN Shock peaks on major elements such as the

I, missiles, launcher and vehicles, in principal
J-=-•M directions, were first treated using a standard

Fig. 10 - Simultaneous Loads Analysis statistical program to find the arithmetic mean.
standard deviation and probability distributioai ofBump 3the data collection. The most cosvvenient form.
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ered symmetrical .aout zero, used a mean

value of OG and the Grnis or 'a value as the root
miean square of the shock peaks.0_

311C" DATATA ,

Exa:nples of the later approach are shown 10
in Figures 11. 12 and 13 for the vehicle spons 2-

ons below the mounts. 'he launcher shafts above 3o1

the mounts, and the missiles, all in the vertical
down direction. 60.T JSdiR~ 7  /~TE.H

OF oso.

0W IN2

PEAK GIG0,

so. /Fig. 13 - Statistical Shcck Loads AnalysesMissiles Vertical Down

70.The probzbility A, reaching high values such as
/G 3G appear somewhat less than in a standard dis-

GO. /° -ý tribution.

The following table indicates Grms (Io)
SIlevels, the peak shock measured and its corre-

0 l 2 3 sponding no value for elements of greatest
PEA ;•, interest.

Fig. 11 - Statistical Shock Loads Analyses IV
Sponsons Vertical Down Grms Peak G no

Ail missiles vertical

down 2.48 6.0 2.12

All missiles vertical

up 1.13 i.9 1.51

I !All missiles trans-
verse 2.14 4.6 2.17

___ • •' t'All missiles long-
itudinal 1.86 3.7 1.97

Vehicle sponsons
8MLtTv 40. below mounts 6.0Z 13.8 Z. 30

w so - /- Launcher shafts

above mounts 2.42 6.7 .2.79

" 426 The above tabulation shows that peak shock
4 •1-•. measured was below structural design criteaia
10 _____ levels. The peak no values are also below the

3* level iksdicating that 3a loads should generally
lo represent a conservative approach in designing
ft"5srm for severe rough terrain mobility. Care must

be taken in using this approach for load criteria,
however. to convert data measured locally at

Fig. 12 - Statistical Shock Loads Analyses - all locations on a major element, such at plot-
Shafts Vertical Down ted in Figures 1, IZ and 13. to overall loads

on the element acting in the manner used for
The statistical probability curves on F;.g- structural analyses.

urea 11, 12 and 13 are typical of all shock data

treated in this manner. The s..ape of the curves Further more detailed statistical studies
at higher shock levels is more similar to a of the SPL shock data obtained at Aberdeen Prov-
standard than a Rayleigh type distribution, ing Ground are planned in connection with an
which are shown on the figures for comparison. improved version of the systemn currently under

development.
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CONCLUSIONS typical driving speeds and techniques approach-

ing the limit of driver capability. Overall as
The SPL secondary suspension system well as local loads, should be treated statistic-

satisfactorily protected the launcher and mis- ally along paths used for structural analyses.
siles from excessive vehicle vibration and
shock during most severe engineering and qual- REFERENCES
ification test mobility conditions.
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